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A compact coplanar waveguide fed planar antenna is proposed by modifying the 

transmission line parameters. A quad band antenna suitable for wireless application 

is demonstrated. This uniplanar compact antenna is operating in GSM 900, DCS 

1800, IEEE802.11.a, IEEE802.11.b and HiperLAN-2 bands with nearly omnidi-

rectional radiation pattern. A harmonic suppressed antenna is also presented in this 

thesis. This antenna is operating in a single mode up to 10GHz. This may find good 

application in Wireless LAN.
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1.1 Introduction 

Antennas – The electronic eye and ear of all communication systems are 

unavoidable and inseparable part of modern gadgets. Knowingly or 

unknowingly every human is carrying atleast an antenna which makes it an 

important commodity ever made by human kind. The IEEE defines the antenna 

or aerial as “a means for radiating or receiving radio waves”. In general, an 

antenna is a transition device or a transducer, between guided wave and free 

space wave. The wide range of application of antennas is available in various 

regions of electromagnetic spectrum. The type and property of antenna 

depends on the frequency region at which it operates. The electrical and 

mechanical characteristics together with operating cost and environment will 

determine the design criterion for a particular antenna. Antennas are not only 

utilized for communication and broadcasting but also for the fascinating field 

of radio astronomy.  Moreover, antennas are extensively used in various 

applications such as biomedicine, defence, radar, remote sensing, collision 

avoidance, air traffic control, GPS, WLAN’s etc. The antenna is an essential 

device in a communication system, but not an isolated device! This makes it 

an interesting and challenging subject. 

1.2 The origin of Electromagnetic theory and the first Antennas – 
A Glimpse through history 

Historical backgrounds are inevitable for the complete awareness of the 

present state of art in research activities and to generate scientific interest 

among students.  Thales of Miletus, a Greek mathematician, astronomer and 

philosopher in 600BC noted that when amber is rubbed with silk it produces 

spark [1]. Thales was the pioneer in both electricity and magnetism but his 
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interest was philosophical rather than practical; hence it took centuries to 

investigate it in a serious experimental way. 

William Gilbert of England in about A.D. 1600, conducted the first 

systematic experiments of electric and magnetic phenomena, by inventing the 

electroscope for measuring electrostatic effects. He was the first to recognize 

that earth itself is a huge magnet. American scientists, Benjamin Franklin in 

1750 established the law of conservation of charges and established that there 

are both positive and negative charges. Charles Augustine de Coulomb of 

France measured electric and magnetic forces, and at the same time the German 

Scientist Karl Friedrich Gauss formulated divergence theorem relating volume 

and surface integrals. The investigation of Christian Oersted in 1819 that 

electricity could produce magnetism led Andre Marie Ampere to invent 

Solenoidal coil for producing magnetic field. In 1831, Michael Faraday 

discovered that magnetism could produce electricity. This is a remarkable 

invention in the history of science. 

James Clerk Maxwell, a professor at Cambridge University, England, 

established the interdependency of electricity and magnetism in a profound 

and elegant manner.  In his classic treatise of 1873, he published the first 

unified theory of electricity and magnetism and founds the science of 

electromagnetics. He postulated that light is electromagnetic in nature and that 

electromagnetic radiation of other wavelength should be possible.  

Hertz in his classical experiment created spark at the center of the dipole 

and received a similar spark at a gap in the nearby loop in 1880’s. The 

information in Hert’z experiment was actually in binary digital form, by tuning 

the spark on and off. This could be considered the very first digital wireless 

system, which consisted of two of the best-known antennas: the dipole and the 
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loop. Thus the dipole antenna is also called the Hertz antenna. This invention 

remained as a laboratory curiosity until 20 year old Marconi read his 

experiments. Young Marconi cut short his vacation and rushed home to test 

whether Hertzian waves could be used to send messages. In his spacious rooms 

at the upper floor of the Marconi mansion in Bologna, Marconi repeated Hertz’s 

experiments. His happiness on success could not wait until next morning. So he 

woke up his mother and demonstrated his radio systems to her in the late night 

itself. Marconi quickly went on to add tuning, big antenna and ground systems 

for longer wavelengths and was able to signal over large distances. In 1901, he 

made his famous historical transatlantic communication. We now call it radio 

but then it was wireless: Marconi’s Wireless. Monopole antennas (near quarter-

wavelength) were widely used in Marconi’s experiments; thus vertical 

monopole antennas are also called Marconi antennas [2]. 

Meanwhile, during  1894-1900  Jagadish  Chandra  Bose the famous, 

talented Indian scientist successfully generated and 60 GHz signals. Following 

the First World War, vacuum tubes became available for transmission; 

continuous waves replaced spark and radio broadcasting began in the 200 to 

600 meter range. During World War II, battles were supposed to be won by the 

side that was first to spot enemy aeroplanes, ships or submarines. The British 

and American scientists developed radar technology to see targets from 

hundreds of miles away, even at night. This research resulted in the 

development of high-frequency radar antennas such as wire type antennas and 

aperture type (Reflector and Horn) antennas. Since antenna became an essential 

device in the radio broadcasting, communication and radar system. Broadband 

antennas, circularly polarized antennas, planar antennas and active antennas as 

well as much other type of antennas were subsequently developed for emerging 

applications and the opened new era in the development of antennas.  
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The Three dimensional huge antennas were replaced by planar antennas 

with the invention of microstrip antennas by Deschamps [3] in 1953. However, 

it took nearly 20 years to fabricate such an antenna. Their development was 

accelerated by the availability of good substrates with low loss tangent with 

attractive thermal and mechanical properties, improved photolithographic 

techniques, and better theoretical models. The development in wireless 

communication is rapid and highly progressive. The 1G analog systems of 

1980’s evolved into 2G digital technology in the 90’s and to third generation of 

mobile communication which includes wireless multimedia services. The 3G 

mobile system evolved in 2002’s eliminating previous incompatibilities and 

became a truly global system. The forthcoming 4G (fourth generation) mobile 

communication systems are projected to solve the still remaining problems of 

3G systems and to provide a wide diversity of new services, from high quality 

voice to high definition video to high data rate wireless channels. A 

chronological overview of the development in wireless communication are 

summarized in Table 1.1 
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1.3 Important Milestones in Communication 
Table 1.1 Milestones in Communication [4-7] 

1837 Morse demonstration of telegraph 
1865 Prediction of electromagnetic wave propagation by Maxwell 
1876 Alaxander Graham Bell invented the Telephone 
1887 The existence of ElectroMagnetic waves is verified by Heinrich Rudolph Hertz. 
1894 Wireless telegraphy by Marconi 
1895 Jagadish Chandra Bose gave his first public demonstration of electromagnetic waves. 
1901 First wireless transmission by Guglielmo Marconi with his transatlantic transmission. 
1906 Lee de Forest’s Radio Telephone company sold the first radio 
1915 Direct telephone communications opened for service. 
1921 Radio dispatch service initiated for police cars in Detroit, Michigan 
1924 Directive Yagi-Uda antenna developed by Prof.Hidetsugu Yagi  
1927 First television transmission. 
1929 Microwave communication established by Andre G . Clavier 
1933 Demonstration of Frequency Modulation by Armstrong 
1934 AM(Amplitude Modulation)mobile communications systems used by state and 

municipal forces in the U.S 
1935 RADAR by Watson Watt, Radio astronomy by Janskey 
1943 The first telephone line from Calcutta, India to Kunming, China. 
1944 Telephone cable  laid across the English channel 
1946 Radiotelephone connections made to PSTN(Public-switched telephone network),3.7-4.2 

LOS link by AT&T 
1947 First Mobile phone demonstration 
1953 Deep space communication  proposed by John Pierce. 
1957 Soviet Union launches Sputnik, humanity’s first artificial satellite. 
1958 Invention of Integrated Circuit 
1968 Development of the cellular telephony concept at Bell Laboratories. 
1979 A 62,000 mile telecommunications system is  implemented in Saudi Arabia 
1980 1G first generation - only mobile voice service 
1981 Beginning of first commercial cellular mobile communication 
1982 Two way video teleconferencing service   started 
1986 Integrated Service Digital Network   deployed 
1990 2G-Second generation digital cellular deployed throughout the world. 
1995 CDMA is introduced 
2000 3G Standard is proposed. 
2008 ITU-R organization specified the IMT-Advanced (International Mobile 

Telecommunications Advanced) requirements for 4G standards. 
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1.4 Modern wireless communication services 

Antennas have wide range of application throughout the electromagnetic 

spectrum. In order to avoid the congestion during the communication process 

frequency bands are allocated for different applications. This frequency assignment 

will reduce the interference from multiple users. The different frequency band 

allocated by the governing council for smooth running of communication process 

is given in the table.1.2 with corresponding category of antenna. 

Table 1.2. Wireless Communication [4-7] 

Name of the Wireless 
Communication Service 

Allocated frequency 
band 

Commonly used 
Antenna 

Digital Video Broadcasting 
(DVB-H) 

470MHZ-702MHz Compact printed 
Antennas 

Radio Frequency Identification  
(RFID) 

865-868MHz, 
2.446-2.454GHz 

Loops, Folded-F, 
Patch and Monopole 

Global System for Mobile  
(GSM 900) 

890MHz-960MHz Dipole, patch arrays 
and Monopoles. 

Global Positioning System 
(GPS1400, GPS1575) 

1227MHz -1575MHz, 
1565MHz-1585MHz 

Microstrip patch or 
bifilar helix 

Digital Communication System 
(DCS 1800) 

1710MHz-1880MHz 

Personal Communication System 
(PCS 1900) 

1850MHz-1990MHz 

International Mobile 
Telecommunication-2000 
(3G IMT-2000) 

1885MHz-2200MHz 

Universal Mobile 
Telecommunication Systems 
(UMTS 2000) 

1920MHz-2170MHz 

Industrial ,Scientific, 
Medical(ISM 2.4, ISM 5.2,     
ISM 5.8) 

2400MHz-2484MHz, 
5150MHz-5350MHz, 
5725MHz-5825MHz 

 
 
 
 
Dipole or patch arrays 
in base stations. 
Monopoles, sleeve 
dipoles and patch in 
mobile handset 

Ultra Wide Band (UWB) 
communication 

3.1GHz-10.6GHz Planar printed 
antennas, Horn 
Antennas 
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The frequency range allotted for different band designation together with 

their usage is listed in the table.1.3. This table covers not only the mobile 

communication but from VHF to Ka band (3KHz-40GHz).  

Table 1.3 Frequency range allotment for different communication[4-7] 

Band 
Designation 

Frequency 
range Usage 

VHF 3-30KHz Long distance telegraphy and navigation 

LF 30-300 KHz Aeronautical navigation services, Radio 
broadcasting, Long distance communication,  

MF 300-3000 Regional broadcasting, AM radio 

HF 3-30MHz Communications, broadcasting, surveillance, CB 
radio 

VHF 30-300 MHz Surveillance, TV broadcasting, FM radio 

UHF 30-1000MHz Cellular communications 

Old New 

L D 
1-2 GHz Long range surveillance, remote sensing 

S E,F 2-4 GHz Weather detection, Long range tracking 

C G,H 4-8 GHz Weather detection, long-range tracking 

X I,J 8-12 GHz Satellite communications, missile guidance, mapping 

Ku J 12-18 GHz Satellite communications, altimetry, high resolution 
mapping  

K J 18-26 GHz Very high resolution mapping 

Ka K 26-40 GHz Air port surveillance 
 

1.5 Present antenna types and design techniques – Planar Antennas 

         Why planar antennas – The 3-dimensional antennas used for 

communication purpose are huge and are not suitable for portable gadgets. 

Planar antennas can be directly printed onto a circuit board (Dielectric 

substrate), these are becoming popular within the wireless communication 
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market. Different types of planar antennas are discussed in the forthcoming 

sections. Among this microstrip antennas are very popular due to its excellent 

radiation characteristics and discussed in the next section. 

1.5.1 Microstrip Antenna 

The basic printed antenna, Microstrip antenna concept was first proposed 

in 1953 by Deschamps [3] of USA. Then Byron in 1970 proposed a strip 

radiator separated from a ground plane by a substrate for phased array 

application. He used a half wavelength wide strip, fed coaxially at the radiating 

edges, as the basic array element [8]. The microstrip element was patented by 

Munson [9] and design data about basic rectangular and circular patch antennas 

were published by Howell [10]. The simple fundamental configuration of 

microstrip antenna with radiating metallic patch on one side and a ground plane 

on other side of a substrate having uniform dielectric constant and thickness is 

shown in Figure1.1. The patch conductors are normally of copper or gold and 

can assume any shape and its length is typically about one half of the dielectric 

wavelength corresponding to the resonant frequency [11-12] . 

 

 
Figure 1.1 Geometry of Microstrip Antenna 
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The dielectric substrate material used will determine the size and radiation 

characteristics of the antenna. Increasing the dielectric constant can assure 

compactness but lowers the bandwidth and efficiency of the antenna and vice 

versa. The thickness of microstrip antenna is also important in determining the 

resonant characteristics. As the thickness increases the bandwidth increases at 

the risk of exciting surface waves and vice versa. The microstrip antenna can be 

fed in different ways  

 Coaxial Feed or Probe feed: 

Usually a microstrip antenna is fed by a coaxial probe. The inner 

conductor of the Sub Miniature Amphenol (SMA) connector is 

soldered to the patch metallization through a via hole and outer 

conductor is attached to the back side ground.  

   Microstrip Line Feed 

A Microstrip line on the same substrate appears to be a natural 

choice to feed a patch as the patch can be considered an extension of 

the Microstrip line, and both can be fabricated simultaneously. 

   Proximity Coupled Microstrip Feed 

Proximity feed uses a two layer substrate with a Microstrip line on 

the lower substrate, terminating in an opening below the patch which 

is printed on the upper substrate. 

   Aperture Coupled Microstrip Feed 

It consists of a Microstrip feed line on the bottom substrate coupled 

through a small aperture in the ground plane, to a Microstrip patch on 

the top substrate. 
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Microstrip antennas have several advantages compared to conventional 

microwave antennas, and therefore used for many applications covering the 

broad frequency range from 100MHz to 100GHz. Some of the principal 

advantages of microstrip antennas compared to conventional microwave 

antennas are[2,4,12]: 

 Light weight, low volume and thin profile configuration suitable for 

modern wireless gadgets.  

 Low fabrication cost  

 Easy large scale fabrication. 

 Suitable for integration with Monolithic Microwave Integrated 

Circuits (MMIC’s).  

 Compatible for producing linear and circular polarization with 

broadside radiation with simple feed.   

 Feed lines and matching circuits can be simultaneously fabricated 

with antenna structure. 

 Dual frequency or multi frequency operation can be possible with 

geometry modifications.  

 Dual polarization antennas can be easily made. 

 No cavity backing is required. 

However microstrip antennas have some inherent disadvantages which 

limit the use in many wireless applications. These major demerits include   

 Narrow band width and associated tolerance problems.  

 Uniplanar radiation; Microstrip antennas radiate into half space.  

 Lower power handling capacity and poor end fire radiation.  
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 Excitation of surface waves when thick substrates are used.  

 Somewhat lower gain (~6dBi). 

 Large ohmic loss in the feed structure of arrays. 

Even though microstrip antennas have some demerits, they are widely 

used for lot of applications. Several other types of antennas have emerged to 

cater to the new varieties of application and are discussed in detail in the 

forthcoming sections. 

1.5.2 Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) 

A conventional CPW on a dielectric substrate consists of a center strip 

conductor with semi-infinite ground planes on either side separated by a small 

gap. The three dimensional view of the open ended CPW transmission line is 

shown in figure.1.2. 
 

 

Figure 1.2 Geometry of Coplanar waveguide(CPW) Transmission line 

This structure supports a quasi-TEM mode of propagation. The 

advantages of CPW transmission line over Microstrip are, 
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 Uniplanar  structure 

 Easy fabrication 

 Active and Passive devices can be easily mounted on the surface. 

 Eliminates the need for wraparound and via holes  

 Less radiation loss  

 Weak Cross talk between adjacent lines 

Broadly coplanar waveguides can be classified into three types as follows 

 Conventional CPW 

Semi infinite ground planes on either side of the central line. But for 

practical purpose the ground planes are of finite extent. 

 Conductor backed CPW 

In this case there is an additional ground plane at the bottom surface 

of the substrate which not only gives mechanical support but also 

acts as a heat sink for active devices. 

 Micromachined CPW 

The micro machined CPWs are of two types, namely, the microshield 

line and the CPW suspended by a silicon dioxide membrane above a 

micromachined groove. 

The CPW is excited by launching signal to the centre strip with respect to the 

ground strip. This produce a field distribution similar to the Odd mode distribution in 

coupled slot lines. The electric field is coupled out of phase in the two slots with 

magnetic field encircling each strip. In odd mode a magnetic wall is introduced at the 

plane passing though the centre of the signal strip. Here the field distributions in gaps 

are out of phase, and it cancels at the far field and hence less radiation loss. 
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The structural and radiation characteristics of CPW makes it suitable for 

almost all the fields of microwave engineering. CPW lines are commonly 

employed in Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) Switches.  MEMS 

are small integrated devices or systems that combine electrical and mechanical 

components. The rapid progress made in the area of semiconductor wafer 

processing has led to the successful development of MEMS based microwave 

circuits. The conductors located on the top surface of a substrate(uniplanar) 

makes it ideally suitable for fabricating metal membrane, capacitive, shunt-type 

switches etc[13]. MEMS shunt switches manufactured on CPW structures are 

found to have low insertion loss, low switching voltages, fast switching speed 

and excellent linearity. These switches offer the potential to build new 

generation low loss high linearity microwave circuits for phased array antennas 

and communication systems. Amplifiers, active combiners, frequency doublers, 

mixers, and switches have been realized using CPW. The CPW amplifier 

circuits include millimeter-wave amplifiers [14, 15 and 16] distributed 

amplifiers [17], cryogenically cooled amplifiers [18], cascade amplifiers [19], 

transimpedance amplifiers [20], dual gate HEMT amplifiers [21], and low-noise 

amplifiers [22].  

Recent advances in the area of thin film deposition techniques, such as 

sputtering, laser ablation, chemical vapor deposition, and etching technologies, 

have resulted in the application of high temperature superconducting (HTS) 

materials to microwave circuits [23]. The HTS circuits have low microwave 

surface resistance over a wide range of frequencies. As a result signal propagation 

takes place along these transmission lines with negligible amount of attenuation. 

Furthermore the advantage of using CPW is that only one surface of the substrate 

needs to be coated with HTS material before patterning. Recently HTS low-pass 

and band-stop CPW filters have been demonstrated [24-25]. 
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The CPW is invariably used in antenna designs as the feed of the 

radiating element and as radiating system. Coplanar Waveguide fed Patch 

Antennas are available in literature [26]. The feed system in these antennas is 

directly coupled, electromagnetically coupled, or aperture coupled to the patch.  

1.5.3 DR Loaded Antenna 

The radiating mechanism in a Dielectric Resonator Antenna (DRA) is the 

displacement current circulating in a dielectric medium, usually a ceramic pellet. 

That is the radiation characteristics are a function of the mode of operation excited 

in the DRA. These antennas give more degree of freedom since the user can choose 

the large variety of dielectric constant as per the user’s requirement. Moreover, 

DRA’s can decrease the size of antenna significantly by choosing high dielectric 

materials [27].  Geometry of DR antenna is shown in figure.1.3. 

 
Figure 1.3 Geometry of Dielectric Resonator Antenna 

DR antennas have high radiation efficiency since there is no inherent 

conductor loss in DR’s and hence are highly attractive for millimeter wave 
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antennas, where the loss in metal fabricated antennas can be high. They are 

highly suitable for space application and in other compact wireless gadgets. 

1.5.4 PILA and PIFA based Antenna 

Planar Invrted L-Antenna (PILA) and Planar Inverted F-Antenna(PIFA) 

are the promising alternatives for external monopoles. The small size and low 

profile nature of the PIFA make it an excellent choice on portable equipment. 

Typical geometry of a PIFA is shown in figure.1.4.  
 

 
Figure 1.4 Geometry of Planar Inverted F-Antenna 

 

The PILA/PIFA can be considered as a combination of the inverted-L/F 

(ILA/IFA) antenna and the short circuited rectangular microstrip antennas 

(SCMSA). The Inverted F Antenna and Microstrip Antenna have narrow 

bandwidth but their combinations resulting in PIFA have higher bandwidth to 

cover the popular communication bands. The basic PIFA consists of a ground 

plane, a top plate element, a feed wire feeding the resonating top plate, and a 

shorting plate that is connecting the ground and the top plate at one end of the 

resonating patch. Stacking and insertion of slits are included in PIFA’s to create 

multiband operation [28-29]. 
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1.5.5 Metamaterial based Antenna 

Electromagnetic metamaterials (MTMs) are broadly defined as artificial 

effectively homogeneous electromagnetic structures with unusual properties not 

readily available in nature [30]. An effectively homogeneous structure is a structure 

whose structural average cell size (p) is much smaller than the guided wavelength 

(λg). Therefore, this average cell size should be at least smaller than a quarter of 

wavelength. The condition p=λg/4 is the effective homogeneity limit or effective 

homogeneity condition, to ensure that refractive phenomena will dominate over 

scattering/diffraction phenomena when a wave propagates inside the MTM 

medium. If the condition of effective homogeneity is satisfied, the structure 

behaves as a real material in the sense that electromagnetic waves are essentially 

myopic to the lattice and only probe the average, or effective, macroscopic and 

well defined constitutive parameters, which depend on the nature of the unit cell; 

the structure is thus electromagnetically uniform along the direction of propagation. 

The constitutive parameters are the permittivity ε and the permeability µ.  

 The urge of the antenna designers to reduce the size and to improve the 

radiation characteristics are satisfied by the introduction of metamaterials. The 

metamaterial, makes the antenna behave as if it were much larger than it really 

is, because the novel antenna structure stores energy, and re-radiates it.  The 

radiated powers of an antenna can step-up by the introduction of metamaterials. 

Moreover, the efficiency-bandwidth limitations of conventional monopole 

antennas are overcome by using metamaterial.  

Metamaterials employed in the ground planes surrounding antennas offers 

improved isolation between radio frequency, or microwave channels of MIMO 

antenna arrays. These high-impedance ground planes can also be used to improve 
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the radiation efficiency, and axial ratio performance of low-profile antennas 

located near the ground plane. 

Nowadays a lot of researches have been carrying on metamaterial based 

antennas with plenty of applications in communication industry. 

1.5.6 Photonic band gap structure based antenna designs 

A Photonic Band Gap (PBG) material is a periodic dielectric, ferromagnetic, 

ferroelectric or metallic structure which is used to control and manipulate the 

propagation of electromagnetic waves. Initial PBG researches have been done on 

optical region but can be extended into a wide range of frequencies.  

A standard antenna printed on a substrate radiates a fair amount of energy 

into the substrate. If one uses a substrate of PBG material whose stopband 

includes the operating frequency of the antenna, most of the energy radiated 

into the substrate is reflected back to the free space, and thus the radiation 

efficiency is improved. The PBG structures can be used to modify the radiation 

pattern of conventional Microstrip antennas. Recently there has been increasing 

interest in the microwave and millimeter wave application of Photonic Band 

Gap structures. Various designs of PBG structures for bandwidth enhancement, 

size reduction, suppression of unwanted harmonics, reduction of cross 

polarization etc can be found in literature [31-34]. 

1.5.7 LTCC based antenna designs 

The Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramic (LTCC) technology can be defined 

as a way to produce multilayer circuits with the help of single tapes, which are to 

be used to apply conductive, dielectric and / or resistive pastes on. These different 

single sheets (50-250µm) have to be laminated together and fired in one step. This 

saves time, money and reduces circuits dimensions. An other great advantage is that 
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every single layer can be inspected (and in the case of inaccuracy or damage) and 

replaced before firing; this prevents the need of manufacturing a whole new circuit. 

LTCC makes it possible to pack the filters and other components used in a 

mobile phone into a package having dimensions of few mm3. These LTCC 

technologies are viable alternative for miniaturization technique. Lot of ultra 

compact antennas are available in the literature utilizing this technology  [35-37]. 

1.6 Analysis of antennas 

Analysis of an antenna is essential in understanding the operating 

principle its design and enhancement. The radiation characteristic of the 

antenna both in near field and far field can be predicted using different analysis 

methods. These analysis methods are useful tools in predicting radiation 

characteristics of complex situations. The process is complicated by the 

presence of infinite radiation space, inevitable dielectric inhomogeneity, 

inhomogeneous boundary conditions, feed variation and geometry. Considering 

all these and depending up on the nature of problem the user can choose 

different analysis method available. The analysis of a microwave circuit can be 

considered as shown in figure.1.5. 

 
Figure 1.5. Schematic showing the modeling of an EM problem 
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Target geometry, electrical parameter and excitation used in the structure 

should be defined prior to the antenna analysis. Different methods for the 

analysis of antennas are described in the following sections, 

Analytical model were developed for the analysis of microstrip antennas. 

Transmission line model, cavity model and multi port network model are used 

for the analysis. Full wave method for the analysis of an antenna, solves 

Maxwell’s equation subject to boundary conditions at the interface. Accuracy, 

completeness and versatility are the key characteristics of this method. The 

numerical methods for the solution of Maxwell equation are shown in the 

table.1.4. 

Table 1.4 Frequency and Time domain Solver [6,7] 

Frequency domain: Field solver. 

Requires Matrix inversion & system 
solution. Requires frequency samples 
across broad bandwidth, followed by a 
transform to obtain the result 

Time domain: Field Propagator. 

Requires initial values & boundary values.  
Values updated in time. Ideal for massive 
parallel architecture. Wide band 
performance results in a single calculation 

Integral Equation Differential 
method 

Integral Equation Differential 
method 

Method of Moments: 
Electric Field integral 
Equation(EFIE) or 
mixed potential 
integral 
equation(MPIE) 

Finite element 
method 

Time domain 
Integral 
Equation(TDIE) 

Transmission line 
matrix(TLM)  

Finite Difference 
Time Domain 
Method(FDTD) 

 

1.6.1 Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) method 

The transmission line matrix method was originally developed by Johns 

and Beurle[38]. It replaces the structure by a mesh, either 2D or 3D. The nodes 
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of the grid are interconnected by virtual transmission lines. Excitation at the 

source nodes propagate to adjacent nodes through those transmission lines at 

each time step. Generally, dielectric loading is accomplished by loading nodes 

with reactive stubs, whose characteristics impedance is appropriate for the 

amount of loading desired. Lossy media can be modeled by introducing loss 

into the transmission line equations or by loading the nodes with lossy stubs. 

Absorbing boundaries are constructed in TLM meshes by terminating each 

boundary node transmission line with its characteristics impedance. Analysis is 

performed in the time domain. Complex, nonlinear materials are readily 

modeled, impulse responses and time-domain behavior of the systems are 

determined explicitly, and the technique is suitable for implementation on 

massively parallel machines. But, voluminous problems using fine grids require 

excessive amounts of computation. TLM method shares the advantages and 

disadvantages of the FDTD method, and discussed later. 

1.6.2 Method of Moments (MoM) 

The use of MoM for solving electromagnetic structures became popular 

by the work of Richmond in 1965 and Harrington in 1967[39-40]. MoM is a 

method of solving a differential equation or an integral equation numerically by 

transforming the equation into simultaneous equations. Regarding antenna 

analysis integral equation for electric field on the surface of the conductor is 

usually used to obtain the surface current on the antenna. The substrate and 

ground plane are assumed to be infinite in lateral dimensions and formulation of 

the problem is based on rigorously enforcing the boundary condition. In 

Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE) the boundary condition is applied to the 

total tangential electric field where as in Magnetic Field Integral Equation 

(MFIE) boundary condition is expressed in terms of magnetic field. Mixed 

Potential Integral Equations (MPIE) has both scalar and vector potentials in its 
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formulation [41]. The integral equation is then solved either in spectral domain 

or spatial domain by taking appropriate transformations. The procedure for 

applying MoM to solve an electromagnetic problem involves four steps:  

 Derivation of the appropriate integral equation (IE)  

 Conversion (discretization) of the IE into a matrix equation using 

basis (or expansions) functions and weighting (or testing) functions.  

 Evaluation of the matrix elements  

 Solving the matrix equation and obtaining the parameters of interest.  

To solve Integral Equation it is discretised into set of linear equations by 

means of moment method. By solving the matrix equation the surface current 

on the patch conductor can be obtained which is then used for extracting the 

radiation pattern, polarization, directivity etc. MoM depends upon expanding 

the unknown quantity in the equation in terms of known entire domain or sub 

domain basis functions with unknown coefficients. The selection of basis 

function is a very important step in the numerical solution since they have the 

ability to accurately represent and resemble the anticipated unknown function 

while minimizing computational effort [42-44]. The popularly used basis 

functions are piece wise sinusoidal, pulse basis and roof top basis functions. A 

set of equations is generated by enforcing the boundary conditions with a 

suitable set of testing functions. This results in a matrix whose order is 

proportional to the number of segments on which the current distribution is 

represented. The solution to the problem is found by inverting this matrix.  

1.6.3 Finite Element Method (FEM) 

The finite element method is suitable for the solution of a wide class of 

partial differential or integral equations in almost all arbitrary geometries. FEM 
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uses a volumetric approach which requires the entire volume of the configuration 

to be meshed as opposed to surface integral techniques, which require only the 

surfaces to be meshed. The properties of the neighboring mesh elements are 

entirely different. In general, finite element techniques excel at modeling fine 

structural features in complex inhomogeneous configurations. However, 

unbounded radiation problems are not handled as effectively as MoM. It uses both 

tetrahedral and prismatic elements to mesh the structure.  

The major weakness of FEM is that it is relatively difficult to model open 

configurations. However, in finite element methods, the electrical and geometric 

properties of each element can be defined independently. This permits the 

problem to be set up with a large number of small elements in regions of complex 

geometry and fewer but large elements in relatively open regions. Thus it is 

possible to model configurations that have complicated geometries and many 

arbitrarily shaped dielectric regions in a relatively efficient manner. 

1.6.4  Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method 

The Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method was first introduced 

by K.S.Yee in 1966 [45] and refined and reinvented by Taflove [46] in the 

1970’s. This very powerful electromagnetic tool is capable of addressing 

complex antenna structures by providing direct solutions to Maxwell’s 

equations in differential form. This method permits the modelling of 

electromagnetic wave interactions with a level of detail as high as that of the 

Method of Moments. Unlike MoM, however, the FDTD does not lead to a 

system of linear equations defined over the entire problem space. Updating each 

field component requires knowledge of only the immediately adjacent field 

components calculated one-half time step earlier. Therefore, overall computer 

storage and running time requirements for FDTD are linearly proportional to 
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the number of field unknowns in the finite volume of space being modelled. 

Today FDTD method is well established in the field of Computational 

Electromagnetics. As the method is time domain based, it can reveal antenna 

characteristics over a wide frequency range with a single run. Due to the 

displacement between electric and magnetic field components in Yee’s FDTD, 

Chen et al. [47] modified the FDTD and the new formulation is exactly 

equivalent to the symmetric condensed node model used in the TLM method. 

This implies that the TLM algorithm can be formulated in FDTD form and vice 

versa. However, both algorithms retain their unique advantages. FDTD has a 

simpler algorithm where constitutive parameters are directly introduced, while 

the TLM has certain advantages in the modeling of boundaries and the 

partitioning of the solution region. The selection of algorithm for numerical 

investigation is completely user dependent.  

1.7 Motivation of Present research 

The fundamental idea behind any antenna design is to radiate 

electromagnetic energy into free space through acceleration or deceleration of 

charges created by bent, curve, discontinuity and termination.  

From the beginning itself Antenna designers have adopted different 

methodology to create radiation. Modification along the transmission lines is an 

interesting method of creating discontinuity and thereby enhancing radiation. It 

is worth noting that there are many antennas can be viewed as a modification of 

transmission lines For eg: the two wire transmission line is flared to form dipole 

antenna. Similarly the waveguide is flared to horn antennas to achieve effective 

radiation. If the transmission line is open or is opened by a discontinuity (a slot 

or hole), then the higher-order modes generated can radiate energy 
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 Microstrip antenna - the pioneer of printed antenna technology that has 

gained the attention of mobile wireless system designers is an extension of the 

microstrip transmission lines. Similarly slot line transmission line is flared to 

form Vivaldi antenna. Thus all transmission lines can be easily transformed into 

an effective radiator. 

The CPW structures are interesting candidates for microwave and 

millimeter wave application due to their useful design characteristics such as 

low radiation leakage, less dispersion, little dependence of the characteristic 

impedance on substrate height, uniplanar configuration and can be easily 

integrated into Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMIC).  

The CPW transmission line can also be converted  to radiating structures by 

effectively modifying its parameters. The basic coplanar waveguide transmission 

line is interestingly modified [48] to an effective radiator by simply optimizing 

the dimensions and feed point. Thus other degree of freedom to effectively 

convert a CPW transmission line to a effective radiator is modifying the signal 

strip, ground plane etc. This is the fundamental concept behind this thesis work. 

The signal strip is modified by changing it to two different unequal 

lengths [49], and a Coplanar Waveguide meandered feed line [50] is used to 

obtain broadband dual frequency operation on a planar monopole antenna, 

Modifying the signal strip is the main concentration of antenna researchers, and 

a lot of developments has been carried out during the last few decades.  Some 

of these works are depicted on chapter 2 under the literature review. 

It is reported that the ground plane modification of CPW structures, can 

also be used to convert it an efficient radiator. Introducing Defected ground 

structures (DGS), Photonic Band Gap (PBG) structures and various slots on the 
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ground plane can provide an efficient radiator. Among the slot antennas the 

inductive fed [52] and capacitive fed [52] antennas are very interesting. By 

introducing active components, the resonance of these slot antennas can be 

controlled. These antennas are highly compact with stable radiation characteristics. 

Considering all the aforementioned works I am interested to modify the 

coplanar waveguide transmission line to an effective radiator. Among the 

available degrees of freedom, the first modification is on the signal strip to 

generate a quad band antenna. The ground plane of the antenna is also modified 

to make it a perfect radiator without altering the signal strip. Then both the 

ground plane and signal strip are modified simultaneously to get a compact 

antenna with excellent radiation characteristics. 

1.8 Thesis Organization 

Chapter 1 describes an overview of antenna research, state of the art 

technologies in antennas, coplanar waveguide, its applications and the 

motivation of present research. 

Chapter 2 deals with the review of literature related to the present work. 

The chronology of antenna development exclusively from Coplanar Waveguide 

Transmission lines is presented. Various interesting design concepts of antenna 

research are explored in this chapter.  Moreover, it also narrates the antenna 

fabrication method and the experimental facilities utilized. The measurement 

methods employed for characterizing the antenna presented in the thesis is also 

described.  

The modification of an Open Ended Coplanar Waveguide Transmission 

line into an effective radiator is described and thoroughly investigated in 

Chapter 3. This chapter gives an insight into the radiation mechanism of the 
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signal strip modified antenna structure. The necessity to use multiband antennas 

instead of multiple antennas is demonstrated by the design of this quad band 

antenna. The design of a highly compact quad band antenna is discussed in 

detail. The antenna is highly suitable for all present day communication bands. 

The polarization of the antenna is same for all the four bands. The design 

criteria and parametric analysis is also presented. 

Chapter 4 deals with the development of a compact antenna by modifying 

the ground plane of a Coplanar waveguide transmission line. The ground plane 

to signal strip gap is altered and the ground is meandered to get larger 

resonating length. The radiation of this antenna is mainly due to the vertical 

components and hence a good cross polarization level is obtained within this 

highly compact structure. 

The radiation mechanism of a single band antenna derived from the open 

ended CPW fed transmission line is presented thoroughly in Chapter 5. In this 

chapter both the ground plane and signal strip are modified and studied in detail. A 

harmonic suppressed antenna is also presented by the modification of this structure. 

A tunable antenna is developed by incorporating a diode and giving proper bias. 

The physical dimensions of all these antennas are very small compared to the 

wavelength corresponding to the operating frequency. These compact antennas are 

good candidate for modern wireless gadgets.  

Chapter 6 describes conclusions of this thesis. The scope for future works 

is also discussed.  

A dual band antenna derived from the above structure is designed, 

developed and analyzed. This dual band antenna is presented as appendix A.  
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This chapter presents different technologies proposed by various scientists and 
research groups for the development of compact planar Antennas. The main 
focus is on the development of Coplanar Waveguide Fed antennas in the last 
few decades. The recent advances in planar antennas are also addressed. The 
transformation of coplanar waveguides to an efficient radiator is properly 
investigated and presented in this chapter. 
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2.1 Introduction 

The need of miniaturization in the present day communication industry is 

challenging. In the present scenario, printed antenna technology is highly 

suitable for wireless communication due to its low profile and other desirable 

radiation characteristics. Small monopole type antennas are overruled by 

compact small antennas for present day mobile communication applications.  

Coplanar waveguides (CPW) are printed on one side of a dielectric 

substrate. CPW have attracted the attention of antenna designers due to their 

excellent properties like ease of integration with ‘MMIC’, low cost, wide 

bandwidth, flexibility towards multiband operation, low radiation leakage and 

less dispersion. The requirement of omnidirectional coverage, light weight and 

low cost made these CPW fed antennas a good candidate for wireless 

applications. 

The main focus of the thesis is the study of coplanar waveguide 

transmission line. Rigorous investigations were performed on both the ground 

plane and signal strip of a coplanar waveguide transmission line to create 

effective radiation characteristics. Good amount of works have been done to 

transform CPW line to antenna suitable for mobile phone applications. 

References on the radiation properties of CPW transmission line have been 

included in this chapter 

2.1.1 Planar Printed antennas  

Printed antennas have a variety of attractive properties like compactness, 

mechanical durability, conformability, and cheap manufacturing costs. They 

have a range of applications in both the military and commercial sectors, and 

are often mounted on the exterior of aircraft and spacecraft, as well as in 
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mobile radio communication devices. Various challenges have to be faced 

by antenna designers for developing such devices. The chronological 

development in printed antenna technology is clearly illustrated in the 

following section. 

The basic printed antenna, Microstrip antenna concept was first proposed 

in 1953 by Dechamps [1] of USA and by Gutton and Baissinot of France [2]. 

The realization of the microstrip antenna element patented by Munson[3] in 

1970 gave a sudden boost to antenna industry.  

The basic rectangular and circular microstrip patch antennas were 

proposed by Howell [4]. Later the transmission line model [5], the cavity model 

[6] and the spectral- domain method [7] were introduced for the analysis of 

microstrip antennas. The multi port network model generalizes the cavity 

model[8]. For very thin substrates the resonant frequency and input impedance 

have limited accuracy using these methods[9]. Moreover, they have limited 

capacity to handle problems such as mutual coupling, large arrays, surface wave 

effects and different substrate configuration.  

The finite element approach[10] made possible to calculate the fields 

interior to the microstrip antenna with solutions closest to the true analytical 

solutions. The spectral domain full wave approach which uses the exact Green’s 

function for the mixed dielectric nature of the microstrip antenna was proposed 

by Deshpande and Bailey[11]. Lot of analysis on patch geometries and feed 

structures were carried out using this technique.  

The analysis of a rectangular patch and circular disc were studied using 

this method by Chew, Aberle and Bailey[12-14]. Studies on various modified 
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patch geometries were successfully carried out by lot of researchers all over the 

world for different applications.  

John Q Howel [15] studied various types of microstrip antennas and has 

given design procedures for both linearly and circularly polarized antennas. 

Microstrip antennas having circular polarization operation have been studied 

and reported [16-18]. A circular polarized rectangular microstrip antenna with a 

single point feed was also designed by Haneishi and Yoshida [19].  

The preliminary limitation of microstrip antennas was the narrow band 

width. This was overcome by modifying the patch geometries and also by using 

stacked patches as radiators [20].  Integral equation method [21-24], cavity 

model [25-27], transmission line model [28-29] and modal expansion method 

[30] are the techniques used to solve basic aperture coupled patch antenna 

geometries.  

Y.J. Sung [31] introduced Defected Ground Structures (DGS) on 

microstrip patch antenna to suppress the higher order harmonics. W.C Liu [32] 

designed a dual-polarised single layer slotted patch antenna. Y. Qin [33] 

achieved broadband using an H-shaped patch coupled to a microstrip feed line 

via a ring slot in the ground plane. But still the enhancement in bandwidth is a 

serious issue in microstrip antenna designs. 

2.1.2 Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) fed Antennas 

The emergence of Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) fed antennas revolutionized 

the antenna industry in terms of cost, compactness, bandwidth etc. The uniplanar 

characteristics of CPW structures together with their attractive features like low 

radiation loss and less dispersion in comparison with a microstrip, little 

dependence of characteristic impedance on substrate parameters etc made them 
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popular. The development of the Coplanar Waveguide fed antennas from the 

beginning to recent years is detailed here. 

Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) was invented by CPW (Cheng P. Wen) and 

is discussed in his manuscript entitled “Coplanar Waveguide: a surface strip 

transmission line suitable for nonreciprocal gyromagnetic device applications” 

published in 1969[34]. Practical applications of coplanar waveguide have been 

experimentally demonstrated by measurements on resonant isolators and 

differential phase shifters fabricated on low-loss dielectric substrates with high 

dielectric constants. Calculations have been made for the characteristic 

impedance, phase velocity, and upper bound of attenuation of a transmission 

line whose electrodes are all on one side of a dielectric substrate. This discovery 

enabled the microwave researchers to choose a good end transmission line for 

MMIC devices and for other compact microwave applications. 

In 1970 Cheng P. Wen [35] reported the attenuation characteristics of 

coplanar waveguides. The Q measurements together with the loss 

characteristics of coplanar waveguides were presented and found to be in 

conjunction with microstrip lines of the same width and characteristic 

impedance.  

H Matino[36] proposed the characteristic impedance measurement of 

coplanar waveguide. This letter presents experimental data, and theoretical 

equation including correction factors, for an effective relative permittivity 

concerning characteristic impedance. The next year the dependence of the 

characteristic impedance of a coplanar waveguide was measured as a function 

of slot width and substrate thickness by P.A.J.Dupuis and C.K. Campbell [37]. 
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A theoretical method was presented by T. Kitazawa in 1976[38] for the 

analysis of a coplanar waveguide with thick metal-coating. It was shown that 

the metal coating thickness of the coplanar waveguide causes an increase in 

wavelength and a decrease in characteristic impedance. They also noted that the 

changes are about the same as those of a slot line. 

E. Mueller [39] measured the effective relative permittivity of unshielded 

coplanar waveguides. The dependence of the effective relative permittivity of 

coplanar waveguides was measured as a function of frequency from 3-12 GHz 

and is compared with the computed values. 

The transmission properties of a coplanar waveguide printed on 

conductor-backed substrates were analysed by Y.C. Shih and T. Itoh in 1982 

[40] using the spectral-domain technique. They concluded that for a fixed 

substrate thickness, the characteristic impedance and the phase constant may be 

varied independently by simply adjusting the widths of the centre strip and the 

slots in the transmission line. 

A new concept of exciting slotted antenna arrays was proposed by 

Aleksandar Nesic in 1982 [41] where both the slots and feeder are etched on the 

same side of the printed circuit board. A channel is cut perpendicular to the 

slots, and a coplanar waveguide for exciting the slots is inserted into the 

channel and the concept is experimentally verified on a model. 

Analysis of slow wave phenomena in coplanar waveguide on a 

semiconductor substrate was proposed by Y. Fukuoka and T. Itoh [42] using 

mode-matching technique. This waveguide is suitable for monolithic 

microwave integrated circuits due to their coplanar configuration. After a lot of 
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study on the slow wave phenomena of coplanar waveguide was carried out by 

scientists and microwave researchers rigorously. 

Anand Gopinath in 1982[43] investigated on the losses in Coplanar 

Waveguides elaborately. Conductor losses in coplanar waveguides have been 

calculated using a quasi-static Green’s function approach. The conductor, 

dielectric and radiation losses are used to compute the quality factor of half 

wavelength resonators and compared with the measurement results. 

A coplanar waveguide fed end-coupled resonator band pass filter was 

proposed and investigated by Dylan F. Williams in 1983[44]. Band pass filter 

design rules were developed for easy filter synthesis from “prototype” low-pass 

designs. Measurements of single section resonator Quality factors were used to 

predict filter insertion losses and verified with lot of examples. 

A simplified method for evaluating the line parameters of a coplanar 

waveguide was presented by Kohji Koshiji[45] in 1983. The TEM mode of 

propagation was assumed and Laplace's equation is solved by means of the 

successive over relaxation method. Parameters such as potential distribution 

electric field, current distribution over conductor surface, characteristic 

impedance, dielectric loss and conductor loss are analyzed. 

A new analytical expression for the impedance and the permittivity of 

coplanar waveguides with lower ground plane was presented by G. Ghione and 

C. Naldi[46] on the same year. These calculated expression shows very good 

agreement with the upper or lower bounds of the parameters, computed via a 

spectral-domain variational approach. 

David A Rowe in 1983 [47] proposed a numerical method to calculate the 

impedance and the effective dielectric constant for a CPW with a ground plane 
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under a thin dielectric as a function of CPW parameters for different substrates. 

These results can be used to design the shielded coplanar waveguides. 

The effect on characteristic impedance and line loss by  inner conductor 

offset in a Coplanar Waveguide was reported by Kohji Koshiji and Eimei Shu 

in 1984 [48]. This effect can be an appreciable factor in designing highly precise 

circuits, such as MIC’s using coplanar waveguide, or a coplanar-type standing-

wave detector. 

The influence of various structural parameters on the characteristics of the 

Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor Coplanar waveguide structure was investigated, 

together with the effect of the addition of a back conducting plane by Roberto 

Sorrentino in 1984[49]. They have developed the design criteria for low 

attenuation slow wave propagation. 

Victor Fouad Hanna and Dominique Thebault[50] investigated 

theoretically and experimentally, the characteristic impedance and effective 

dielectric constant of an Asymmetric Coplanar Waveguide with infinite or finite 

dielectric thickness. It was observed that the line asymmetry decreases the 

characteristic impedance and increases its relative effective dielectric constant. 

D. Bhattacharya in 1985 [51] proposed a simplified formula for the 

characteristic impedance of coplanar waveguide by determining the static 

capacitances between the parallel strips and is valid even up to zero gap width. 

On the same year C. Seguinot [52] suggested a time domain response of MIS 

Coplanar Waveguides for MMIC’s. 

The coplanar waveguides transmission line is compared with a microstrip 

line in terms of conductor loss, dispersion and radiation into parasitic modes. 

Robert W. Jackson [53] shows that for high frequency application CPW can be 
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chosen to give better results in terms of conductor loss and dispersion than 

microstrip. 

K. Koshiji and E Shu [54] developed circulators using coplanar 

waveguides. One of the circulators designed in this way shows a maximum 

isolation of 19.1dB, insertion loss 0.8dB and VSWR 1.3 or less at a center 

frequency 9.56GHz. 

D Mirshekar Syahkal in 1986[55] developed a full wave solution to 

investigate the dispersion in shielded coupled coplanar waveguides. The 

characteristics of even and odd modes of coplanar waveguide on semi-

insulating GaAs substrate were investigated by R. Majidi Ahy in 1987[56]. The 

guide wavelength for each mode is directly obtained from standing wave 

measurements by electro-optic sampling, and compared to the theoretical 

values. 

Parasitic effects occurring in actual realizations of coplanar wavegnides 

(CPW) for microwave integrated circuits on GaAs substrates, such as the 

influence of an upper shield, conductor backing, finite-extent ground planes, 

and line-to-line coupling, were discussed and evaluated by Giovanni 

Ghione[57] in 1987. 

Robert W. Jackson investigated the electromagnetic coupling possibility 

of Coplanar Waveguide in 1987 [58]. He proposed a transition which couples 

coplanar waveguide on one substrate surface (a motherboard) to coplanar 

waveguide on another substrate surface (a semiconductor chip) placed above 

the first without using any wire bonds. They also performed full wave analysis 

using coupled line theory. 
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A three-port magnetically-tunable ferrite resonator circuit which uses a 

ferrite resonator and coplanar waveguide on a dielectric substrate was proposed 

by Koichi Ohwi [59].  M. Riaziat [60] and co-workers investigated the single-

mode operation of coplanar waveguides. A grounded coplanar waveguide 

structure with finite-size ground planes is analysed as three coupled microstrip 

lines. The three normal propagation modes of this structure are examined for 

various geometries, and some physical layout guidelines are established. 

A lumped equivalent circuit models for several coplanar waveguide 

discontinuities such as an open circuit, a series gap in the center conductor, and 

a symmetric step in the center conductor were investigated by Rainee N. 

Simons [61]. The element values are given as a function of the physical 

dimensions of the discontinuity. The model element values are de-embedded 

from measured S parameters. In addition, the effects of the center conductor 

width and the substrate thickness on the equivalent circuit element values are 

presented. The characteristics of a CPW right angle bend employing a novel 

compensation technique are also presented. 

A coplanar waveguide array antenna which consists of a coplanar 

waveguide and wire loop antennas was proposed by K. Nakaoka [62]. The 

reported antenna has the advantages of wide bandwidth, lower losses in the 

transmission line and is independent of the thickness of copper clad dielectric. 

Full-wave analysis of coplanar waveguide (CPW) and a slotline by the time-

domain finite-difference method (TD-FD) was presented by Guo-Chun liang[63]  

in 1989. The transient propagating waveforms along the coplanar waveguide and 

slotline, which are excited by retarded Gaussian pulses, are found in the time 

domain. After the time-domain field distributions are obtained, frequency-domain 
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parameters such as the effective dielectric constant and the complex characteristic 

impedance are calculated using Fourier transformations. 

John J. Burke [64] described a structure which forms a transition from 

coplanar waveguide on one substrate to microstrip on another. Energy is 

transferred via electromagnetic coupling rather than with wire bonds. A full-

wave formulation along with the theory of asymmetrically coupled lines is used 

to analyze the two model transitions. 

Robert W. Jackson [65] investigated the mode conversion at discontinuities 

in finite width conductor- backed coplanar waveguide. The moment method 

technique is used for CPW gap and shorted end studies. These studies are 

performed via a fully electromagnetic application of moment method technique 

and a significant conversion is found to occur at the gap end. 

Majid Riaziat in 1990[66] investigated on the propagation modes and 

dispersion characteristics of coplanar waveguides. Radiation and guided modes 

are studied on the five subdivided class based on substrate thickness, backside 

metallization and ground plane width and their effect on loss and dispersion are 

also described. 

Full-wave analysis of shielded coplanar waveguide short-end using 

transverse resonant method was presented by G.Bartolucci [67]. The resonant 

frequencies of the structure are computed by the full-wave electromagnetic field 

analysis. G.C Dalman[68] proposed a waveguide to coplanar waveguide 

adaptor with low transmission loss and high return loss free from strong 

resonances over a broadband width. 

A method to couple microwave power from a coplanar waveguide to a 

microstrip line on opposite sides of a ground plane was demonstrated by R.N 
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Simons and R. Q Lee [69]. The coupler uses a metallic post which passes 

through an aperture on the ground plane connecting the strip conductor of the 

coplanar waveguide to the microstrip line. 

Mohsen Naghed and Ingo Wolff[70] calculated the equivalent capacitances 

of coplanar waveguide discontinuities on multilayered substrates using a three-

dimensional finite difference method. The application of the method was 

demonstrated for open ends and gaps in microstrip and coplanar waveguides as 

well as for more complicated structures such as interdigital capacitors. 

An integral equation technique solved by the moment method associated 

with the single one-port model to analyze radiating end effects of coplanar 

waveguides (CPW's) was used by M’hamed Drissi[71]. They used series-gap-

coupled straight CPW resonators to compare the theoretical results with the 

experimental ones. 

A full-wave analysis of shielded coplanar waveguide two-port 

discontinuities based on the solution of an appropriate surface integral equation 

in the space domain was presented by Nihad I. Dib[72]. Equivalent circuit 

models and closed-form expressions to compute the circuit element values for 

these discontinuities are also presented. 

Teek-Kyung Lee and group [73] characterized the quasi-static capacitance 

and inductance of the CPW using the Boundary Element Method (BEM).  

Mikio Tsuji [74] investigated the leakage behavior of coplanar wave guides of 

finite and infinite widths. They showed that above a critical frequency the 

dominant mode on coplanar waveguide leaks power in the form of a surface 

wave on the surrounding substrate, and that this leakage can cause undesirable 

cross talk and can produce unexpected package effects. Further studies then 
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revealed several new interesting behavioral features, such as unexpected sharp 

and deep minima (cancellation effects), various dimensional dependences, and 

the leakage behavior when the guide width changes from finite to infinite. 

R.N Simons [75] demonstrated coplanar waveguide (CPW)/aperture 

coupled microstrip patch antennas constructed with ground coplanar waveguide 

(GCPW), finite coplanar waveguide (FCPW) and channelized coplanar 

waveguide (CCPW). The CCPW/Aperture coupled microstrip patch antenna 

has the largest bandwidth, whereas the GCPW/aperture coupled microstrip 

patch antenna has the best front-to-back ratio. 

Aperture coupling was successfully employed with Coplanar Waveguide 

as the feed by Richard Q. Lee in 1992[76]. A grounded CPW with a series gap 

in the center strip conductor is used to couple microwave power to a microstrip 

patch antenna through an aperture in the common ground plane. This design 

permits the insertion of solid state devices in the series gap of the CPW feed 

and thus, is suitable for use in active antenna or quasi-optical combiner/mixer 

designs. 

Jeng-Yi Ke[77] utilized the spectral domain approach to discuss the 

dispersion and leakage phenomenon in a coplanar waveguide structure caused 

by the substrate surface wave. The effective dielectric constant and the 

attenuation constant due to surface wave leakage are presented and discussed in 

detail. 

Further the researchers elaborately used the coplanar waveguide as a 

feeding structure for patch antennas. R.L Smith [78] used a coplanar waveguide 

loop to feed a microstrip patch and E.T. Richardo[79] fabricated CPW on a 
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single layer substrate with various thickness and used to electromagnetically 

couple with planar antennas. 

The CPW was conformally mapped by M.S. Islam [80] into a parallel 

plate configuration, where conductor loss is evaluated using a conductor surface 

impedance which is scaled by the conformal map. 

Ming Yu [81] described a new quasi-static technique for the analysis of 

coplanar and microstrip transmission line discontinuities. The method is a 

variation of the Space-Spectral Domain Approach (SSDA) which represents a 

novel combination of the 1-D Method of Line (MOL) and the 1-D Spectral 

Domain Approach (SDA). 

A novel coplanar waveguide fed coplanar strip dipole antenna was 

presented by K. Tilley [82]. They used a wideband balun to match the 

antenna. R.R.Kumar[83] reported the dispersion characteristics of conductor 

backed coplanar waveguide (CBCPW) in a metal enclosure. The higher 

order modes are also explained by means of an efficient numerical 

technique, namely the method of Iines (MOL). Knowledge of higher order 

modes is essential for estimating ‘singlemode’ bandwidth and for characterising 

discontinuities. 

A monopole strip antenna which consists of an open ended strip and a 

three-section coplanar waveguide feed is proposed and its attractive features are 

described by C. Isik[84] in 1995. He experimentally confirmed the dependence 

of the antenna on the width and length of the strip. 

H.S. Tsai [85] developed CPW-fed multiple slot antennas for active 

arrays and integrated antennas. This also describes how the antenna can be 

engineered for a 50 ohm input impedance for a various substrate parameters, 
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and the concepts are verified using a three-slot antenna on εr = 2.2 substrate and 

a five slot antenna on εr = 9.8 substrate. 

CPW fed slot antennas printed on multilayer dielectric substrates are 

numerically analyzed by Jean-Marc Laheurte [86] using a full-wave integral 

equation technique and the method of moments. The mutual coupling between 

slot antennas in an array environment is calculated for a three-layer high-low-

high permittivity combination. 

CPW-fed folded-slot antennas were analyzed using the finite-difference 

time-domain (FDTD) method by Huan Shang Tsai [87] et.al in 1996. The paper 

describes the problems encountered in the analysis, compares the theoretical results 

and measured data, and provides some design information for folded slots. In 

addition, the paper explores the manipulation of input impedance through the use 

of additional slots, yielding antennas with broadband 50Ω input impedance. 

S. Matsuzawa and K. Ito [88] proposed a new structure of  circularly 

polarised printed antenna fed by coplanar waveguide (CPW). FDTD analysis is 

performed and predicts the radiation of the circularly polarized wave from the 

antenna.  

A microstrip antenna fed by a conductor backed coplanar waveguide was 

demonstrated by L. Giauffret and J.M. Laheurte in the same year [89]. The 

addition of a back-side metallic ground plane involves a possible power leakage 

owing to the excitation of parallel plate modes (PPMs). It is shown that the 

power leakage can be avoided by a proper choice of substrate characteristics. 

The use of an elevated coplanar waveguide (CPW) to increase the 

bandwidth forced the researchers to theoretically analyze their performance. A 

full-wave analysis between 10 and 500 GHz of such an elevated CPW using 2-
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D FDTD method is presented by S. Hofschen [90]. The influence of the 

elevation heights on the capacitance and the loss behavior of the transmission 

line are discussed in detail.  

A circularly polarized patch antenna, fed by a coplanar waveguide was 

discussed by Y. Turki [91]. The antenna is excited by a couple of 100Ω 

slotlines which are combined to obtain a 50Ω coplanar waveguide. The axial 

ratio and the bandwidth of the antenna are similar to those obtained with other 

types of feeding. 

I Linardou [92] described a twin Vivaldi antennas directly fed by coplanar 

waveguides. All the designs show a centred zero in the E plane with a low 

cross-polarisation. In the H plane they provide zeros for φ = 90” and 270” and 

are nondirectional for other values. 

Erli Chen [93] expressed the analytical formulas using conformal 

mapping to explain the characteristics of coplanar transmission lines on 

multilayer substrates. Laurent Giauffret [94] investigated various shapes of 

excitation slots, such as open stubs, slot loops, and capacitively and inductively 

coupled slots in terms of return loss and front to back radiated power ratio on 

CPW fed aperture coupled microstrip antennas.  

X.Din and A.F. Jacob[95] presented a new wide slot antenna with 

capacitively  coupled CPW-feed and metallic strips in the apertures. A 

simplified formula to calculate the input impedance is also proposed by them.  

A nonleaky conductor-backed coplanar waveguide (NL-CBCPW) was 

presented  by D.R.Jahagirdar [96] for exciting microstrip patch antennas with 

emphasis on avoiding the leakage of power and allows easier integration with 

MMIC’s. 
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A CPW-fed CPS dipole antenna was presented by AT. Kolsrud, Ming-Yi 

Li and Kai Chang [97] which operates at dual frequencies with a wideband 

CPW-to-CPS balun. Dual-frequency operation of the CPS dipole antenna was 

realised by introducing a small gap in the length of the dipole. 

A coplanar waveguide (CPW) fed rectangular patch antenna excited by a 

rectangular slot-loop was designed for use in the 2.4GHz ISM band by Shih-

Wen Lu in 1999 [98]. The size of the slot-loop was chosen to be as close to that 

of the patch, and the substrate cut is as narrow as possible. 

W.S.T. Rowe and R.B. Waterhouse [99] presented a broadband CPW fed 

stacked patch antenna well suited for integration with monolithic and optical 

integrated circuits with a bandwidth of 40% on a high dielectric constant 

substrate. 

A new concept for exciting slots with a CPW line based on inductive 

coupling was introduced by Santiago Sierra-Garcia [100]. He described how 

this coupling structure can be designed to tune the impedance of the antenna 

over a wide range. This new coupling topology was particularly suitable for 

series-fed array configurations and broad-band design. 

Masashi Hotta, Yongxi Qian, and Tatsuo Itoh [101] analyzed the leakage 

loss of the conductor-backed coplanar waveguide (CBCPW) by using a novel 

hybrid two-dimensional finite difference time-domain/Marquardt curve-fitting 

technique. The validity and high accuracy of the method was confirmed by 

comparison with other experimental and theoretical results. 

A novel coplanar waveguide fed quasi-Yagi antenna was proposed by 

J.Sor [102]. A wide bandwidth is achieved by using a broadband coplanar 

waveguide to a slotline balun. An X-band prototype has been realised which 
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demonstrates a broad bandwidth (30%), -19dB front to back ratio, and cross 

polarisation better than -17dB at 10GHz. 

A.U Bhobe [103] presented a coplanar waveguide fed slot antenna for 

wideband operation. This antenna has an impedance bandwidth (for a VSWR < 2) 

of 49% and a radiation bandwidth of 42% at 4.8GHz, compared to the 12-20% 

impedance bandwidth of the standard CPW fed slot antenna. 

The odd mode of a conductor backed CPW is successfully filtered by 

introducing a via-hole in one of the lateral ground plane by A. Mebarki[104]. The 

even mode propagates without being  disturbed by the introduction of via hole. 

Circularly polarized microstrip antenna with a coplanar waveguide feed 

was presented by Chih-Yu Huang[105] in 2000. This CP was achieved by 

insetting a slit to the boundary of the square microstrip patch, which makes 

possible the splitting of the dominant resonant mode into two near-degenerate 

orthogonal modes for CP radiation and introducing an inclined slot in the CPW 

feed line for coupling the electromagnetic (EM) energy to the square patch. 

C.H.Cheng[106] proposed a broadband patch antenna fed by a coplanar 

waveguide based on stacked patch technique for aperture coupled patch 

antennas. Similarly M.S. Al Salameh[107] proposed a novel coupling scheme 

to rectangular dielectric resonator antennas. They used narrow coupling slot at 

the end of a coplanar waveguide (CPW) to couple the energy to a resonator. 

Homg Dean Chen [108] proposed a novel compact dual-frequency 

monopole antenna by introducing an extended conductor line to a rectangular 

meander monopole. This antenna can operate in the 900 and 1800 MHz bands 

and provide sufficient bandwidths for the GSM and DCS systems. 
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Xian-Chang Lin and Ling Teng Wang [109] used photonic band gap 

structures with cross-shaped or square-shaped lattices on a broadband CPW fed 

loop slot antenna to achieve harmonic control. The compact PBG structures not 

only successfully get rid of the higher order modes but also facilitate the impedance 

matching of the antennas, leading to significant bandwidth augmentation. 

A new design of a broadband circularly polarized square slot antenna fed 

by a single coplanar waveguide (CPW) is proposed by Jia Yi Sze [110] and 

verified experimentally. Broadband circular polarization (CP) operation is 

achieved by protruding a T-shaped metallic strip from the ground plane towards 

the slot center and feeding the square slot antenna using a 50- CPW with a 

protruded signal strip at 90 to the T-shaped strip. 

Design of a coplanar waveguide (CPW) feed square microstrip antenna 

with circular polarisation (CP) radiation is described by Chih Yu Huang [111]. 

The CP is achieved by using an asymmetric inductively coupling slot in the 

ground plane of the CPW feed line.  

Horng Dean Chen [112] presented a CPW fed square slot antenna with 

widened tuning stub to achieve broadband operation. They experimentally 

showed that the impedance matching for the proposed antenna strongly 

depends on the location of the tuning stub in the square slot, and the 

impedance bandwidth is mainly determined by the width and length of the 

tuning stub. 

A coplanar waveguide fed square slot antenna loaded with conducting 

strips was proposed and experimentally studied to provide broadband design by 

Jyh Ying Chiou [113]. By choosing a suitable length ratio (ratio of signal strip 
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in the slot to the loading metallic strip) the impedance bandwidth of the 

proposed antenna can be significantly increased. 

G. Tzeremes[114] presented a quasi TEM equivalent circuit model for 

two optically driven coplanar waveguide (CPW)-fed slot antennas. This model 

takes into account both the electromagnetic fields in the CPW structure as well 

as the effects of the discontinuities of the antenna design. 

CPW fed dual band antenna was demonstrated by W.C. Liu[115] in 2004 

by inserting a meandering slit at the edge of a rectangular patch. The structure 

has uniplanar geometry and its compactness makes it suitable for portable 

mobile communication applications. A rectangular notch is introduced to obtain 

a broadband dualfrequency operation of a planar monopole antenna fed by a 

coplanar waveguide (CPW) by W.C. Liu and C.M.Wu[116] 

A broadband dual-frequency planar monopole antenna with a coplanar 

waveguide meandered feed line was introduced by W.C. Liu [117]. This 

modified feeding technology offers good impedance match for a wide dual-

band covering 2.4/5.2 GHz WLAN operations. S.Y.Chen and P.Hsu[118] 

presented a coplanar waveguide fed capacitive folded-slot antenna for the radio 

frequency identification application at 5.8GHz. 

A rectangular slot antenna with U-shaped tuning stub was proposed by 

R.Chair[119]. The antenna is excited by a 50Ω CPW to achieve ultra wide 

bandwidth. A CPW-fed planar ultra-wideband antenna with hexagonal radiating 

elements is presented by Y Kim [120] in 2004. The frequency band notch 

characteristic is attained very close to the desired frequency by inserting a V-

shaped thin slot on the hexagonal radiating element. 
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The design procedure of a wideband CPW fed hybrid slot antennas and 

CPW fed log-periodic slot antennas was presented by Alpesh U. Bhobe[121]. 

They have studied the impedance matching and the radiation characteristics of 

these structures using method of moments. 

K. Chung, T. Yun and J. Choi [122] presented a CPW fed monopole 

antenna with parasitic elements and slots to attain wideband characteristics. 

They introduced the parasitic elements and three slots to increase the impedance 

bandwidth. 

Sierpinski fractal monopole antenna with a CPW feed was presented by 

M. Kitlinski and R. Kieda[123] for multiband applications. Fourth iteration of 

the Sierpinski gasket with scale factor δ=1.5 is used as the radiating element. A 

novel broadband, dual-polarised coplanar-waveguide-fed T-shaped uniplanar 

antenna was presented by R.B. Hwang [124]. Full wave numerical analysis with 

experimental results are presented in detail. 

J. Yeo, Y. Lee and R. Mittra [125] presented a planar volcano-smoke slot 

antenna (PVSA) useful for wideband wireless communication applications. The 

antenna is a planar slot – with an appearance reminiscent of a volcanic crater 

and a puff of smoke – and is fed by a coplanar waveguide (CPW) to achieve the 

wide bandwidth. A coax-to-CPW transition, which is crucial for achieving wide 

bandwidth performance, is also modelled and introduced into the antenna. 

A patch monopole antenna for radio frequency identification (RFID) 

applications using a coplanar waveguide feed with folded slots to expand the 

impedance bandwidth was presented by W.C. Liu and Z.K Hu[126]. By 

properly selecting a folded slot on a rectangular patch, compact antenna size, 

broad impedance bandwidth and good radiation characteristics suitable for the 

RFID application at 5.8 GHz could be achieved. 
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A CPW fed right-angled dual tapered notch antenna for ultrawideband 

(UWB) communication was demonstrated by Y.Kim[127]. The antenna has two 

tapered notches, which are located at a right-angled corner of a dielectric 

substrate. The combination of two proposed antennas can be used to eliminate 

the null areas in the wide-angle direction of the devices. 

Shih Yuan Chen [128] presented a broad band radial slot antenna fed by a 

coplanar waveguide for dual frequency operation. Various frequency ratios for 

the two operating frequencies can be obtained by varying the included angle 

between the radial slots and/or by varying the length of the central slot pair. 

Radiation patterns are broadside and bidirectional. 

A new type of CPW-fed dual-annular-slot antenna operating at 5.8 GHz 

band was introduced by S.-H. Hsu and K. Chang [129]. The authors studied the 

inductive and capacitive configurations separately and verified the results with 

measurement. 

X.C. Lin and C.C Yu [130] investigated a CPW-fed hybrid antenna 

consisting of a CPW fed inductive slot and a dual inverted-F monopole antenna. 

This hybrid antenna exhibits dual-band behaviour with sufficient bandwidths to 

meet the system requirements of Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), IEEE 

802.11a (5725–5825 MHz), HIPERLAN/2(5470–5725 MHz) and IEEE 802.11 

b/g (2400–2483 MHz). 

A coplanar waveguide fed monopole antenna with a planar patch element 

embedded with a cross slot was presented by C.M.Wu [131] which was capable 

of generating two separate resonant modes with good impedance match. The 

authors discussed the design considerations for achieving dual-band operation 

of the proposed antenna. 
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A slotted bow-tie antenna with pattern reconfigurability was proposed by 

Sung-Jung Wu [132] which consists of a coplanar waveguide (CPW) input, a 

pair of reconfigurable CPW-to-slotline transitions, a pair of Vivaldi-shaped 

radiating tapered slots, and four PIN diodes. With suitable arrangement of the 

bias network, the proposed antenna demonstrates reconfigurable radiation 

patterns in the frequency range from 3.5 to 6.5 GHz. 

A low-profile, planar, circularly polarised monopole antenna with a 

shorting sleeve strip using a coplanar-waveguide transmission line for wireless 

communication in digital communication system and the global positioning 

system bands was studied by C.J. Wang [133]. The coupling effect between the 

monopole antenna and sleeve is utilized properly to excite the two resonant 

modes. 

M.E. Chen [134] presented a CPW fed Ultra Wide Band antenna with an 

open annulus strip as a ground plane and an open crescent patch in the inner 

space of the annulus as a radiating element. The radius of the inner crescent 

patch and the inner radius of the outer annulus should be adjusted carefully to 

obtain optimal impedance bandwidth. 

A uniplanar aperture-coupled slot dipole antenna capable of tri-band 

operation was presented by Shih-Yuan Chen [135]. By varying the length of the 

protruded slots the three resonances can be tuned and adjusted. A dipole like 

radiation pattern with low cross polarized radiation is obtained in all the three 

bands. 

Cheng-Chieh Yu [136] presented a wideband single chip inductor loaded 

CPW fed inductive slot antenna. An inductor with optimum value is shunt at one 
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end of the inductive slot antenna to excite additional lower resonance. Moreover, 

the bandwidth is further widened by enlarging the over the slot ground height. 

A coplanar waveguide-fed inductively coupled stepped impedance slot 

antenna was proposed by Wen-Hua Tu[137] which have a size reduction of 

32% compared to a conventional uniform slot antenna. 

An UWB printed slot antenna, suitable for integration with the printed 

circuit board (PCB) of a wireless universal serial-bus (WUSB) dongle was 

presented by D.D. Krishna [138]. In addition to compact size, the antenna was 

insensitive to ground plane length variations, making it suitable for WUSB 

dongle and mobile UWB applications. 

P.C. Bybi[139] presented a compact, planar, wideband antenna designed 

by modifying the coplanar waveguide with a wideband performance. Wide 

bandwidth >75% centered at 2.50 GHz, quasi omnidirectional radiation 

coverage, moderate gain and efficiency are the salient features of the antenna. 

A dual-band coplanar waveguide (CPW)-fed hybrid antenna consisting of 

a 5.4 GHz high-band CPW-fed inductive slot antenna and a 2.4 GHz low-band 

bifurcated F-shaped monopole antenna was proposed and investigated 

experimentally by Xiang-Chang Lin and Cheng-Chieh Yu [140]. A coplanar-

waveguide (CPW)-fed circularly polarized slot antenna with a bandwidth of 

31.2% was proposed by Chien-Jen Wang [141]. 

A triple-band coplanar waveguide (CPW) fed LI-shaped monopole 

antenna was proposed by Y. Jee and Y.M. Seo[142]. The antenna is composed 

of an I shaped monopole and a meandered L shaped.  These can be 

independently optimized for particular operating frequency. 
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D.-O. Kim and C.-Y. Kim [143] proposed the design strategy for the 

triple-band notched ultra-wideband (UWB) antenna emphasising the rejection 

characteristic at 3.5/5.5/8.2 GHz bands. They embedded the notching elements 

onto the primitive antenna to serve as respective stop band filters. 

A coplanar waveguide (CPW) antenna was proposed for dual-band 

WLAN applications by K.G.Thomas and M. Sreenivasan[144]. The antenna 

comprises of a rectangular patch and rectangular notch, both together providing 

impedance matching for the lower and upper resonance. 

Y.S.Li[145] presented a coplanar-waveguide (CPW)-fed ultra-wideband 

antenna with dual band-notch characteristics. By cutting two U-shaped slots in 

the radiation patch and an H-shaped slot in the CPW ground, two band-notched 

frequencies will appear which reduce the potential interference between UWB 

systems and narrow band systems. 

An endfire directional tapered slot antenna with ultra-wideband 

characteristic using CPW to wideslot transition was presented by H. Kim [146]. 

By widening the slot width in the transition, ultra wideband characteristic with 

enhanced directivity is obtained. 

K.P Ray and S.Tiwari [147] presented a coplanar waveguide fed printed 

hexagonal monopole antenna with ultra wideband application. A parametric study 

of hexagonal configurations with two different feed arrangements (vertices and 

side feed) has been carried out to study the effect of feed gap on bandwidth. 

Taehee Jang [148] presented the design and analysis of compact coplanar 

waveguide(CPW)-fed zeroth-order resonant(ZOR) antennas. The CPW 

geometry provides reduction in antenna size since vias are not required and will 

provide more design freedom. 
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2.2 Antenna Fabrication and Experimental analysis 

The antenna for a particular application must be fabricated and tested. The 

various steps employed in the fabrication of a coplanar waveguide fed antenna 

are listed below. 

2.2.1 Selection of a dielectric substrate material 

The first important procedure for an antenna designer is to select a 

suitable dielectric substrate. The electrical and material properties of the 

selected substrate should match with the required application. The stability of 

substrate material parameters like dielectric constant and loss tangent with 

temperature and frequency are important. Since the antenna is coplanar waveguide 

fed which is uniplanar in nature, single sided substrates are chosen for fabrication. 

High performance microwave materials for substrates and packaging 

industry are in great demand for microelectronic industry. Such materials 

should possess important properties like low dielectric constant and low 

dielectric loss to reduce the propagation delay and to increase the signal speed. 

High Dielectric constant substrates causes surface wave excitation and low 

bandwidth performance. High loss tangent substrate adversely affects the 

efficiency of the antenna especially at high frequencies. In addition the material 

should have high thermal conductivity for dissipating heat. The other important 

substrate characteristics include the thickness, homogeneity, isotropicity and 

physical strength of the substrate [149-153]. Increasing the thickness of the 

substrate will increase the bandwidth at the expense of efficiency owing to the 

generation of surface waves. There is no ideal substrate; the choice depends on 

the application of the fabricating device. 
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Dielectric constant, loss tangent and thickness of the material are 

important factors to be considered for fabrication. The relative permittivity and 

loss tangent of a substrate can be measured using various methods [154-155].  

In the present study the dielectric constant of the material is measured using 

Cavity perturbation method. This technique is highly suitable for low loss and 

low or medium dielectric constant. By using very thin substrates (small 

volume), it is possible to measure high dielectric constant materials also.  

A rectangular waveguide operating in the S or X-band with a slot at the 

top is used for the measurement. The waveguide is transformed into a cavity by 

placing two irises at the beginning of the waveguides. Depending on the 

dimension of the cavity, various modes will develop inside the cavity with 

various Q and loss. Initially the frequency, bandwidth and quality factor of 

different modes are measured for the empty cavity. Depending up on the type of 

the cavity more than five modes can be obtained in a particular waveguide. The 

sample whose properties to be measured should be extremely small. This sample is 

inserted into the waveguide cavity through the slots created at the top. The sample 

should be placed in such a way to perturb the field to a maximum level. After 

inserting the material the shift in frequency, bandwidth and quality factor are again 

measured. The complex dielectric constant can be calculated using the following 

equation, 
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Where  fc =  Resonant frequency of the empty cavity 

            fs  =  Resonant frequency of the cavity with sample 

           Vc  =  Volume of the cavity 

           Vs  =  Volume of the sample 

           Qc  =  Quality factor of the empty cavity 

           Qs   =  Quality factor of the cavity with sample 

Thus the dielectric constant of the selected substrate is measured. Next 

step is to etch the required pattern on this substrate. 

2.2.2 Photo Lithography 

Photolithography or Optical lithography is the process of transferring 

geometric shapes from a photo-mask to the surface of a substrate. The design of 

the optimized antenna should be printed on the selected single side substrate. 

The geometry is drawn using any of the CAD software with high precision. 

This is printed on a butter paper or transparent OHP sheet. Here a negative 

photo resist is used for photolithography; therefore an inverse of the pattern 

is used for making the mask. The substrate with copper on one side is rubbed 

with metal cloth to remove any of the imperfection and cleaned with acetone to 

remove impurities on the metal surface. Any disparity in the etched structure 

will shift the resonant frequency from the predicted values, especially when 

the operating frequency is very high. A thin layer of photo resist mixed with 

thinner with 1:2 ratio is coated on the surface of the substrate and dried. 

Then the mask is placed above the photo resist and is exposed to UV light 

for a specific time. During this time the UV light is exposed to the portions 

were the material is required and the photo resist become hard. Then the 

developer solution removes the resist from unexposed portions. Then the 
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substrate is applied with suitable dye to have clear visibility for the 

developed structure. Then it is washed in the running water. The unwanted 

metallic structure can be removed by etching it in ferric chloride. FeCl3 

dissolves the copper parts except underneath the hardened photo resist layer. 

The laminate is then cleaned carefully to remove the hardened photo resist 

using acetone solution. Different steps involved in the fabrication procedure 

are shown in the figure.2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1 Photolithographic process 

2.2.3 Antenna Measurement Facilities 

Antenna characteristics such as reflection and radiation characteristics are 

measured using HP8510C vector Network Analyzer, PNAE8362B analyzer  and 

allied setup. The indigenously developed CREMA SOFT is used for the 

automation and synchronization of all the measurements. In this section a brief 

description of the basic facilities used for the antenna measurements are presented, 
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2.2.3.1 HP8510C Vector Network Analyzer 

The 8510C series microwave vector network analyzers provide a complete 

solution for characterizing the linear behavior of either active or passive networks 

over the 45 MHz to 50 GHz frequency range. The 8510C network analyzer measures 

the magnitude, phase, and group delay of two-port networks to characterize their 

linear behavior. Optionally, the network analyzer is also capable of displaying a 

network’s time domain response to an impulse or a step waveform by computing the 

inverse Fourier transform of the frequency domain response [156].  

 
Figure 2.2 Vector Network Analyser based measurement system 
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 32bit microcontroller MC68000 based system can measure two port 

network parameters such as S11, S12, S22, S21  and it’s built in signal processor 

analyses the transmit and receive data and displays  the results in many plot 

formats. The NWA consists of source, S parameter test set, signal processor and 

display unit. The schematic of the Vector Network Analyzer based 

measurement set up is shown in figure.2.2.  

The synthesized sweep generator HP 83651B uses an open loop YIG 

tuned oscillator to generate the RF stimulus. It can synthesize frequencies from 

10 MHz to 50 GHz. The frequencies can be set in step mode or ramp mode 

depending on the required measurement accuracy. 

The antenna under test (AUT) is connected to one of the port of the S-

parameter test set (HP8514B) and the forward and reflected power at the 

measurement points are separated and down converted to 20MHz using 

frequency down converter. It is again down converted to 20KHz and processed 

in the HP8510C processing unit. All the systems discussed above are 

interconnected using HPIB bus. A computer interfaced to the system is used for 

coordinating the whole operation remotely. An indigenously developed 

software CREMA SOFT is used to retrieve and store the measurement data. 

The data stored is saved in .csv format and can be easily plotted and interpreted 

using commercially available software’s. 

2.2.3.2 E8362B Performance Network Analyzer (PNA) 

 The Agilent E8362B PNA (Performance Network Analyzer) provides 

excellent performance, advanced automation features, flexible connectivity and 

is easy to use. Designers and engineers prefer the Agilent E8362B for fast 

sweep speed, wide dynamic range, low trace noise and its flexible connectivity 

options for testing high performance components. 
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Other features and specifications include:  

 The operation range is from 10 MHz to 20 GHz  

 123 dB dynamic range and <0.006 dB trace noise  

 26 µs/point measurement speed, 32 channels, 16,001 points  

 TRL/LRM calibration, on-wafer, in-fixture, waveguide, and antenna 

measurements  

 Mixer conversion loss, return loss, isolation, and absolute group 

delay  

 Amplifier gain compression, harmonic, IMD, and pulsed-RF  

Windows operating system and user interface mouse makes measurement 

procedure much easier. In thesis, this instrument is used to measure the 

dielectric constant using cavity perturbation and other reflection characteristics 

studies. 

2.2.3.3 Anechoic Chamber 

The free space environment required for antenna pattern measurements is 

realized by the use of an anechoic chamber. The anechoic chamber provides a 

‘quite zone’, free from all types of Electro-Magnetic interferences [157]. All the 

antenna characterizations are done in an anechoic chamber to avoid reflections 

from nearby objects. The absorbers used for building the chamber are made 

with high quality low foam impregnated with dielectrically / magnetically lossy 

medium. The walls are covered with carbon black impregnated polyurethrene 

foam based pyramidal and flat absorbers of appropriate sizes. The tapered 

pyramidal shapes provide good impedance matching for the microwave power 

impinges upon it. The chamber is covered with an aluminum sheet on all the 
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sides to prevent external interferences. The polyurethrene foam structure gives 

the geometrical impedance matching, while the dispersed carbon provides the 

required attenuation, for a wide frequency range of 1GHz to 18GHz. 

2.2.3.4 Automated Turn table assembly for far field radiation pattern 
measurement 

 The turn table assembly arranged at the far field region consists of a 

stepper motor driven rotating platform for mounting the Antenna Under Test 

(AUT). The in-house developed microcontroller based antenna positioner STIC 

310C is used for radiation pattern measurement. The main lobe tracking for 

gain measurement and radiation pattern measurement is done using this setup. 

A standard wideband horn (1-18GHz) is used as receiving antenna for radiation 

pattern measurements. The in-house developed automation software ‘Crema 

Soft’ built in the Matlab environment coordinates all the measurements. 

2.2.4 Measurement Procedure 

The experimental procedures followed to determine the antenna 

characteristics are discussed below. The network analyzer in real practice is 

connected to large cables and connectors. At higher frequencies the connector 

and cables have their losses, it should be avoided. Thus the instrument should 

be calibrated with known standards of open, short and matched loads to get 

accurate scattering parameters. There are many calibration procedures available 

in the network analyzer. Single port, full two port and TRL calibration methods 

are usually used. The two port passive or active device scattering parameters 

can be accurately measured using TRL calibration method. Proper phase delay 

is introduced while calibrating, to ensure that the reference plane for all 

measurements in the desired band is actually at 00, thus taking care of probable 
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cable length variations. Using single port calibration method we can measure 

reflection coefficient, VSWR, input impedance etc. 

2.2.4.1 Reflection coefficient, Resonant frequency and Impedance bandwidth 

By choosing the single port calibration standard we can perform all these 

kind of measurements. The reflection characteristics of the antenna are 

measured by connecting the Antenna Under Test (AUT) to any one of the two 

ports of VNA and operating the analyzer in S11/S22 mode. The NWA is 

calibrated for the required frequency band and stored in the CALSET. The AUT 

is connected to the calibrated port. The frequency vs reflection parameter 

(S11/S22) values are then stored in a computer in comma separated variable 

(.CSV) format using the ‘Crema Soft’.  

The frequency for which the return loss value is minimum is taken as 

resonant frequency of the antenna. The range of frequencies for which the return 

loss value is within the -10dB points is usually treated as the bandwidth of the 

antenna. Then the percentage of bandwidth of the antenna can be calculated using,  

100*%
uencycentrefreq

bandwidthBandwidth =
 

2.2.4.2 Far field radiation pattern 

The measurement of far field radiation pattern is conducted in an 

anechoic chamber. The AUT is placed in the quite zone of the chamber on a 

turn table and connected to one port of the network analyzer. A wideband horn 

is used as a transmitter and connected to the other port of the network analyzer. 

The turn table is controlled by a STIC positioner controller. The automated 

radiation pattern measurement process is coordinated by the ‘Crema Soft’ 

software. 
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In order to measure the radiation pattern, the network analyzer is kept in 

S21/S12 mode with the frequency range within the -10dB return loss bandwidth. 

The number of frequency points are set according to the convenience. The start 

angle, stop angle and step angle of the motor is also configured in the ‘Crema 

Soft’. The antenna positioner is boresighted manually. Now the THRU 

calibration is performed for the frequency band specified and saved in the CAL 

set. Suitable gate parameters are provided in the time domain to avoid spurious 

reflections if any. The Crema Soft   will automatically perform the radiation 

pattern measurement and store it as a file in comma separated variable (.CSV). 

2.2.4.3 Antenna Gain 

The gain of the antenna under test is measured along the bore sight 

direction, where the radiation is found to be maximum. The gain transfer 

method using a standard gain antenna is employed to determine the absolute 

gain of the AUT [158-159]. The experimental setup is similar to the radiation 

pattern measurement setup. An antenna with known gain is first placed in the 

antenna positioner and the THRU calibration is done along the boresight 

direction for the frequency range of interest. Standard antenna is then replaced 

by the AUT and the change in S21 along the boresight direction is noted. Note 

that the AUT should be aligned so that the gain in the main beam direction is 

measured.  This is the relative gain of the antenna with respect to the reference 

antenna. The absolute gain of the antenna is obtained by adding this relative 

gain to the original gain of the standard antenna. 

2.2.4.4 Efficiency Measurement 

The antenna efficiency is estimated using wheeler cap method [160] by 

making two impedance measurements. The antenna impedance with metallic 

cap and without metallic cap are measured.  Since the test antenna behaves like 
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a series RLC circuit near its resonance, then the input resistance R should 

decrease after applying the cap, and the efficiency is calculated by the following 

expression. 

Efficiency, η = nocap cap

nocap

R - R
R

        

Where Rnocap and Rcap are the measured resistance of the antenna without the 

metallic cap and with the metallic cap respectively. 

2.2.5 Antenna Design and Optimization using Ansoft HFSS 

Preliminary investigation and optimization in antenna design are done by 

commercially available electromagnetic simulation software’s. The simulation 

studies in the thesis are done using Ansoft’s High Frequency Structure 

Simulator (HFSS). 

HFSS (High frequency Structure Simulator) is a 3D electromagnetic field 

simulator based on Finite Element Method for modeling arbitrary volumetric 

structures [161]. It integrates simulation, modeling, visualization and 

automation in an easy to learn environment. With adaptive meshing and 

brilliant graphics the HFSS gives an unparalleled performance and complete 

insight to the actual radiation phenomenon in the antenna. With HFSS one can 

extract the parameters such as S, Y, Z, visualize 3D electromagnetic fields 

(near- and far-field), and optimize design performance. An important and useful 

feature of this simulation engine is the availability of different kinds of port 

schemes. It provides lumped port, wave port, incident wave scheme etc. The 

accurate simulation of coplanar waveguides and microstrip lines can be done 

using wave port. The parametric set up available with HFSS is highly suitable 

for Antenna engineer to optimize the desired dimensions. The first step in 
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simulating a system in HFSS is to define the geometry of the system by giving 

the material properties and boundaries for 3D or 2D elements available in HFSS 

window. The suitable port excitation scheme is then given. A radiation 

boundary filled with air is then defined surrounding the structure to be 

simulated. Now, the simulation engine can be invoked by giving the proper 

frequency of operations and the number of frequency points. Finally the 

simulation results such as scattering parameters, current distributions and far 

field radiation pattern can be displayed. The vector as well as scalar 

representation of E, H, and J values of the device under simulation gives a good 

insight into the antenna under analysis. 
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INVESTIGATION ON THE SIGNAL STRIP  
MODIFICATION OF A COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE (CPW)  

TRANSMISSION LINE 
 

3.1 Introduction to Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) 
transmission line. 

 

3.2 Coplanar waveguide fed Monopole antenna 
 

3.3 Top loaded monopole antenna 
 

3.4 Dual band meandered monopole antenna 
 

3.5 Design and Development of Quad band antenna 
 

 

This chapter deals with the design and development of a Co-Planar Waveguide 
(CPW) fed planar antenna. The chapter begins with an elaborative study on 
open ended Coplanar Waveguide transmission line. A thorough parametric 
analysis of a CPW is presented to understand the radiation mechanism and 
radiation performance. From the analysis and detailed study it is found that, the 
open ended CPW fed transmission line can be transformed into a radiating 
structure by suitably modifying the signal strip. This modified CPW fed 
antenna operates in quad bands with omnidirectional radiation pattern with 
reasonable gain. 
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3.1 Introduction to Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) transmission line 

A conventional Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) on a dielectric substrate 

consists of a center strip conductor with semi-infinite ground planes on either 

side separated by a small gap. CPW structures supporting quasi TEM mode 

have gained great attention in microwave and millimeter wave applications due 

to uniplanar structure. They are commonly used in Monolithic Microwave 

Integrated Circuits (MMIC). The CPW transmission lines have lower radiation 

loss and less dispersion than microstrip lines. Moreover, the characteristic 

impedance and phase velocity of CPW are less dependent on the substrate 

height and more dependent on the dimensions in the plane of the conducting 

surface [1]. Due to this exceptional behavior, CPW structures have been 

explored a lot for compatible modern wireless communication gadgets.  

When a finite length open ended CPW is excited, a standing wave pattern 

is formed with the reflection coefficient nearly equal to one.  The structure is 

not radiating electromagnetic energy. This is not the case for all frequencies. 

The device exhibit low values of reflection coefficient and matched at higher 

frequencies. Thus a particular Finite Ground Coplanar Waveguide (FGCPW) 

will not radiate electromagnetic energy at lower frequency band.   

A conventional 50Ω coplanar waveguide transmission line with ground 

plane width Wg = 20mm, ground plane length Lg= 20mm, signal strip width     

W = 3mm and gap g=0.35mm is designed. The front view of such a FGCPW 

printed on a substrate of dielectric constant (εr) 4.4 and thickness (h) 1.6mm is 

shown in figure.3.1 (a). The side view and 3-dimensional view is also shown in 

figure.3.1 (b) and 3.1(c) respectively.  
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  Figure 3.1 Finite Ground Coplanar Waveguide (FGCPW) (a) Front view 
(b) Side view(c)3D view 

 (Wg=20mm, Lg=20mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
 

The measured reflection characteristic and impedance characteristics of this 

CPW structure is shown in figure.3.2 (a) and (b) respectively. From the figure it is 

found that the reflection coefficient is very high in the band and is behaving as an 

open ended transmission line with low radiation. The smith chart gives a clear 

picture on the impedance characteristics of this structure from 1GHz to 10GHz. 

From the figure it is evident that for all frequencies the locus of impedance curve is 

on the outer region of the smith chart. Thus this open ended structure is unmatched 

at these frequency regions with very low radiation. This is confirmed with the 

transmission characteristics shown in figure 3.2(c). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3.2  (a)Reflection characteristics of a FGCPW (b) Impedance Diagram 
c) Transmission characteristics  
(Wg=20mm, Lg=20mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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It is reported that a transmission line can be converted to a radiating 

structure by creating discontinuity [2]. This possibility is explored in this 

thesis. An open ended CPW transmission line can be converted into an 

efficient radiator by improving the matching at the desired frequency. 

Matching and hence radiation can be achieved by introducing discontinuity 

on the structure. In a normal CPW, discontinuity can be created in three 

different ways.  

a)  Modifying the signal strip.  

b)  Modify the ground plane. 

c)  Modify the signal strip and ground plane simultaneously so that both 

will contribute to impedance match and effective radiation.  

In this chapter a quad band antenna designed by modifying the signal 

strip is discussed elaborately. The other two modification techniques are 

discussed in later chapters. 

3.2 Coplanar waveguide fed Monopole antenna 

Design and Development of a coplanar waveguide fed monopole antenna 

with modified signal strip is the main theme of the present chapter. Initially the 

coplanar waveguide transmission line is modified to fundamental quarter 

wavelength monopole [2] by increasing the signal strip length L1 as shown in 

figure.3.3.  
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Figure 3.3 Finite Ground Coplanar Waveguide monopole antenna  
 (a) Front view (b) side view  
 (Wg=20mm, Lg=20mm, L1=18mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm 

and ϵr=4.4) 
 

The antenna is printed on a substrate of dielectric constant εr=4.4 and 

height h=1.6mm. The signal strip width (w) and signal to ground gap (g) are 

selected for 50Ω impedance match.  The effect of signal strip length (L1) on the 

resonant frequency of the monopole antenna is shown in figure.3.4. The signal 

strip length is arbitrarily varied from 14mm to 22mm in this study. It is evident 

from the reflection characteristics that as the length increases the frequency 

shifts to lower side. The variation in resonant frequency, bandwidth and quality 

factor of the antenna is shown in table 3.1. At L1=14mm the antenna is 

operating at 3.8625GHz with a 10dB bandwidth of 730MHz. This means the Q 

of the system is 5.2838. Moreover, the quality factor of this resonating system 

remains almost constant with strip length. 
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Table 3.1 Variation in resonant frequency, band width and quality factor with 
monopole length L1 

Monopole 
Length 
(L1)mm 

Resonant 
Frequency 

(GHz) 

10 dB 
bandwidth 

Quality 
factor 

Guided 
wavelength 

(λg) 
14 3.8625 0.731 5.2838 0.26  

16 3.5625 0.6813 5.2289 0.27  

18 3.2875 0.6062 5.425 0.28  

20 3.05 0.5563 5.482 0.29  

22 2.8687 0.525 5.464 0.30  
                     

This monopole antenna of signal strip length L1=18mm is resonating at 

3.2875GHz. From the experiment it is found that this occurs when L1 is quarter 

wavelength. The transmission characteristic of the antenna is shown in 

figure.3.5. For all cases it is found that maximum transmission occurs at the 

resonance. This confirms that this is working as a λ/4 monopole antenna. 

 

Figure 3.4 Variation of Reflection(S11) Characteristics of FGCPW 
monopole antenna with monopole length L1 

  (Wg=20mm, Lg=20mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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Figure 3.5 Variation of  Transmission(S21) Characteristics of FGCPW 

monopole antenna with monopole length L1 
  (Wg=20mm, Lg=20mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

The variation in resonant frequency with dielectric constant and height of 

the substrate is shown in Table 3.2. While varying the dielectric constant the 

height of the substrate is taken as 1.6mm and while varying the height of the 

substrate dielectric constant is taken as 4.4. As the dielectric constant and height 

increases the resonant frequency shift to lower region and vice versa.  

Table 3.2 Variation in resonant frequency with dielectric constant and 
height of the substrate 

 (Wg=20mm, Lg=20mm, L1=18mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
 

Dielectric 
Constant 

Obtained Resonant 
frequency(GHz) 

Height of 
substrate (mm) 

Obtained Resonant 
frequency(GHz) 

2 3.8625 1.2 3.3688 

3 3.5812 1.4 3.3188 

4 3.3625 1.6 3.2563 

5 3.1563 1.8 3.225 

6 3.0063 2 3.1688 
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Figure 3.6 Smith chart showing the impedance characteristics of the 
FGCPW Antenna  
(Wg=20mm, Lg=20mm, L1=18mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

The impedance characteristic of the coplanar waveguide fed monopole 

antenna is shown in figure.3.6. From the Smith chart it is evident that the real 

part of impedance is nearly equal to 60Ω at the resonant frequency. Moreover, 

the reactance is found to be nearly equal to zero and becomes inductive or 

capacitive as we move away from resonance. From the experimental and 

simulation studies it is confirmed that the resonance occurs when the monopole 

length is almost equal to λg/4, where λg=
re

λ
ε

 is the wavelength in the substrate 

with reε  as the effective dielectric constant in the substrate = 
r( 1)
2

ε +  

The simulated surface current distribution of the antenna at resonance is 

shown in the figure.3.7. It is obviously noticeable that there is a quarter wavelength 

variation of field along the signal strip length L1. The current is maximum near the 

ground plane and minimum at the tip of the monopole. It is also noted that there is 
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no significant current variation on the finite ground plane at the resonant frequency. 

Nevertheless there is a very small current variation at the edges along the width of 

the ground plane which varies with the ground plane dimension. 

 
Figure 3.7 Current distribution of FGCPW monopole antenna  

(Wg=20mm, Lg=20mm, L1=18mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, 
h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

3.3 Top loaded monopole antenna 

Increasing the ground plane dimension and signal strip dimension will affect 

the overall compactness of the antenna. As we already discussed that by increasing 

the monopole length will decrease the resonant frequency but the overall size 

increases. In order to bring the resonance to lower frequency without altering the 

size, the signal strip is meandered. A strip of length L2 is added to the monopole 

antenna resulting a structure as shown in figure.3.8 (a). The bending will provide 

additional resonating length in the given area. With bending the unutilized area in 

the substrate is made available for the radiation phenomenon. Conventional 

monopole antenna is resonating at 3.26GHz. Bending the monopole to one side 

will shift the resonant frequency from 3.26GHz to 2.14GHz as in figure.3.9 (a). 
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Moreover there is a possibility for resonance at higher frequency. The impedance 

characteristic of the antenna is shown in figure.3.9 (b). The impedance is found to 

be matched at lower frequency. But at higher frequency the imaginary part is found 

to be inductive and hence it is not matched at that frequency as in the figure. Here 

the overall dimension of the antenna remains unchanged. 

Again another strip of same length L2 is added to the other side to make it a 

symmetrically meandered (T-shaped) antenna as shown in figure.3.8 (b). The 

unused space in the substrate is effectively made use in this design. The reflection 

characteristic of the antenna with symmetric bend is shown in figure.3.9. By 

symmetrically extending the strip L2 as in the figure will not affect earlier 

resonance much. There is no considerable improvement in the reflection 

characteristics for the symmetrically meandered structure rather than a small 

frequency shift to lower value which provide a further compactness. But while 

looking to the impedance characteristics it is found that at higher frequency the 

imaginary part is nearly zero hence, the higher resonance is made visible and is 

found to be matched in this case.  

 

 
(a)                                                                           (b) 

Figure 3.8 Finite Ground plane monopole antenna with (a) Meandered to one 
side (b) Symmetrical meandered 
(Wg=20mm, Lg=20mm, L1=18mm, L2=10mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, 
h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.9 (a) Reflection Characterisitcs (b) Input Impedance of Finite 
Ground plane monopole antenna with Meandered to one side 
and Symmetrical meandered 
(Wg=20mm, Lg=20mm, L1=18mm, L2=10mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, 
h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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                               (a)                                                          (b) 

Figure.3.10 Current distribuition of Finite Ground plane monopole antenna 
with (a) Meandered to one side (b) Symmetrical meandered  
(Wg=20mm, Lg=20mm, L1=18mm, L2=10mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, 
h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

The current distribution of the antenna which is meandered to one side at 

2.14GHz is shown in figure.3.10 (a). Like a monopole antenna discussed before 

there is a quarter wavelength variations in current along the length. Moreover, the 

intensity of current is found to be higher on the lower edge of the bend structure 

compared to the upper edge. The current distribution of the symmetrically bend 

structure is shown in figure.3.10 (b). Here the directions of current in the two 

horizontal arms are opposite. But it is found that the current distribution is much 

more uniform on both the signal strip and ground plane for a symmetrically bended 

antenna. In both cases (Meandered to one side and symmetrically bend) there is a 

quarter wavelength variation of current along the monopole. The total area of the 

antenna remains intact in both the cases. 

3.4 Dual band meandered monopole antenna 

Without altering the overall compactness, the frequency can be further 

decreased by folding the signal strip as shown in figure.3.11. The antenna consists 

of a T-shaped monopole with symmetrical vertical strips (L3) on both sides. These 
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two symmetrical vertical strips each of length L3 is used to increase the current path 

without affecting the overall compactness and other desirable radiation 

characteristics. The bending should be done in such a way that the effective 

reactive  coupling should not affect the overall impedance match. This bending in a 

given area will increase the resonating length (since the physical length increases) 

and shift the frequency downwards, and hence provide compactness. 

 
Figure.3.11 Geometry of the symmetrical meandered dual band antenna 

(a) Front View (b) Side view  
(L1=18mm, L2=11.5mm, L3=7mm, W=3mm, Wg=14mm, Lg=10mm, 
h=1.6mm, εr=4.4 and g=0.35mm) 
 

Thus top loading a monopole antenna make the higher resonance visible 

in the frequency region. Thus we can say that top loading can excite additional 

resonance. The addition of stubs L2 and L3 will give desired response for the 

antenna at the resonant frequency. The increased length L3 causes a 

corresponding shift in the resonance towards the lower frequency. Simulated 

and experimental return loss of the antenna is shown in figure.3.12. 
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Figure.3.12 Measured and Simulated reflection characteristics of the 

dual band antenna 
(L1=18mm, L2=11.5mm, L3=7mm, W=3mm, Wg=14mm, Lg=10mm, 
h=1.6mm, εr=4.4 and g=0.35mm) 

           

The lower band centered at 1.77GHz has a wide bandwidth from 

1.47GHz-1.97GHz with a percentage bandwidth of about 34% covering DCS 

1800 and DCS 1900/PCS. The measured impedance bandwidth of the upper 

band centered at 5.54GHz determined by 10-dB return loss, is good enough to 

cover the HIPERLAN (5150-5350MHz) band and ISM WLAN 5.8(5.725-

5.875GHz) band, with wide bandwidth from 5.13GHz-6.48GHz. 

The current distributions at the two resonant frequencies of the designed 

antenna are shown in figure.3.13. The current distributions on the horizontal arms 

(which provide the required resonating physical length) are equal and opposite and 

hence the radiated field due to this cancels at the far field. So the radiation is 

primarily due to the y-component and hence it is polarized along y-direction in the 

two bands. Moreover, the current distribution on the lateral ground planes is found 

to be symmetrical and as shown in the figure. It is also noted that the fundamental 

mode at 1.77GHz is due to the lengths L1+L2+L3 which is nearly equal to λg/4.   
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                  (a)                                                                (b) 

Figure.3.13  Current distribution of the Dual band antenna (a)1.77GHz 
(b) 5.55GHz 
(L1=18mm, L2=11.5mm,L3=7mm,W=3mm,Wg=14mm,Lg=10mm, 
h=1.6mm,εr=4.4) 

 

This aspect is reconfirmed by conducting experiments with different 

parametric lengths. The analyses of dual band antenna with different antenna 

parameters are discussed in the next sections.  

3.4.1 Effect of varying the strip length L1 (L1+L2+L3 is constant) 

The distance between the top load and the ground plane is crucial in 

providing the impedance match. Since the length L1 determines the distance 

between the top load and ground plane, it is important and should be optimized for 

providing better impedance matching at the resonant frequencies. The variation of 

the reflection characteristics of the antenna with the strip length L1 by keeping the 

total length (L1+L2+L3) constant is investigated initially. The reflection 

characteristic of the antenna is shown in figure.3.14. The first resonance frequency 

is not affected by the length L1 since the total resonant length (L1+L2+L3) remains 

constant, but the impedance matching gets affected. It is also noted that the higher 

resonance is very much affected by the strip length. As the length increases the 

higher frequency decreases and vice versa. From the impedance characteristics 
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shown in figure it is found that for lower frequency the impedance become more 

capacitive and the impedance loci is found to shrink as  L1 increased. For higher 

frequency the impedance loci is found to expand as L1 is increased.  

 
(a) 

                        
(b) 

Figure 3.14 Variation of a) reflection characteristics b) impedance 
characteristics with strip length L1 and by keeping the total 
length L1+L2+L3 constant 
(L1=18mm, L2=11.5mm,L3=7mm,W=3mm,Wg=14mm,Lg=10mm, 
h=1.6mm,εr=4.4) 
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3.4.2  Effect of varying the strip length L1 (L1+L2+L3 is not a constant) 

 
Figure 3.15 Variation of reflection characteristics with strip length L1 

and total length L1+L2+L3 is not constant 
 (L2=11.5mm,L3=7mm,W=3mm,Wg=14mm,Lg=10mm,h=1.6mm,εr=4.4) 

 

The variation of reflection coefficient with strip length L1 without keeping 

the total length constant (L1+L2+L3 =not constant) is also studied. Here the length 

L2 and L3 are constant throughout the variation. The corresponding reflection 

characteristic is shown in figure.3.15. Both the resonances are affected in this 

case. From the reflection characteristics it is found that as the length increases 

both the resonances decreases and vice versa. But the percentage shift in the 

higher frequency is larger as compared to the lower frequency.  

The top loaded strips L2 and L3  is a part of radiating structure for lower 

frequency, but for higher frequencies these act as an open ended stubs whose 

length can affect the resonant frequency.  Thus by varying the open ended stubs 

the higher frequency can be tuned. 
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From the above studies it is clear that the lower resonance is fully 

depending on the total length of the strip L1+L2+L3 because it remains constant 

when total length is constant. But a thorough analysis should be performed to 

analyze the reason for each resonance. 

3.4.3 Effect of varying the strip length L2 (L1+L2+L3 is a constant) 

The variation in the reflection characteristics of the antenna with the strip 

length L2 by keeping the total length constant is studied and its response is shown in 

the figure.3.16. As the length L2 increases keeping the total length constant, both the 

resonant frequencies will almost tend to remain in the same position as their 

resonating length constant. But the separating distance between L1 and L3 will vary 

as L2 changes. This change in stub length L2 causes a corresponding change in 

reactance of the antenna and hence the resonant frequency changes as in the figure.  

 

Figure.3.16 Variation of reflection characteristics with strip length L2 and by 
keeping total length L1+L2+L3 is constant 

 (L1=18mm, L3=7mm,W=3mm,Wg=14mm,Lg=10mm,h=1.6mm,εr=4.4) 
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3.4.4 Effect of varying the strip length L2 (L1+L2+L3 is not a constant) 

The variation in the reflection characteristics of the antenna with the strip L2 

without keeping the total length constant is studied and its response is shown in the 

figure.3.17. As the stub length L2 varies the distance between the vertical strips(L1 

and L3) changes. As mentioned in the previous section the length of this open 

ended stub can be used to tune the resonant frequency. As L2 increases both 

resonating bands shifts to lower frequency value and vice versa. A length of 

L2=11.5mm is chosen as optimum by considering the impedance match.  

 
Figure.3.17 Variation of reflection characteristics with strip length L2 

and total length L1+L2+L3 is not constant 
 (L1=18mm, L3=7mm,W=3mm,Wg=14mm,Lg=10mm,h=1.6mm,εr=4.4) 
              

3.4.5 Effect of varying the strip length L3 (L1+L2+L3 is a constant) 

The variation of reflection characteristics with strip length L3 by keeping 

L1+L2+L3 as constant is analyzed and shown in figure.3.18. Thus the lower 
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resonant frequency is not affected by its variation but the impedance matching 

is deeply affected. Thus it should be taken into consideration while optimizing 

the final design; that the total length is the main factor in determining the lower 

resonance. The higher resonance is fundamentally contributed by the total 

length but the interaction between strips L1 and L3 will also contributed towards 

this resonant frequency. 

 

Figure 3.18 Variation of reflection characteristics with strip length L3 by 
keeping total length L1+L2+L3 as constant 

 (W=3mm, Wg=14mm,Lg=10mm,h=1.6mm,εr=4.4) 
 

3.4.6 Effect of varying the strip length L3 (L1+L2+L3 is not a constant) 

The effect of the vertical strip L3 on the reflection characteristics is 

studied and is shown in figure.3.19. As L3 increases the resonant length 

corresponding to the lower frequency increases and the frequency shift towards 

the lower region and vice versa. There is a small effect on the resonant 
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frequency of the upper band and the impedance matching deteriorates as seen in 

the figure.  As L3 increases its coupling with strip L1 and ground plane varies 

which affects the impedance characteristics. Thus the first resonance is mainly 

due to the total length L1+L2+L3 and the second resonance is primarily due to 

the monopole length L1. 

 

Figure3.19 Variation of reflection characteristics with strip length L3 
and total length L1+L2+L3 is not constant 
(L1=18mm, L2=11.5mm, W=3mm, Wg=14mm, Lg=10mm, 
h=1.6mm, εr=4.4) 

 

3.4.7 Variation on reflection characteristics with Ground plane length Lg  

The ground plane parameters like length Lg and width Wg should be 

optimized properly. The effect of ground plane length on the radiation and 

impedance characteristics of the antenna is studied and its variation is shown in 

figure.3.20. It is found that there is not much variation in the resonant frequency 

with the ground plane length Lg. However, the impedance match and hence the 
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antenna performance is affected slightly as in the figure. Thus the length of 

ground plane is chosen as Lg=0.1λg by considering the compactness and 

impedance match at the resonant frequency. 

 
Figure 3.20 Variation of reflection characteristics with ground plane lenth Lg 

                         (L1=18mm, L2=11.5mm,L3=7mm,W=3mm,Wg=14mm,h=1.6mm,εr=4.4) 
 

3.4.8 Variation on reflection characteristics with Ground plane width Wg  

There should be a compromise between compactness and performance of 

any antenna. The width Wg of the ground plane is varied and its effects on 

reflection characteristics are also studied. Here, as the width increases the 

resonance shift to lower frequency and vice versa. But it should be noted that 

when Wg is decreased beyond 0.1λg the resonance frequency is severely 

affected as shown in figure.3.21. Moreover, it is meaningless to put a very large 

ground plane for a compact wireless device, if small ground plane itself is 

providing better performance. The radiation characteristics of a finite ground 

CPW should be analyzed to confirm the antenna performance. 
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Figure 3.21 Variation of reflection characteristics with ground plane 

Length Wg 
(L1=18mm, L2=11.5mm,L3=7mm,W=3mm,Lg=10mm,h=1.6mm,εr=4.4) 

 

3.4.9 Radiation pattern 

The polarization of the antenna is along the Y-direction (Vertical) for both the 

resonant frequencies. From the current distribution shown in figure.3.13 it is clear 

that the field component along the strip L1 is y-directed while that of L2 is along +x 

and –x direction. Thus the x-directed component gets cancelled at the far field 

resulting the polarization along the y-direction for both the resonant frequencies. 

The measured co-polar and cross-polar radiation pattern of the antenna at 

resonance for both E and H planes are shown in figure.3.22. The pattern is 

found to be omnidirectional. A constant gain pattern is obtained along the H-

plane and along E-plane a pattern with two nulls at 900 and 2700 degrees is 

obtained. The nulls are found to be above and below the lateral ground planes ie 

above the horizontal arm L2 and on the connector side. The antenna shows good 

cross polarization level of nearly 15dB along the boresight direction for both 

the frequencies along the principal planes.  
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(a) H-plane 1.77GHz                                  (b)E-Plane 1.77GHz    

        
                          (c)H-plane 5.54GHz                               (d)E-plane 5.5GHz 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.22 Measured Radiation pattern of the dual band antenna at 

(a)H-plane 1.77GHz (b)E-plane 1.77GHz (c) H-plane 5.5GHz 
(d) E-plane 5.5GHz 
(L1=18mm, L2=11.5mm,L3=7mm,W=3mm,Wg=14mm,Lg=10mm, 
h=1.6mm,εr=4.4) 
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3.4.10 Gain and Efficiency  

The Measured gains of the antenna at two bands are shown in figure.3.23. 

The antenna shows an average gain of 3dBi in the lower band and 3.5dBi in the 

upper band. The measured efficiency of the antenna using wheeler cap method 

is also shown in figure.3.24. The antenna is showing an average efficiency 

greater than 80% in both the bands.  

 
(a) 1.77GHz band 

 
(b) 5.5GHz band 

Figure 3.23 Measured gain of the dual band antenna at (a) 1.77GHz (b) 5.55GHz 
 (L1=18mm, L2=11.5mm,L3=7mm,W=3mm,Wg=14mm,Lg=10mm, 

h=1.6mm,εr=4.4) 
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Figure.3.24 Measured efficiency of the dual band antenna  
 (L1=18mm, L2=11.5mm,L3=7mm,W=3mm,Wg=14mm,Lg=10mm, 

h=1.6mm, εr=4.4) 
 

3.5 Design and Development of Quad band antenna 

The signal strip of the Dual band antenna presented in the above section 

can be modified to resonate in additional application bands. Antenna resonating 

in four different frequency bands are discussed in this.  

From the studies explained in the section above section, it is clear that in 

order to excite an additional resonance it is necessary to create an additional 

resonating path or to excite the higher harmonics. It is better to create additional 

resonating path for the new resonance because it is difficult to independently 

control the higher harmonic radiation with the fundamental one. Thus the top 

loaded signal strip (L3) is modified by increasing the length (L3+L4) on one side 

of the top load and thereby creating asymmetry in the structures as shown in 

figure.3.25. This asymmetry can generate a resonance in addition to the existing 

two resonances. Now the resonances are centered at 1.61GHz, 2.4GHz and 
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5.8GHz respectively. The comparison of resonant frequencies of the monopole 

antenna, symmetrically meandered antenna and asymmetrically loaded antenna 

are shown in figure.3.26.  

Thus the simple monopole antenna is resonating at 3.286GHz. There is 

only one resonance in the entire band. This curve is marked as ‘a’. When the 

antenna is symmetrically top loaded, it resonates at two frequencies (b). It 

resonates at 1.77GHz and 5.54GHz respectively. However when it is 

asymmetrically loaded it resonates a three frequencies (c). The three modes are 

at 1.61GHz, 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz respectively. 

 

Figure 3.25  Geometry of the unsymmetrical triple band antenna (a) Front 
view (b) side view 

 (L1=18mm, L2R=L2L=11.5mm,L3=4mm, L4=8mm,W=3mm, 
Lg=10mm,WgR= WgL=14mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm,εr=4.4) 
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Figure 3.26 Reflection characteristics comparison of single band, dual 
band and triple antenna 

 (L1=18mm, L2R= L2L=11.5mm,L3=4mm, L4=8mm,W=3mm, 
Lg=10mm,WgR= WgL=14mm,g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm,εr=4.4) 

 

By the addition of the strip L4  the resonance at 1.77GHz of the dual band 

antenna explained in the earlier section due to the length  (L1+L2L+L3)  is now 

shifted down to 1.61GHz, corresponding to a resonant length (L1+L2L+L3+L4).  

It is noted that this total length is nearly equal to the quarter wavelength 

corresponding to 1.61GHz.  

By the addition of this strip another resonance is excited at 2.4GHz. The 

frequency corresponding to the resonance is in the application region(ISM 2.4) 

but is poorly matched. This resonance is nearly equal to half wavelength 

corresponding to the resonant length (L1+L2R+L3). 

The higher resonance at 5.54GHz is also shifted to 5.8GHz as shown in the 

figure which is corresponding to a length (L1+L2R+L3) of 0.9λg. Thus further design 
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should carry out by taking at most care to keep the existing matched resonances as 

such and to provide impedance matching for the resonance at 2.4GHz. 

In order to provide better insight to the antenna performance the current 

distribution on the antenna should be analyzed. The current distribution of the 

triple band antenna is shown in figure.3.27.  

 
                        (a)                                                                     (b) 

  
 (c) 

Figure.3.27 Current distribution of the Dual band antenna (a) 1.61GHz 
(b) 2.4GHz (c) 5.8GHz 

 (L1=18mm, L2R= L2L=11.5mm,L3=4mm, L4=8mm,W=3mm, 
Lg=10mm,WgR= WgL=14mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm,εr=4.4) 
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A quarter wavelength variations are found along the resonating length for 

the first two resonances as in the figure. The first resonant path is due to the 

longer asymmetrical path and the second is due to smaller path. A three quarter 

variation of current is observed along the shorter asymmetrical path and larger 

asymmetrical path. Since these two resonances are close to each other they 

merge together to give a wide bandwidth corresponding to the third resonance 

as in figure.3.27 (C). 

In addition to the three resonances of the antenna the next aim is to 

generate an additional resonance at 900MHz together with better match for the 

present bands; preserving the compactness. It is really challenging to excite a 

lower frequency without trading the compactness of the antenna.  

Keeping the overall area intact a slit ‘ABCDEFGH’ is introduced in the 

antenna as shown in figure.3.28. It should be noted that the present 

modification is made without altering the already existing three resonant paths.  

That is the existing resonant paths are there and a new discontinuity is created. 

This forces the current to flow through a longer path around the slit (Through 

ABCDEFGH) and produce an additional lower resonance at 900MHz as shown 

in figure.3.29. The subsequent resonances are at 1.74GHz, 2.44GHz and 

5.5GHz. It is interesting to note that in addition to the excitation at 900MHz the 

structure provides a well matched resonances at the existing resonant 

frequencies centered at 1.74GHz, 2.44GHz and 5.5GHz. 
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Figure 3.28 Geometry of the Quad band antenna (a) front view (b) side view 
(L1=18mm, L2R= L2L= 11mm, L3=4mm, L4=8mm, L5=31mm, 
Lg=10mm,WgR= WgL=14mm, Ws=3mm, CD=10mm, BC=29mm, 
DE=ha=1mm, h=1.6mm, ϵr=4.4 and g=0.35mm)   

 

The GSM900 band (850MHz-960MHz) exhibits 2:1 VSWR impedance 

bandwidth and is wide enough to cover the GSM application band. The 

resonance at 1.61GHz of the triple band antenna is now shifted to 1.74GHz 

with a 2:1 VSWR band width from 1.56GHz-1.92GHz covering the DCS-1800 

application band. The resonance at 2.4GHz of the triple band antenna is 

matched by adding the slit. The antenna offers a 2:1 VSWR band width from 

2.39GHz to 2.49GHz which is wide enough to cover the ISM-2.4 band. 

Moreover, this antenna covers the 5.2/5.8GHz WLAN band with 2:1 VSWR 

bandwidth from 5.07GHz-6.23GHz. The measured and simulated reflection 

characteristics and of the antenna are shown in figure.3.29. 
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Figure 3.29 Experimental and Simulation results of the quad band 
antenna (a) Reflection characteristics and (b) VSWR 
(L1=18mm, L2R= L2L= 11mm, L3=4mm, L4=8mm, L5=31mm, 
Lg=10mm,WgR= WgL=14mm, Ws=3mm, CD=10mm, BC=29mm, 
DE=ha=1mm, h=1.6mm, ϵr=4.4 and g=0.35mm)   

 

3.5.1 Measured Variation on reflection characteristics with strip 
length (L3 +L4)  

An exhaustive parametric study has been performed to investigate the 

effect of various parameters on antenna performance. The variation in reflection 

characteristics with strip length L3+L4 (on the Left arm – with L3 as constant) is 

shown in figure.3.30. It is found that by increasing the strip length the second 
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resonance frequency is mainly affected and shifts towards the lower frequency 

region and vice versa. Similarly as the length increases the inductive reactance 

corresponding to the third resonance increases, affecting the overall impedance 

match. By considering the radiation and impedance characteristics corresponding 

to the DCS-1800 application band the strip length is optimized at 12mm. From 

the studies it is confirmed that the second resonance frequency can be easily 

tuned by adjusting L3+L4. 

  

Figure 3.30 Variation in reflection characteristics of the antenna with 
variation in L3+L4 

 (L1=18mm, L2R= L2L= 11mm, L5=31mm, Lg=10mm, WgR= WgL=14mm, 
Ws=3mm, CD=10mm, BC=29mm, DE=HA=1mm, h=1.6mm, ϵr=4.4 
and g=0.35mm)    
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3.5.2  Measured Variation on reflection characteristics with slot length CD  

 
Figure 3.31 Variation in reflection characteristics of the antenna with slit 

length CD 
(L1=18mm, L2R= L2L= 11mm, L3=4mm, L4=8mm, L5=31mm, 
Lg=10mm,WgR= WgL=14mm, Ws=3mm, BC=29mm, DE=HA=1mm, 
h=1.6mm, ϵr=4.4 and g=0.35mm) 

The measured variation in the return loss characteristics of the antenna 

with respect to the slit perimeter ‘ABCDEFGH’ (by varying length CD) is 

shown in figure.3.31. In this the length of slot perimeter varies and all other 

parameters remain unaffected.  As slit perimeter increases, the lower resonance 

at 900MHz shifts down, worsening the impedance match. All other resonances 

remain unaltered as their resonating lengths are unaffected. Thus by adjusting 

the slit length we can tune the lower resonant mode. The width of the slot is 

selected as 1mm throughout the study. If the slit is opened or closed at both 

ends the resonating length will get halved and there will not be any resonance at 

lower frequency. So it is very important to keep the ends of the slits 

complimentary to each other, that is while one end is opened the other end 

should be closed (so that the total perimeter of the slot is constant) 
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3.5.3  Measured Variation on reflection characteristics with right arm 
strip L3  

Variation on reflection characteristics with strip length L3 (on the right 

arm) is studied and is shown in figure.3.32. From the figure it is clear that the 

strip length affects the third and fourth resonances significantly. As the length 

increases the third and fourth resonance centered at 2.44GHz and 5.5GHz are 

shifted to lower resonant frequencies and vice versa. Since variation in L3 

results in variation of the effective slit length; the lower resonance at 900MHz 

is also affected slightly. The second resonance is not affected since the total 

length L1+L2L+L3+L4 remains constant. 

 

Figure 3.32  Variation in reflection characteristics of the antenna with 
strip length L3 
(L1=18mm, L2R= L2L= 11mm, L4=8mm, L5=31mm, 
Lg=10mm,WgR= WgL=14mm, Ws=3mm, CD=10mm, BC=29mm, 
DE=HA=1mm, h=1.6mm, ϵr=4.4 and g=0.35mm)    
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3.5.4  Measured Variation on reflection characteristics with strip 
length L1  

The variation in the reflection characteristics of the antenna with respect 

to the strip length L1 is shown in figure.3.33. It is found that the strip length 

affects the fourth resonance significantly. For a small change of strip length L1 

can contribute to a larger shift in resonant frequency for the fourth resonance.  

The impedance matching of the third resonance is also affected by the length. 

The first two resonant frequencies are found to remain almost constant. 

 

Figure 3.33 Variation in reflection characteristics of the antenna with 
strip length L1 
(L2R= L2L= 11mm, L3=4mm, L4=8mm, L5=31mm, 
Lg=10mm,WgR= WgL=14mm, Ws=3mm, CD=10mm, 
BC=29mm, DE=HA=1mm, h=1.6mm, ϵr=4.4 and g=0.35mm)    
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3.5.5 Measured Variation on reflection characteristics with Ground 
Length Lg  

In the performance of compact antennas the effect of ground plane is also 

very crucial. The variation on reflection characteristics with ground length is shown 

in figure.3.34. There is a considerable change in the return loss characteristics of 

the antenna with ground length. As Lg changes the coupling between signal strip 

and ground plane varies which results a corresponding change in the resonant 

frequency. Considering the application band and compactness of the antenna, the 

length of the ground plane is optimized as 0.27λg. Where λg is the dielectric 

wavelength corresponding to lowest frequency.  

 
Figure 3.34 Variation in reflection characteristics of the antenna with 

ground length Lg 
(L1=18mm, L2R= L2L= 11mm, L3=4mm, L4=8mm, L5=31mm, 
WgR= WgL=14mm, Ws=3mm, CD=10mm, BC=29mm, 
DE=HA=1mm, h=1.6mm, ϵr=4.4 and g=0.35mm)    
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3.5.6 Measured Variation on reflection characteristics with Ground 
Width WgL and WgR   

The variation in reflection characteristics with Ground width WgL and WgR 

are studied and is shown in figure.3.35. The lower resonance at 900MHz is not at 

all affected by ground widths. The impedance matching at third resonance is 

severely affected but there is not much variation in the second resonant frequency. 

The fourth resonant frequency shows drastic variation with the ground width. As 

the ground width increases the frequency shift towards lower band with a 

corresponding deterioration in the impedance matching. Considering all the 

aforementioned observation the ground plane width is optimized at 0.38λg=14mm.  

 

Figure 3.35  Variation in reflection characteristics of the antenna with 
ground width WgL and WgR  
(L1=18mm, L2R= L2L= 11mm, L3=4mm, L4=8mm, L5=31mm, 
Lg=10mm, Ws=3mm, CD=10mm, BC=29mm, DE=HA=1mm, 
h=1.6mm, ϵr=4.4 and g=0.35mm)    
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From the exhaustive parametric analysis performed above the working 

principle of the antenna at four frequency bands are analyzed. The design 

criterion for the quad band antenna based on the above observations is 

explained in this section. The first resonance centered at 900MHz is due to the 

total perimeter of slit. Slit perimeter can be calculated as, 

Slit perimeter = (0.4*λ1)/ reffε    --------------------------------------------- (1) 

Where, reffε = (1+ rε +1)/3 is the effective dielectric constant of substrate, and λ1 

is the wavelength corresponding to the first resonant frequency.  It is presumed 

that the capacitive coupling between the strips (ABCD & EFGH) across the slit 

effectively increases the overall length of the antenna, thereby reducing the 

physical length to 0.4 times the guided wavelength.  

The second resonance centered at 1.74GHz occurs due to the combined 

effect of the length (L1+L2L+L3+L4) and strip length ABCD (Fig.3.28). The strip 

length ABCD will adjust in accordance with L1+L2L+L3+L4 because L2L is 

equal to L2R and width Ws of the signal strip is constant. and therefore it can be 

calculated as below. 

L1+L2L+L3+L4 = (0.35* λ2)/ reffε ------------------------------------------- (2) 

Where L2L = 2.75 L3 is chosen for minimum capacitive coupling between L1 

and L3. The additional capacitive coupling contributed by top loading results in 

increasing the physical length, hence assuring compactness. 

The third resonance is due to L1+L2R+L3 (Fig.3.32). It is interesting to 

note that the matching is severely affected by L1 (Fig.3.33) and L3+L4 

(Fig.3.30) without affecting the resonant frequency. On increasing L1 the real 

part of impedance is decreased causing a corresponding deterioration in 
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impedance match. As L3+L4 increases the inductive reactance increases with 

corresponding increase in the imaginary part of impedance contributing to 

better impedance matching.  The design criterion for the third resonance is, 

L1+L2R+L3 = (0.4*λ3)/ reffε -------------------------------------------------- (3) 

The fourth resonance centered at 5.5GHz is affected by the variation in L1 

(Fig.7), L3 (Fig.6) and L3+L4 (Fig.5). A significant change in resonance with 

ground dimensions is also observed (Fig.8-9). The shift in resonance is due to 

the change in reactance, resulting from a change in the coupling between the 

ground and the signal strip. Hence the fourth resonance is due to two parallel 

symmetrical paths   L1+L2R+L3 and L1+L2L+L3+L4. These two resonances 

merge to give a broad band at 5.5GHz.The path lengths are found to be equal to 

three quarter wavelengths at the corresponding resonant frequency. Since a 

significant variation is only due to L1, the length should be selected in such a 

way so as to cover the application band as given below.  

L1 = (0.49*λ4) reff/ ε -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(4) 

The decrease in the physical lengths of the antenna at the different 

resonant frequencies is due to the top loading effect, by virtue of which the 

antenna appears electrically larger [3]. 

From the parametric studies, it is inferred that the ground plane affects the 

impedance matching of the resonant modes. By considering the compactness 

and antenna performance the ground plane length and width are optimized as 

follows. 

Lg = (0.27*λ4) reff/ ε  ---------------------------------------------------------- (5) 
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WgL = WgR = (0.38* λ4) reff/ ε ----------------------------------------------- (6) 

To validate the design equations for various quad band antennas are 

designed for different dielectric substrates. The above equations are validated 

by characterizing antenna characteristics. The predicted antenna resonances are 

reasonably good agreement with the obtained results as shown in Table 3.3.  
 

Table 3.3  % error in resonant frequency of the antenna for different 
dielectric substrate at 0.9, 1.8, 2.4 and 5.2 GHz 

 

Obtained Simulated 
Frequency(GHz) %  Error Substrate 

(Dielectric constant) 
F1 F2 F3 F4 F1 F2 F3 F4 

Rogers RT/duroid 5880  (2.2) 0.95 1.70 2.30 5.42 5.55 5.55 4.34 4.23 

Taconic RF-35 (3.5) 0.92 1.76 2.42 5.12 2.22 2.22 0.83 1.53 

Alumina (9.4) 0.98 1.94 2.36 5.78 8.88 7.77 1.66 11.15 

Rogers RO6010 (10.2) 0.98 1.93 2.39 5.77 8.88 7.2 0.41 10.96 
 

The measured co and cross polarized received power of the antenna along 

with return loss is shown in Figure.3.36. Since the Y-component dominates 

over the X-component for all the four bands, the antenna is polarized along the 

Y direction. The antenna shows good polarization purity in the first and fourth 

band. The polarization is moderate on the second and third band. The first 

resonance at 900 MHz is due to the perimeter of the slit ABCDEFGH. Since the 

direction of current is opposite in its parallel arms it is seen that the X-

component gets cancelled in the far field resulting the polarization along Y 

direction. In the second band centered at 1.74GHz, the Y-component dominates 

the X-component resulting in polarization along Y-direction.  

But for the third band centered at 2.44GHz, the polarization purity is 

poor, because here the X (due to L2R) and Y (due to L1+L3) components have 
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approximately equal contribution. At 5.54GHz the symmetrical contribution 

from both horizontal strips makes the X-component cancel in the far field 

resulting in polarization along the Y-direction. 

 

Figure 3.36  Comparison of co polar and cross polar level of quad band 
antenna with reflection characteristics  
(L1=18mm, L2R= L2L= 11mm, L3=4mm, L4=8mm, L5=31mm, 
Lg=10mm,WgR= WgL=14mm, Ws=3mm, CD=10mm, BC=29mm, 
DE=HA=1mm, h=1.6mm, ϵr=4.4 and g=0.35mm) 

 

The measured 2D radiation patterns of the antenna in the four resonant 

bands are shown in Figure.3.37. The antenna shows good radiation 

characteristics in the entire band of operation. The antenna gives good 

polarization purity in all the operating bands. The pattern is non-directional in 

H-plane and directional in E-plane.  
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(a) E-plane 900MHz                                (b) H-plane 900MHz 

           

         (c) E-plane 1.77GHz                               (d) H-plane 1.77GHz 

           
              (e) E-plane 2.4GHz                                   (f) H-plane 2.4GHz 
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                (g) E-plane 5.45GHz                      (h) H-plane 5.45GHz    H-plane    E-plane 

                                
Figure3.37  Measured radiation pattern of the quad band antenna (a) E-plane 

900MHz (b) H-plane 900MHz (c) E-plane 1.77GHz (d) H-plane 
1.77GHz (e) E-plane 2.4GHz (f) H-plane 2.4GHz (g) E-plane 
5.45GHz (h) H-plane 5.45GHz  
(L1=18mm, L2R= L2L= 11mm, L3=4mm, L4=8mm, L5=31mm, Lg=10mm, 
WgR= WgL=14mm, Ws=3mm, CD=10mm, BC=29mm, DE=HA=1mm, 
h=1.6mm, ϵr=4.4 and g=0.35mm)    

 

The simulated 3D radiation pattern of the antenna is shown in figure.3.38.  

A good omnidirectional radiation pattern is obtained at 900MHz and 1.77GHz 

band. From the pattern it is clear that the antenna has a constant gain along the 

XZ plane and null along the positive and negative Y-direction. The pattern is 

somewhat disturbed in the higher frequencies at 2.4GHz and 5.45GHz. 
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        (a)                                                          (b)  
 

      
                     (c)                                                            (d) 

Figure 3.38  Simulated 3D radiation pattern of the quad band antenna (a) 
900MHz (b) 1.77GHz (c) 2.4GHz (d) 5.45GHz 
(L1=18mm, L2R= L2L= 11mm, L3=4mm, L4=8mm, L5=31mm, 
Lg=10mm,WgR= WgL=14mm, Ws=3mm, CD=10mm, BC=29mm, 
DE=HA=1mm, h=1.6mm, ϵr=4.4 and g=0.35mm)    

The current distributions on the quad-band antenna at different bands are 

shown in fig.3.39. These current distributions again confirm our earlier 

arguments about the different resonances. The current distribution in lower 

resonance (900MHz) is shown in fig.3.39 (a). It is obvious that the intensity of 

current is found to be maximum around the slit perimeter. The direction of 
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current is found to be opposite in both the parallel arms and it re-confirms the 

resonating current path described in earlier section. From fig.3.39 (b) it is found 

that the current distribution is maximum in the main arm (L1) together with the 

lateral strip (L2L+L3+L4). Similarly the intensity of current distribution for third 

frequency is found to be in the other arm (L1+L2R+L3) as shown in fig.3.39(c). 

The current distribution for the fourth resonance shown in fig.3.39 (d) is found 

to be a variation through both the parallel opposite arms (L1+L2R+L3 and 

L1+L2L+L3+L4). Since the arms are nearly equal in length the two resonances 

will come close and merge together to give a wideband response. 

   
Figure 3.39 Simulated current distribution of the quad band antenna        

(a) 900MHz (b) 1.77GHz (c) 2.4GHz (d) 5.45GHz 
(L1=18mm, L2R= L2L= 11mm, L3=4mm, L4=8mm, L5=31mm, 
Lg=10mm,WgR= WgL=14mm, Ws=3mm, cd=10mm, bc=29mm, 
de=ha=1mm, H=1.6mm, ϵr=4.4 and g=0.35mm)    
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Figure 3.40 Measured Gain of the quad band antenna in four bands 
(L1=18mm, L2R= L2L= 11mm, L3=4mm, L4=8mm, L5=31mm, 
Lg=10mm, WgR= WgL=14mm, Ws=3mm, cd=10mm, bc=29mm, 
de=ha=1mm, H=1.6mm, ϵr=4.4 and g=0.35mm)    

     

Gain of the antenna is measured using gain transfer method and is shown 

in figure.3.40. The peak gains of the antenna in the four bands are 1.25dBi, 

1.94dBi, 1.11dBi and 3.71dBi respectively. The gain is considerably constant in 

the H-plane and hence is useful for omni-directional communication. 

The comparison on the radiation characteristics of the dual band 

monopole antenna and Quad band monopole antenna is shown in Table 3.4.  
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Table 3.4. Comparison of Dual and Quad band monopole 
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1 Dual band  
monopole 
Antenna 

1.77GHz 
 
5.54GHz 

1.47-1.97 
 
5.13-6.48 

DCS 1800/1900 
HIPERLAN 
ISM WLAN 5.8 

32x31x1.6 
cubic cm 

Linear 
Linear 

3dBi 
3.5dBi 

2 Quad band 
monopole 
Antenna 

900MHz 
1.74GHz 
2.44GHz 
5.5GHz 

840-970MHz 
1.56-1.92GHz 
2.39-2.49GHz 
5.07-6.23GHz 

GSM 900 
DCS-1800 
ISM 2.4 
5.2/5.8GHz WLAN 

32x31x1.6 
cubic cm 

Linear 
Linear 
Linear 
Linear 

1.25dBi 
1.94dBi 
1.11dBi 
3.71dBi 

 

3.6 Important conclusions from this chapter 

 The signal strip of a coplanar waveguide transmission line can be 

effectively modified to act as a radiator. 

 An additional resonance in a CPW fed monopole antenna can be 

generated by suitably top loading it. 

 Folding technique can be effectively used to make the antenna more 

compact. 

 Asymmetric loaded CPW antenna can be used for triple band 

operation. 

 The introduction of slit will generate an additional lower resonance 

without increasing the overall compactness of the antenna. 

 The presented quad band antenna is providing good impedance 

matching with independent control on resonances. 

 Design equations are developed and are validated on different 

dielectric substrates. 
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INVESTIGATION ON GROUND PLANE MODIFIED CPW 
FED PLANAR ANTENNA 

 

4.1 Ground reduced CPW fed open ended Transmission line 
 

4.2 Ground Meandered CPW fed antenna  
 

4.3 Ground plane increased Meandered CPW fed antenna  
 

4.4 Geometry of the proposed Compact CPW fed antenna  
 

4.5 Conclusion of the ground optimized antenna                        

 

 
This chapter deals with the evolution of a coplanar waveguide fed antenna, with 
modified ground plane. An interesting method to convert coplanar waveguide 
transmission line to an antenna by modifying the ground plane is elaborately 
discussed in this chapter. A method to reconfigure the antenna using PIN diode 
is also discussed.  
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4.1  Ground reduced CPW fed open ended Transmission line 

An open ended coplanar waveguide fed transmission line with lateral ground 

plane dimension (LgXWg) is shown in figure.4.1. As explained in the previous 

chapter this structure behaves as a normal transmission line. The structure will not 

radiate electromagnetic energy at lower frequencies but have some leaky radiation 

at higher frequencies. 

 
Figure 4.1 Geometry of the coplanar waveguide fed reduced ground 

antenna (a) Front view (b) Side view 
 (Lg=20mm Wg=3mm W=3mm g=1.2mm h=1.6mm ϵr=4.4) 

 

The gap ‘g’ between the signal strip and ground plane is the primary 

factor determining the impedance of this structure. Increasing or decreasing the 

gap will definitely alter the impedance and radiation characteristics. Physical 

constraints limit the decrease in gap, but we can increase the gap without any 
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constraints. The reflection characteristics of the antenna for different gap ‘g’ are 

shown in figure 4.2 (a) & (b). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.2  (a) Reflection Characteristics of Reduced Ground Plane Coplanar 
Waveguide (RGPCW) (b) Impedance characteristics of RGPCW 

                       (Lg=20mm, Wg=3mm, W=3mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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From the figure it is evident that for a gap width (g) of 0.3mm the 

structure behaves as a normal transmission line. As the gap increases the 

transmission line property of the structure deteriorates and starts to radiate from 

the discontinuity. The impedance characteristics of the structure are also shown 

in figure 4.2(b) with different gap width. From the smith chart it is found that 

the real part of the impedance is very low for all the values of ‘g’. The 

transmission characteristics of the structure are also shown in figure.4.2.c. The 

structure is not radiating in the entire radiating frequency bands. In order to 

have a good radiation, the structure should be properly matched to the input 

impedance at the required resonating frequency.  

 
                                                                 (a)                                       (b)            

Figure 4.3  Current distribution of (a) Gap optimized CPW fed Antenna 
at 7.34GHz b) Gap optimized CPW fed Antenna with 
matched load at 7.34GHz   

 (Lg=20mm, Wg=3mm, W=3mm, g=1.2mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
 

The surface current distribution of the gap optimized antenna at 7.34GHz 

is shown in figure.4.3 (a). From figure it is clear that due to reflection from 

open end of the transmission line a standing wave is formed along the 
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transmission line. It is strongly evident from the surface current distribution that 

the currents existing on either side of the feed are equal in amplitude and 

opposite in phase. This strongly indicates that there is negligible radiation from 

the feed and the propagation mode remains unaltered. It is also seen that there is 

some leaky radiation along the transmission line at higher frequencies 

(7.34GHz). The surface current distribution of the same structure with matched 

load at the farther end is shown in figure.4.3 (b). The structure behaves as a 

normal transmission line and the total energy is transferred from one end to the 

other end without any reflection. The simulated 3-Dimensional radiation pattern 

of the gap optimized antenna at 7.34GHz is shown in figure.4.4. From the 

figure it is clear that there is radiation along XZ plane with null along the Y-

direction. Even though there is radiation, the amount of total radiated power is 

very little and the present antenna is inefficient. So it is necessary to improve 

the radiation characteristics without increasing the compactness.  

 

Figure 4.4 Radiation pattern of gap optimized CPW fed antenna at 7.34GHz  
             (Lg=20mm, Wg=3mm, W=3mm, g=1.2mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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From the initial analysis it can be concluded that the ground plane can be 

properly tailored to excite the resonance in an open ended CPW. The optimum 

ground plane dimension and the ground to signal gap to fix the resonance at a 

particular frequency is also derived and optimized. The detailed discussion on 

the ground plane variation is included in the following sections. 

4.2 Ground Meandered CPW fed antenna  

Thus the initial investigation on the ground plane modification reveals 

that by judiciously modifying the ground plane parameters a resonant mode 

can be excited. This means a CPW transmission line can be effectively 

converted to a radiator by ground modification. Now it is proposed to 

increase the current path along the ground plane. The ground plane of the 

antenna is modified as shown in Figure.4.5. A slit of width ‘S’ is inserted on 

both the lateral ground planes of length Lg. The slit is placed in such a way 

that its one end is open and other end is short to give a meandered path along 

the ground plane. The signal strip of the antenna remains unaltered. It is also 

noted that the total dimension of the structure described in the previous section 

remains unchanged while meandering the ground plane strip. Moreover, 

meandering is done in such a way that the symmetrical nature of the structure 

remains intact. 
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Figure 4.5  Geometry of the ground meandered CPW fed antenna (a) Front 
view (b) Side view (c) Reflection and impednace characteristics  
(Lg=20mm, LS=20mm, Wg =2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=1mm, 
S=0.5mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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The reflection characteristic of the antenna is shown in figure.4.5(c). The 

antenna exhibits a resonance at 2.21GHz with improved impedance match (-

10.6dB) than the structure explained in the previous section. It is well 

understood that the lower resonance is due to the increased current path through 

the ground plane. A higher resonance at around 6.94GHz is also obtained with 

good impedance match. We are interested only in the fundamental mode 

resonating at 2.21GHz, with good impedance match.  

The Smith chart showing the impedance characteristics of the ground 

meandered antenna is shown in figure.4.6. It is noted from Smith chart that the 

impedance is slightly capacitive at the fundamental resonant frequency. From the 

smith chart it is found that at 2.21GHz the real part of the impedance is very high. 

In order to achieve good radiation behavior this should be matched to 50Ω. 

 

  Figure 4.6  Impedance characteristics of the ground meandered antenna 
(Lg=20mm, Wg =2.5mm, LS=20mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=1mm, 
S=0.5mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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4.2.1 Effect of varying the gap g 

The investigation on the planar CPW fed transmission line in the previous 

section shows that there is a possibility of resonance while changing the signal 

to ground gap (g). The effect on reflection characteristics with ‘g’ is shown in 

figure.4.7. It is found that there is some small changes in the resonant frequency 

as well as on the input impedance for small variation in the signal to ground 

gap. Thus the ground to signal gap can play an important role in providing 

impedance matching performance at the fundamental mode. Hence, here the 

gap width is arbitrarily chosen as 1mm, considering the compactness and 

radiation properties.  

 

Figure 4.7  Variation in reflection characteristics of ground meandered 
antenna with variation in gap (g) 
(Lg=20mm, Ws=1mm, Wg=2.5mm, LS=20mm, W=3mm, S=0.5mm, 
h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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4.2.2 Effect of varying the meandering ground strip length Lg 

The variation of reflection characteristics with strip length Lg is shown in 

figure.4.8. As the strip length decreases the resonance shift to higher frequency 

as expected. It is also noted that the impedance match become poor as the 

length is below 14mm. Thus the resonance can be tuned by changing the 

ground strip length Lg from 14mm to 20mm for a constant signal strip length of 

Ls. The maximum attainable length by considering the physical constraints for 

a perfectly matched resonance is 20mm for which is nearly equal to 0.215λg at 

2.21GHz; λg is the guided wavelength at resonant frequency, where λg               

= 
reffε
λ ; reffε = rε +1+1

3
   is the effective dielectric constant. 

 
Figure 4.8 Variation in reflection characteristics of ground meandered 

antenna with meandered ground strip (Lg)  
(Ws=1mm, W=3mm, Wg=2.5mm, g=1mm, S=0.5mm, h=1.6mm and 
ϵr=4.4) 
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4.2.3 Effect of varying the slot length (Lg-Ws) 

 
Figure 4.9 Variation in reflection characteristics of ground meandered 

antenna with slot length by keeping Lg constant 
(Lg=20mm, Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=1mm, S=0.5mm, 
h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

From the studies discussed in previous sections it is clear that the resonance 

has a little dependence on the signal to ground gap ‘g’ and is varying 

significantly with the strip length Lg. The effect of slot length (Lg-Ws) is shown 

in figure 4.9. As the slot length decreases the resonant frequency shift to higher 

region and viceversa. Further decrease in slot length will make the structure 

behave like a normal gap increased transmission line with radiation at higher 

frequency as described in the previous sections. Thus it is concluded from the 

above studies that the radiation is strongly due to the perimeter of the slot. It is 

possible to tune the resonance by simply changing the slot length and hence the 

perimeter of the slot. The maximum attainable slot length for a constant strip 

length Lg=0.215λg is 0.20λg. 
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4.2.4 Effect of varying the slot gap ‘s’ on reflection characteristics  

The variation in reflection characteristics with slot gap ‘s’ is shown in 

figure.4.10. By varying the slot gap ‘s’ the strip width ‘Ws’ also varies since the 

total width ‘W’ remains constant.  By increasing ‘s’ the strip width Ws 

decreases and vice versa. It is found that any variation in slot gap ‘s’ is only 

affecting the impedance matching of  the antenna. By increasing gap ‘s’ , the 

distance between the two vertical strips increases and the capacitance decreases  

hence the effective reactance changes. The real part of the impedance remains 

almost unaffected with the variation in gap. Thus the reactance of the antenna 

can be tuned by changing the slot gap ‘s’ without changing the resonance 

frequency.  

 

Figure 4.10 Variation in reflection characteristics of ground meandered 
antenna with slot gap ‘s’ 
(Lg=20mm, Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=1mm, h=1.6mm 
and ϵr=4.4) 
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4.2.5 Surface Current distribution 

The radiation characteristics can be explained from the simulated surface 

current distribution on the antenna structure. The surface current distribution of 

the optimized antenna at 2.21GHz is shown in figure.4.11. The electric field 

along the signal strip and the two lateral ground planes are in opposite direction. 

Thus the structure is still resonating at the fundamental odd mode as in the case 

of a normal coplanar waveguide transmission line. There is an almost quarter 

wavelength variation of current along the meandered path. Moreover, the 

electric fields are aligned along the Y-direction and there is only feeble X- 

component. Thus the antenna is linearly polarized along the Y-direction. 

  

Figure 4.11 Current distribution of the ground meandered antenna  
(Lg=20mm, Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=1mm, S=0.5mm, 
h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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4.2.6 Radiation pattern 

The simulated 3-Dimensional radiation pattern of the antenna at 2.21GHz 

is shown in figure.4.12. A good non-directional radiation pattern along the XZ 

plane with nulls along the positive and negative Y-direction is obtained. From 

the current distribution it is found that the fields are in the vertical direction 

causing a field addition in the far field along the XZ plane. Thus the antenna is 

polarized along the Y-direction. Thus a non-radiating structure with less 

radiation (Fig 4.1) is converted to an effective radiator with an omnidirectional 

radiation pattern (fig.4.4). 

           

 Figure 4.12 3D radiation pattern of the ground meandered antenna  
(Lg=20mm, Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=1mm, S=0.5mm,  
h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

In order to have a better understanding of the cross polar isolation of the 

antenna it is better to look at the two dimensional radiation patterns. The simulated 

2D radiation pattern of the antenna is shown in  figure.4.13. The antenna shows a 

non-directional radiation pattern in the H-plane and figure of eight pattern in the E-
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plane.  The maximum deviation of the received power in the H-plane is only 1dB. In 

both the planes the cross polar discrimination is better than 20dB. 

     

                               

Figure 4.13 Simulated 2D radiation pattern of the ground meandered antenna  
(Lg=20mm, Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=1mm, S=0.5mm,  
h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

Even though the antenna provides good radiation characteristics, the 

resonance is not properly matched to provide the required impedance 

characteristics over the frequency bands. Therefore the next aim is to enhance 

the matching to increase the efficiency.  
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4.2.7 Reconfigurable Ground meandered antenna with pin diodes 

The possibility of tuning the antenna is investigated here. The geometry of 

the antenna with switching device is shown in figure.4.14. A pin diode is placed at 

a distance SL from the open end of the slot as shown in the figure. The variation in 

reflection characteristics with pin diode at different locations in the slot is shown in 

figure.4.15. With the forward biased diode placed at different positions, the current 

flow around the slot perimeter is modified. The current is found to flow through the 

diode during forward bias and hence the total resonating length gets altered. Thus 

by changing the diode position we can easily change the total slot perimeter and 

hence the resonance frequency. Switching to higher frequencies is possible by 

adding more PIN diodes. The frequency to which the antenna to be designed is 

determined by the diode position.  This experiment again confirms that the 

resonance is due to the slot length. 

 
 Figure 4.14 Geometry of the ground meandered antenna with pin diodes 

at different positions  
(SL+L1=20mm, Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=1mm, S=0.5mm, 
h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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Figure 4.15 Variation in reflection characteristics of ground meandered 
antenna with pin diodes at different positions  
(SL+L1=20mm, Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=1mm, S=0.5mm, 
h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

4.3 Ground plane increased Meandered CPW fed antenna  

A small ground plane of LgXWg mm2 is introduced in the new design to 

increase the matching. A constant slot width of S is introduced inside the 

meandering structure. The open end of meandering should have a separation of 

‘p’ from the ground plane. Thus the total length of both the meandered 

symmetrical ground becomes (2*L1+Wg+S) which primarily contribute for the 

resonance. The signal to ground plane gap ‘g’ remains unaltered in the present 

study. 
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Figure 4.16  Geometry of the ground plane increased meandered 
antenna (a) Front view (b) Side view 
(Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, L1=18mm, Lg=2.5mm, g=1mm, 
S=0.5mm, P=1mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

                                      

The reflection and transmission characteristic of the antenna is shown in 

figure.4.17. The antenna resonates at 2.44GHz with good impedance match. It 

offers a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth from 2.33GHz-2.53GHz covering the 2.4GHz 

WLAN application band. 
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Figure 4.17 Reflection and transmission characteristics of the ground 
plane increased meandered antenna 
 (Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, L1=18mm, Lg=3mm, g=1mm, 
S=0.5mm, P=1mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

4.3.1 Effect of varying the meandering strip L1 

The length of the meandered strip L1 is varied and its effect on the 

reflection characteristics is discussed in this section. The variation of reflection 

coefficient with L1 is shown in figure.4.18. As the strip length decreases the 

resonance shift to higher frequency with a corresponding deterioration in the 

impedance match. It is observed that as the length increases the reactive part 

becomes highly inductive. Moreover, while decreasing the length, the real part 

of impedance moves towards high value. Due to this the matching deteriorates. 

This antenna is scalable for all frequencies. In this present dimension the tuning 

is possible only for small frequency range ie by changing the length L1 from 

18mm to 14mm because of the constant signal strip length Ls.  
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Figure 4.18 Variation in Reflection characteristics of the ground plane 
increased meandered antenna with strip length L1 
(Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, Lg=3mm, g=1mm, S=0.5mm, 
P=1mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

4.3.2 Effect of increasing the signal strip length and ground plane 
length (La= Ls-(L1+P+Lg)) 

It is necessary to confirm that the radiation characteristic is mainly due to 

the slot perimeter. The variation of reflection characteristics with La is shown in 

figure.4.19. From the figure it is clear that the first resonance is not varying 

with signal strip length, but its impedance matching is deeply affected. Since 

the slot length remains constant throughout, the resonance remains the same. 

Thus it is clearly confirmed from this variation study that the resonance is only 

due to slot perimeter. In order to attain constant meandered width Ws and to 

achieve impedance matching the length La is limited to 1mm. 
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Figure 4.19 Variation in Reflection characteristics with signal strip and 
ground plane length of the ground plane increased 
meandered antenna by keeping the slot length constant 

 (Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, Lg=3mm, L1=18mm g=1mm, 
S=0.5mm, P=1mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

4.3.3 Variation in reflection characteristics with slot gap‘s’ 

The variation in reflection characteristics of the antenna with slot gap ‘s’ 

is shown in figure.4.20. It is noted that the gap ‘s’ is not affecting the resonant 

frequency. By changing the gap the effective reactance and resistance remains 

almost unaltered hence there is not much change in the resonant frequency. 

Thus from the studies it is concluded that small variation in the slot gap is not 

much affecting the resonance frequency of the antenna.  
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Figure 4.20 Variation in Reflection characteristics with slot gap ‘s’ of the 
ground plane increased meandered antenna 
(Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, Lg=3mm, L1=18mm g=1mm, 
S=0.5mm, P=1mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

4.3.4 Effect of increasing the ground plane length (Lg) 

The variation of reflection characteristics with the ground plane length is 

discussed in this section. The length of the ground plane should not determine 

the resonant characteristics of the antenna ideally, since the antenna should be 

mounted on different environment. The variation of reflection characteristics of 

the antenna with feed length is shown in figure 4.21. It is clearly observed from 

the figure that the feed length is highly critical. Matching of the antenna is 

severely affected by the ground length. As the length of the feed increases the 

matching becomes poor. This should not happen in real time environment 

where large feed lengths should be used. It is also noted that the resonant 

frequency is independent of the ground plane length since the slot perimeter 
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which primarily constitutes for the resonance. Thus the ground is not playing as 

a good transmission line for larger ground lengths. As the length increases the 

impedance matching degrades and hence deteriorates the radiation 

characteristics. The variation in impedance performance with ground plane 

length should be minimized for real time application. This main hurdle is 

investigated in the next phase. 

 

Figure 4.21 Variation of Reflection characteristics with ground plane 
length (feed length) of the ground plane increased meandered 
antenna by keeping all other parameters constant 
(Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, Lg=3mm, L1=18mm g=1mm, 
S=0.5mm, P=1mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

4.3.5 Surface current distribution and Radiation pattern 

To understand the radiation characteristics of the antenna the surface 

current distribution is presented. The surface current distribution of the antenna 

at resonant frequency is shown in figure.4.22. A symmetrical variation of 
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surface current in the two meandered arms is clearly seen in the figure.4.22. 

Moreover, the variation is continuous in the ground rectangle also. Thus any 

change in the ground dimension can affect the results significantly. This 

feature is also observed in the ground length extension study shown earlier.  

This should be avoided and the feed should remain as independent entity in a 

specific design for better performance. In this structure also the electric field 

vectors are aligned in the Y-direction causing the effective polarization 

along the Y- direction. 

                      

Figure 4.22  Current distribution of the ground plane increased meandered 
antenna  
(Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, L1=18mm, Lg=3mm, g=1mm, 
S=0.5mm, P=1mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

  

The 3-Dimensional and 2-Dimensional radiation patterns of the antenna at 

the resonance are shown in figure.4.23 and figure.4.24 respectively. The 
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antenna is giving a non-directional radiation pattern along the XZ plane and 

null along the Y-direction like a monopole antenna. Due to the symmetrical 

structure of the antenna, the radiation pattern is also symmetric. The antenna 

has non-directional radiation pattern in the H-plane and figure of eight radiation 

pattern in the E-plane with a beam width of more than 900. The structure 

exhibits a cross polar discrimination of more than 25dB in both the planes. The 

radiation pattern shows the same characteristics throughout the band starting 

from 2.2GHz to 2.65GHz. 

 

 

Figure 4.23 3D radiation pattern of the ground plane increased 
meandered antenna  
(Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, L1=18mm, Lg=3mm, g=1mm, 
S=0.5mm, P=1mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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 Figure 4.24 2D radiation pattern of the ground plane increased meandered antenna 

(Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, L1=18mm, Lg=3mm, g=1mm, 
S=0.5mm, P=1mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

The antenna shows good radiation characteristics, but the ground plane 

length is a mammoth factor which affects the matching. If the antenna is to be 

connected to an external circuit using coaxial cable or other transmission line, 

the ground plane length may alter, which may change the radiation 

characteristics. It is also shown in the previous section that ground length is also 

affecting the impedance match of the antenna. This should be avoided and 

impedance characteristics should be independent of transmission line length. 

Thus the impedance of the antenna should be properly matched to 50Ω to 

improve the performance of the antenna with variation in ground plane length. 
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Thus the main focus in next section is to tackle the effect of ground plane 

length and to develop a new design. 

4.3.6 Reconfigurable ground plane increased antenna  

A frequency reconfigurable ground plane increased antenna is shown in 

figure 4.25. As in the previous section BAR-64 pindiodes are connected at a 

distance SL from the meandered strip end. Two chip inductors are connected as 

in figure to avoid the RF interference towards the external DC biasing circuit.  

 

Figure 4.25 Geometry of the Reconfigurable ground plane increased 
meandered antenna using pin diodes  
(Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, SL+L1=18mm, Lg=3mm, g=1mm, 
S=0.5mm, P=1mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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Variation studies have been performed by changing the pin diode position 

and its reflection characteristics are shown in figure.4.26. During the forward 

bias, the pin diodes act as a short circuit to RF and modify the current path. 

Thus the meandering path length will reduce and the frequency of the antenna 

will be shifted to higher regions. This method can be easily used for 

reconfigurable configurations. It is found from the observation that the tuning 

ratio is 1.35, ie we can tune the antenna from 2.6GHz to 3.5GHz conveniently 

by properly selecting the diode location. 

 
Figure 4.26 Variation of reflection characteristics of the antenna with 

diode position SL  

(Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, L1=18mm, Lg=3mm, g=1mm, 
S=0.5mm, P=1mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

The main conclusions from the above section are, 

 The antenna is resonating with the resonant length corresponding to 

the meandered strip length, ie the perimeter of the slot. 
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 By varying the perimeter of the slot the resonance of the antenna can 

be tuned to required frequency. 

 The radiation pattern is highly symmetrical due to the symmetrical 

nature of the antenna structure. 

 The impedance match of the antenna is found to vary with ground 

plane or the feed length. 

 Radiation properties need to be improved further for using this 

antenna in real time applications. 

4.4 Geometry of the proposed Compact CPW fed antenna  

An antenna is supposed to connect to the internal electronic circuits 

through a transmission line. Thus the length of the transmission line must not 

affect its performance. Even though the increased ground area can improve the 

radiation characteristics, the reflection characteristic is not stable with ground 

plane length as shown in figure.4.21. Hence the electrical property of this 

antenna varies slightly with the connector dimensions. It is because the input 

impedance of the antenna is not perfectly matched to 50Ω. As per the design 

equation of coplanar waveguide feed, the gap, ‘g’ and signal strip width ‘W’ 

should be optimized for 50Ω. As such the gap g is calculated as 0.35mm, for a 

signal strip width W=3mm when printed on a substrate of dielectric constant 

4.4 and thickness 1.6mm. The geometry of the compact ground modified 

antenna is shown in figure.4.27. 
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Figure 4.27 Geometry of the ground modified meandered antenna 
              

It is necessary to reconfirm that this structure have the same 

characteristics of the earlier antenna discussed in the previous section.  The 

mode of propagation on the antenna should not vary with change in any of the 

antenna parameters. To understand the effect of various parameters on antenna 

performance, exhaustive parametric analysis are performed and are discussed in 

the following sections. 

4.4.1 Effect of varying the Meandered length L1 

The effect on the radiation characteristics of the antenna with meandering 

strip length L1 is discussed in this section. The variation of reflection coefficient 

with the signal strip length L1 is shown in figure.4.28. It is clear that the 

resonant frequency is depending on this length. As the length decreases the 

resonant frequency shift to higher frequency region as shown in the figure. 
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Thus frequency can be tuned by varying the strip length. There are physical 

constraints to increase the strip length beyond 64% of the total y-dimension, 

and hence it is the maximum length attainable without altering the overall 

compactness. 

 

Figure 4.28 Variation in reflection characteristics with Meandered strip 
(L1) of the ground modified planar antenna  
(Wg=3.15mm, Lg=3mm,L2=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, 
g1=0.65mm, g2=1.5mm, P=1mm, S=0.5mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

4.4.2 Effect of varying the ground length Lg 

The other important factor to be characterized for good antenna 

performance is the ground plane length Lg. If the antenna is connected by an 

external coaxial or other transmission line its performance should not change. 

The variation of reflection coefficient with the ground plane length of the 

antenna is shown in figure.4.29. The resonance of the antenna remains 
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unaltered with the ground length as it is perfectly behaving as a normal 

transmission line. Moreover, it is found that there is not much variation in the 

impedance match with the transmission line length. Thus it is confirmed in the 

present design that the effect of ground plane is not critical and is more stable 

than the unmodified antenna discussed earlier. Hence the problem of ground 

plane extension is prevailed by introducing the 50Ω balanced feed. 

 

Figure 4.29 Variation in reflection characteristics with Ground plane 
length Lg of the ground modified planar antenna 
(L1=18mm, Wg=3.15mm, L2=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, 
g1=0.65mm, g2=1.5mm, P=1mm, S=0.5mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

4.4.3 Variation in reflection characteristics with slot gap‘s’ 

The variation in reflection characteristics with slot gap ‘s’ of the ground 

modified coplanar waveguide fed antenna is shown in figure.4.30. As 

explained in the previous sections the gap is not much affecting the 

impedance match and resonant frequency of the antenna. As the strip gap 
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increases the perimeter of the slot causing the resonance is increased slightly 

causing a very minute shift in the resonant frequency. There is some 

physical constraints for increasing the slot gap beyond or equal to the ground 

plane width. Since the variation is not critical the user has the liberty to 

choose the antenna parameters without much design constraints. Moreover, 

there is not much effect on increasing the gap on the impedance 

characteristics and hence it can be fixed at any arbitrary value. The gap 

width is chosen as 0.5mm in this thesis. 

 
Figure 4.30 Variation in reflection characteristics of the ground modified 

planar antenna with slot gap‘s’ 
(L1=18mm, Wg=3.15mm, L2=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, 
g1=0.65mm, g2=1.5mm, P=1mm, S=0.5mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

4.4.4 Effect of varying the substrate height h 

The variation in the resonant characteristics of the antenna with respect to 

the height of the substrate is shown in the figure.4.31. From the figure it is clear 
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that there is not much variation in resonance frequency with height of the 

substrate. Moreover, the fringing fields are from the signal strip to ground plane 

which are placed on the same side of the substrate (uniplanar) and hence there 

is not much field inside the substrate. This gives an independent privilege for 

the designer in choosing the substrate height. 

 

Figure 4.31 Variation in reflection characteristics with substrate height h 
of the ground modified planar antenna 
(L1=18mm, Wg=3.15mm, Lg=3mm,L2=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, 
g=0.35mm, g1=0.65mm, g2=1.5mm, P=1mm, S=0.5mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

4.4.5 Effect of varying the Dielectric constant (ϵr) 

The dielectric constant of the antenna is varied by keeping the impedance 

50Ω. While varying the dielectric constant of the substrate the impedance 

match of the antenna remains unaltered but the resonant frequency shifts. 

Since the antenna is uniplanar in nature, its dependency on the substrate is 

negligible. The variation in resonant frequency with the dielectric constant 
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of the substrate is shown in the figure.4.32. As the dielectric constant 

increases the resonant frequency decreases with a corresponding increase in 

quality factor because the fringing fields are more confined with increasing 

the dielectric constant. 

 

Figure 4.32 Variation in reflection characteristics with substrate Dielectric 
constant of the ground modified planar antenna  
(L1=18mm, Lg=3mm, Wg=3.15mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, 
g1=0.65mm, g2=1.5mm, P=1mm, S=0.5mm and h=1.6mm) 

                              

Thus from the above parametric analysis the geometry of the antenna is 

optimized for good radiation and impedance characteristics. The final 

parameters of the compact ground modified CPW fed antenna is shown in the 

table 4.1. 
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Table.4.1 Antenna parameters of  the ground modified CPW fed planar 
antenna  

 

Sl. No Antenna parameter Optimized value 

1 Lg 0.035 λg 

2 L1 0.21 λg 

3 L2 0.0296 λg 

4 Wg 0.0374 λg 

5 Ws 0.0118 λg 

6 W 0.035 λg 

7 g 0.004 λg 

8 g1 0.0077 λg 

9 g2 0.0178 λg 

10 P 0.0118 λg 

11 S 0.0059 λg 

12 h 0.019 λg 

13  ϵr 4.4 

 

4.4.6 Reflection characteristics of the Ground modified planar antenna 

The simulated and measured reflection characteristic of the proposed 

antenna is shown in figure 4.33. The simulation is carried out using Ansoft 

HFSS and measurement using HP8510C Vector Network Analyser. The result 

shows good agreement between the simulation and experiment. The 2:1 VSWR 

bandwidth of the antenna is from 2.38GHz-2.68GHz with 12% impedance 

bandwidth. This measured 300MHz bandwidth is wide enough to cover the 

2.4GHz WLAN application band. The impedance characteristic of the 

optimized antenna is shown in figure.4.34.   
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               Figure 4.33  Reflection characteristics of the optimized antenna  
(Wg=3.15mm, L1=18mm, Lg=3mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, 
g=0.35mm, g1=0.65mm, g2=1.5mm, P=1mm, S=0.5mm, h=1.6mm 
and ϵr=4.4) 

 

              

   Figure 4.34 Impedance characteristics of the optimized ground modified 
planar antenna 
(Wg=3.15mm, L1=18mm, Lg=3mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, 
g1=0.65mm, g2=1.5mm, P=1mm, S=0.5mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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The impedance characteristic of the antenna from 2GHz to 3GHz is 

shown in figure.4.34. A matched resonance centered at 2.44GHz is clearly 

observed in the figure.  

4.4.7 Surface current distribution and Radiation pattern  

The simulated surface current distribution of the antenna is shown in 

figure.4.35. There is a symmetrical variation of current along the symmetrical 

meandered path. At resonance, a quarter wave variation of the current along the 

length is noticed. The electric field components are aligned along Y-direction as 

observed in the current distribution. Since the major contributions are from the 

Y-component, the polarization of the antenna is also along Y-direction. It is 

also to be noted that the radiation is entirely due to the meandered symmetrical 

strips. The photograph of the fabricated antenna is shown in figure.4.36. The 

antenna has an overall dimension of 22mmX10mmX1.6mm, which is highly 

compact to be mounted on small electronic gadgets. 

  
 Figure 4.35 Simulated Current distribution of the optimized ground modified 

planar antenna  
(L1=18mm, Lg=2.5mm, Wg=3.15mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, 
g1=0.65mm, g2=1.5mm, P=1mm, S=0.5mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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    Figure 4.36   Photograph of the optimized ground modified planar antenna  
(L1=18mm, Lg=2.5mm, Wg=3.15mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, 
g1=0.65mm, g2=1.5mm, P=1mm, S=0.5mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

The 3D radiation pattern of the antenna at 2.44GHz is shown in 

figure.4.37. The pattern is highly symmetric and omnidirectional in nature. 

Since the structure is highly symmetrical with respect to the signal strip there is 

no tilt in the radiation pattern.  

The 2D radiation pattern of the antenna is shown in figure.4.38 (a) & (b). 

From the figure it is clear that the antenna has a non directional radiation 

pattern in the XZ-plane and figure of eight radiation pattern in the YZ-plane. 

The cross polar isolation of the antenna is found to be better than 15dB on both 

the planes. The antenna offers a size reduction of more than 85% compared to a 

standard CPW fed quarter wavelength monopole antenna. Moreover, the 

antenna provides an average gain of 1.3dBi and an efficiency of 75%.  
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 Figure 4.37   Simulated 3D radiation pattern of the ground modified planar antenna 

(L1=18mm, Lg=2.5mm, Wg=3.15mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, 
g1=0.65mm, g2=1.5mm, P=1mm, S=0.5mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

         
                                     (a)                                                                   (b) 

                                   
  Figure4.38 Measured 2-Dimensional radiation pattern of the optimized 

ground modified planar antenna  
(L1=18mm, Lg=2.5mm, Wg=3.15mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, 
g1=0.65mm, g2=1.5mm, P=1mm, S=0.5mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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4.4.8 Reconfigurable ground modified planar antenna using pin diodes 

The possibilities of tuning the antenna for reconfigurable applications are 

presented here. Two diodes are connected at a distance SL from the open end of 

the slot as shown in figure.4.33. A small gap is created and a chip inductor is 

also connected in the structure for providing better DC and RF isolation as 

shown in the figure. The reconfiguration is possible from the fundamental lower 

frequency to higher frequency. 

 

  Figure 4.39 Geometry of the reconfigurable ground modified planar antenna 
using pin diodes  
(Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, L1=18mm, Lg=3mm, g=1mm, S=0.5mm, 
P=1mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 
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The variation in reflection characteristics with the pin diode position SL is 

shown in figure.4.40. Forward biased PIN diode act as a short circuit and 

reduces the resonating length and shifts the resonant frequency to higher 

frequency region. All the studies are conducted for symmetric pin diode 

positions. 

 

 Figure 4.40 Variation in reflection characteristic of the antenna with pin 
diode position SL  
(Wg=2.5mm, Ws=1mm, W=3mm, L1=18mm, Lg=3mm, g=1mm, S=0.5mm, 
P=1mm, h=1.6mm and ϵr=4.4) 

 

4.5 Conclusion of the ground optimized antenna                        

Thus the important conclusions arrived are  

 The signal to ground plane gap ‘g’ plays an important role in 

determining the impedance characteristics of a coplanar waveguide 

transmission line. 
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 An optimum lateral ground plane width is necessary for a coplanar 

waveguide to behave like a normal transmission line. Further 

increase in ground plane will not enhance the impedance and 

radiation characteristics. 

 The ground plane meandering can be effectively utilized to control 

the resonance of the antenna. 

 Meandering can lower the resonance frequency. 

  The resonant length is proportional to the slot perimeter. 

 Since the radiating elements are purely along Y-direction, the 

antenna is highly linearly polarized with good cross polar isolation. 

 Due to symmetry, the radiation pattern is also symmetric in nature. 

 The radiation characteristics of a symmetrically ground meandered 

antenna is similar to that of a monopole antenna. 

 

….. …..  
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INVESTIGATION ON SIGNAL STRIP AND GROUND 
PLANE MODIFIED CPW FED PLANAR ANTENNA 

 

5.1 Coplanar Waveguide structure 
 

5.2 Asymmetrically slotted CPW fed open ended 
transmission line. 

 

5.3 CPW fed open ended antenna with Symmetrical slots 
 

5.4 Symmetrically slotted antenna 
 

5.5 Symmetrically slotted Reconfigurable antenna 
 

5.6 H-shaped slot antenna with Harmonic Suppression 
 

5.7 Conclusion 
 

 

This chapter deals with the design and development of signal strip and ground 

plane modified coplanar waveguide (CPW) fed planar antenna. The CPW 

transmission line is transformed into a radiating structure by suitable 

modification of ground plane and signal strip. This is achieved by placing a slot 

on the lateral ground plane and by modifying the signal strip. A thorough 

parametric analysis is presented to understand the radiation characteristics and 

performance. This antenna has a monopole like radiation pattern and can be 

easily scalable to any required application band.  
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5.1 Coplanar Waveguide structure 

Studies on Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) transmission line by varying the 

signal strip and ground planes are discussed in chapter 3 and chapter 4 respectively. 

And it is shown that the transmission line will start to radiate electromagnetic 

energy by creating a discontinuity. The studies were conducted by increasing the 

signal strip length and by meandering the ground plane. In this chapter the 

tendency to radiate em energy with discontinuity is initially verified by reducing 

the signal strip length within the overall ground plane dimension and then by 

creating discontinuity on both of the lateral ground planes.  

 

          Figure 5.1 a) CPW fed transmission line b) Variation in reflection 
characteristics with Signal strip length Ls 

               (Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, g=0.35mm and W=3mm) 

Variations in reflection characteristics for different signal strip length of a 

CPW fed Transmission line are shown in figure.5.1. From the figure it is clear 

that the total energy gets reflected back and there is no tendency of any 

radiation by reducing the signal strip length with 1GHz - 10GHz band. So it is 

not possible to create an antenna by simply reducing the signal strip length.  

Without increasing the size of the above structure, how can we make a 

radiating element?. It is reported that using different structures like metamaterial as 
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ground plane sub wavelength structure can radiate electromagnetic energy. But the 

structure is more complex and offers narrow bandwidth. Another possibility is to 

produce discontinuity on the ground plane. Some of the different possible 

combinations to create discontinuity in the ground plane are depicted in figure.5.2. 

and their corresponding reflection characteristics are also shown. 

 
(a) 

  
(b) 

 

 
(c) 
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(d) 

 
(e) 

    Figure 5.2 Geometry of the antenna with slot placed at different positions on a 
CPW structure and their corresponding reflection characteristics.  
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, g=0.35mm and W=3mm) 

 

By placing the slot at the center, top, bottom and side (Fig.5.2.a-d) will 

not alter the fundamental mode of the Coplanar Waveguide structure; hence 

there is no significant radiation. There is a clear evidence (Fig.5.2.e) of 

radiation when the slot is placed along the propagation path of the CPW fed 

transmission line. Even though the structure is not satisfying the required 

impedance match; it may radiate electromagnetic energy. 

The comparison of the total reflection and transmission characteristics of 

different structures are shown in the figure.5.3.  It is observed that the resonance is 
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created if and only if the discontinuity is created along the propagation path of the 

transmission line. On the other hand the structure will behave as an open ended 

transmission line with total energy reflected back to the input port. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

         Figure 5.3 (a) Reflection and (b) Transmission characteristics of structures 
with slot at different positions  
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, g=0.35mm and W=3mm) 
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5.2 Asymmetrically slotted CPW fed open ended transmission line. 

From the above section it is clear that the discontinuity should be 

introduced along the propagation path of the transmission line to radiate 

electromagnetic energy. To understand the complete effect of the discontinuity, 

it is good to start with an asymmetrically slotted CPW fed open ended 

transmission line as shown in figure.5.4. The gap width ‘g’ and signal strip 

width ‘w’ are chosen for 50Ω impedance match using standard design 

equations. 

 

      Figure 5.4  Geometry of the asymmetrically slotted antenna (a) Front view 
(b) Side view  
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ws=2mm, Lp=5mm, Ls=15mm 
g=0.35mm and W=3mm) 
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A slot of dimension L1=10mm, Ws=2mm is inserted on any of the lateral 

ground plane of CPW to create a discontinuity as shown in figure.5.4. The slot 

is placed at Lp=4mm. The two lateral ground plane of length Lg=15mm and 

width Wg=15mm are used in the present analysis. The structure is fabricated 

on a substrate of dielectric constant 4.4 and height 1.6mm. The reflection 

and transmission characteristic of the structure is shown in figure.5.5. The 

structure behaves as an antenna resonating at 3.85GHz and 7GHz with poor 

matching. Thus the transmission line started to radiate electromagnetic 

energy. The position of the slot together with other parameters should be 

optimized for achieving good impedance matching. 

 
 Figure 4.5 Reflection and transmission characteristics of asymmetrically 

slotted antenna  
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ws=2mm, Lp=5mm, Ls=15mm 
g=0.35mm and W=3mm) 
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     Figure 5.6  Impedance characteristics of asymmetrically slotted antenna 

(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ws=2mm, Lp=5mm, Ls=15mm 
g=0.35mm and W=3mm) 

 

The smith chart shown in figure.5.6. indicates the presence two resonances one 

at 3.85GHz and the other at 7GHz. The impedances are far away from 50Ω and it 

should be brought downwards to 50 ohm to have a good impedance matching.  

The current distribution of the antenna at 3.85GHz and 7GHz are shown 

in figure.5.7 (a) and figure.5.7 (b) respectively. By modifying the ground plane 

the normal CPW mode is not disturbed.  The signal strip together with the 

unslotted ground contributes the resonance at lower frequency (3.85GHz). 

Maximum intensity of current is found around the slot at 7GHz. Since the slot 

is mainly contributing for radiation its characteristics towards the impedance 

matching should be analyzed by varying the slot parameters. The radiation 

pattern corresponding to the resonant frequency is shown in figure.5.7(c) and 

(d). The pattern is found to be disturbed in both the frequency bands. This tilt in 

radiation pattern is due to the asymmetry in slot position on the lateral ground 

plane of CPW transmission line. The tilt should be surmounted in coming 

sections.  
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               (a) 

 
            (b) 

 

                        (c)                                                                   (d) 

  Figure 5.7  Current distribution at (a) 3.85GHz (b) 7GHz and radiation pattern at 
(c) 3.85GHz (d) 7GHz  of asymmetrically slotted antenna 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ws=2mm, Lp=5mm, Ls=15mm 
g=0.35mm and W=3mm) 
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5.3 CPW fed open ended antenna with Symmetrical slots 

An asymmetric slot may produce tilted radiation pattern. In order to avoid 

the asymmetry, symmetrical slots are introduced along the transmission line.  

The fundamental geometry of the symmetrical structure along with reflection 

characteristics is shown in figure.5.8. The coplanar waveguide fed antenna with 

ground plane dimension Wg x Lg is designed for 50Ω input impedance with signal 

strip width W and gap ‘g’. Two symmetrical slots of dimension L1 x Ws is etched 

on both the lateral ground plane at a position of Lp from the feed. The geometry is 

etched on a substrate of dielectric constant 4.4 and thickness 1.6mm. 

 

 
   Figure 5.8  Geometrically of symmetrically slotted antenna (a) Front view   

(b) sideview c) Reflection and transmission characteristics 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ws=2mm, Lp=5mm,  Ls=15mm 
g=0.35mm and W=3mm) 
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Like a asymmetrically slotted structure, this one has poor impedance 

matching on the fundamental resonance at 2.2GHz. But the matching at higher 

frequency is improved. Thus in addition to ground plane the signal strip should 

be modified in such a way to launch the signal into the slot effectively. Three 

different ways are introduced to achieve impedance matching and are described 

in this session, 

1) Offset fed slot     

2) Top loading the signal strip  

3) Reduced signal strip length 

5.3.1 Offset fed slot 

 

 Figure 5.9  Geometry of the offset fed slot antenna (a) Front view (b) Side view 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L2=2mm, L1=14mm, Ws=2mm, Lp=7mm, 
Ls=15mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 
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Since the terminal resistance at the centre of a resonant λ/2 slot in a large 

sheet is about 500Ω, an off center feed is used normally to provide the 

impedance match in slot antennas [1]. The same technique is adapter here also. 

In this section the high input impedance of the center fed slot antenna is 

lowered by changing the ratio of slot arm lengths. For that the feed is off 

centered by making the slot asymmetrical as shown in figure.5.9. The 

symmetrical slots (Ls) on the lateral ground plane is made unsymmetrical by 

decreasing  one slot L2 to  2mm and increasing other slot L1 in to 14mm.  The 

width of the slot remained unaffected as Ws=2mm. 

 

          Figure 5.10  Reflection characteristics of the offset fed a lot antenna 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L2=2mm, L1=14mm, Ws=2mm, Lp=7mm, 
Ls=15mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 

 

The experimental and simulated reflection characteristics of the optimized 

off centre fed antenna is shown in figure.5.10. This dual band antenna has a 2:1 

VSWR bandwidth from 1.66GHz-1.73GHz and 3.10GHz-4.39GHz. The 

frequency can be tuned by changing the slot arm length or the slot arm ratio 
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(L1/L2). The lower resonance is due to the higher slot arm (L1) and the higher 

resonance is due to the smaller slot (L2). The slot width is mainly affecting the 

reactance and is kept same as 2mm. It is shown that the antenna is matched to 

50Ω by properly offsetting the feed position. 

The measured variation in the return loss characteristics of the off 

centre fed antenna with respect to the slot arm length ratio (L2:L1) is shown 

in figure.5.11. While offsetting the feed the reactance corresponding to the 

first resonance shift from highly capacitive to less capacitive and that of the 

second resonance from high inductance to low inductance. The real part of 

the impedance gets reduced from high impedance value to give proper 

matching [1]. 

 The VSWR impedance bandwidths in the fundamental as well as 

harmonic frequencies are determined by the position of the feed point. 

 

Figure 5.11 Variation in reflection characteristics with slot arm length ratio L1:L2 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, Ws=2mm, Lp=7mm, Ls=15mm, W=3mm, 
g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 
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The measured polarization of the antenna is along positive x-direction for 

both the bands. The measured radiation pattern of the optimized off centre fed 

dipole antenna is shown in the figure.5.12 (a) and (b). Like a dipole antenna 

there are two nulls in the positive and negative x-axis resulting a figure of eight 

radiation pattern along the E-plane (XZ plane). A omnidirectional pattern is 

obtained with good polarization purity along the H-plane (YZ plane). A 

better cross Polarization level of 15dB is obtained along the bore sight 

direction with Half Power Beam Width (HPBW) of more than 800 at 

1.7GHz. A cross polar level nearer to 10dB is also obtained for 3.5GHz, but 

the pattern is found to be distorted as compared to the radiation pattern at 

1.7GHz. The measured gain of antenna at 1.7GHz and 3.5GHz are 1.3dBi 

and 2.7dBi respectively. 

    

     (a)                                                                            (b)    

    Figure 5.12 Measured Radiation Pattern at 1.7GHz and 3.5GHz of the off 
centre fed slot antenna 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, Ws=2mm, Lp=7mm, Ls=15mm, W=3mm, 
g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 
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5.3.2 Top loading the signal strip 

 

   Figure 5.13  Geometry of the antenna with top loading the signal strip (a) 
Front View (b) Side view 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ls=8.5mm, Lp=7mm, Ws=2mm, 
Wt=1mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 

 

In this section another feeding method is introduced to enhance the 

matching. The signal strip is top loaded with an additional strip S to form a T-

shaped feed. The feed will launch electromagnetic energy effectively into the 

slot resulting in a centre fed slot antenna. The geometry is shown in figure.5.13. 

in which the strips of length S and width Wt are used to top load the signal strip. 

The width of the strip is chosen as 1mm. All other parameters of this antenna 

remain same as that of the earlier antenna. The antenna is resonating at 3.7GHz 

with good agreement between simulation and measurement. The proposed 

antenna has an impedance bandwidth of 200MHz and can be easily integrated 

with MIC’s. The variation in reflection characteristics of the antenna with top 

loading length ‘S’ is shown in figure.5.14 
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    Figure 5.14 Variation in reflection characteristics of the top loaded antenna 

with top loading strip length S 
(Lg=15mm, Lg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ls=8.5mm, Lp=7mm, Ws=2mm, 
Wt=1mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 

 

The antenna is polarized along the y-direction. The E-plane and H-plane 

radiation patterns of the antenna at resonant frequency are shown in figure.5.15. 

A cross polar level of 10dB is obtained along the bore sight direction but lower 

polarization discrimination is observed along other directions which should be 

improved. The antenna is offering a gain of 1.1dBi. 

 
           Figure 5.15  Measured Radiation pattern of the top loaded antenna 

(Lg=15mm, Lg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ls=8.5mm, Lp=7mm, Ws=2mm, 
Wt=1mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 
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5.3.3 Signal strip reduced coplanar waveguide feed 
The other type of feed that effectively exciting the slot is signal strip reduced 

coplanar waveguide. The effect of signal strip length on reflection characteristics of 

asymmetrical slotted structure (figure5.17.a) is conducted in this section. The signal 

strip length (Ls) is varied by keeping the slot length (L1) and slot position (Lp) as 

constant. Figure.5.16 shows the reflection characteristics by varying the signal strip 

length for a given slot position. It is found that the resonance frequency is varying 

significantly with some combination of slot position and signal strip length. In all 

cases to attain impedance matching the strip lengths should be greater than slot 

positions (Lp). 

 
                       (a)                                                                           (b) 

                (c)                                                                            (d) 
Figure 5.16  Variation of reflection characteristics of asymmetrically slotted 

antenna with signal strip length (Ls) for different slot positions 
Lp (a) Lp=1mm (b) Lp=5mm (c) Lp=9mm (d) Lp=12mm 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ws=2mm, Lp=5mm,  Ls=15mm 
g=0.35mm and W=3mm) 
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Thus the position of the slot is an important factor in determining the 

impedance matching. Along with the position the signal strip length is also an 

important factor. From the figures it is shown that the position of slot together with 

the signal strip length are affecting the resonant behavior of the asymmetrically 

slotted CPW fed structure. For a given slot position and slot length, the signal strip 

length is chosen as 11mm for good impedance matching in this case. 

As mentioned earlier the structure shows high impedance for signal strip 

length of Ls=15mm. The impedance is tuned by reducing the signal strip length 

and achieved a good impedance matching(Ls=10mm) as shown in figure.5.17. 

 
                                                              (c) 

 Figure 5.17 Geometry of the structure with reduced signal strip length         
(a) Front view (b) Side view (c) Reflection characteristics 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ws=2mm, Lp=5mm, Ls=10mm 
g=0.35mm and W=3mm) 
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Variation of input impedance with signal strip length is shown in 

figure.5.18. As the length of the signal strip increases the real part of impedance 

increases. The reactance varies from high capacitance to low. This is clearly 

demonstrated in the smith chart shown in figure. For a signal strip length of 

6mm the resonance is highly capacitive. For Ls=8mm the resonant band 

become prominent as a loop in the figure, and the real part approaches 50Ω 

with negligible reactance for a signal strip length of 10mm. Further increase in 

signal strip length causes corresponding increase in impedance with 

depreciation in the impedance matching as clearly visible in the figure. Thus by 

trimming the signal strip dimension the impedance can be easily controlled. 

 

 

  Figure 5.18 Smith chart showing the impedance characteristics of the 
asymmetrically slotted antenna with variation in signal strip 
length (Ls) 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ws=2mm, Lp=5mm,  Ls=10mm 
g=0.35mm and W=3mm) 
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The effect of resonant frequency and matching with slot length is shown 

in the figure.5.19. The slot length is varied from 8mm to 12mm. As the length 

increases, the resonant frequency decreases as expected. A very good 

impedance match of -32dB is obtained for the optimized length of 10mm. The 

Coplanar waveguide guide the feed up to the discontinuity like a transmission 

line and excites the slot. The slot resonates at this frequency and reradiates 

electromagnetic energy. 

 

   Figure 5.19 Variation in reflection characteristics with slot length L1 of the 
asymmetrically slotted antenna 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, Ws=2mm, Lp=5mm,  Ls=10mm, g=0.35mm 
and W=3mm) 

 

The above discussed structure is physically assymetrical along the y-axis 

by placing the slot on any of the lateral ground planes. This asymmetry can 

affect the radiation characteristics of the antenna. The radiation patterns of 

the antenna together with slot position on one of lateral ground plane are 

shown in figure.5.20 and figure.5.21.  It is found to be tilted and the tilt in 
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radiation pattern is towards the slot side. If the slot is on the left ground as in 

figure.5.20 (a) the pattern is tilted by -300 as shown in fig.5.20 (b). 

Otherwise if the slot is on the right ground the pattern is tilted by 300 as 

shown in the figure.5.21 (b). 

 

 

  Figure 5.20 Geometry of the asymmetrically slotted antenna with corresponding 
radiation pattern 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ws=2mm, Lp=5mm,  Ls=10mm 
g=0.35mm and W=3mm)  
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Figure 5.21 Geometry of the asymmetrically slotted antenna with corresponding 
radiation pattern 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ws=2mm, Lp=5mm,  Ls=10mm 
g=0.35mm and W=3mm) 

 

The above observations are summarized and illustrated in table.5.1. The 

table describes the variation in resonant frequency and matching with signal 

strip length keeping all other parameters constant. From the table it is found that 

the combination of signal strip length and slot position is an important factor in 

determining the impedance matching. The length of the signal strip should be 

chosen in such a way that it should be higher than the slot position. 
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Table 5.1 Variation in resonant frequency and reflection characteristics of antenna1 with 
slot position and signal strip 

Slot position 
(Lp) 

Signal strip 
length 

(Ls) 

1mm 
(GHz,dB) 

3mm 
(GHz,dB) 

5mm 
(GHz,dB) 

7mm 
(GHz,dB) 

9mm 
(GHz,dB) 

11mm 
(GHz,dB) 

3mm(GHz,dB) 5.47, -4.45 5.65, -1.4 ------ ------ ------ ------ 

5mm(GHz,dB) 5.25, -12.56 5.47, -5.1 5.47, -1.46 ------ ------ ------ 

7mm(GHz,dB) 5.29, -37.7 5.29, -14.79 5.27, -5.04 4.87, -1.32 ------ ------ 

9mm(GHz,dB) 7.03, -14.64 5.16, -19.32 5.05,-15.01 4.73,- 4.55 4.46, -1.32 ------ 

11mm(GHz,dB) 7.32, -14.89 4.64, -10.61 4.80,-20.74 4.53,-12.98 4.28, -4.61 4.15, -1.43 

13mm(GHz,dB) 6.85, -8.86 7.21,- 8.75 4.19,-13.24 4.15, -23.7 4.015,-13.71 4.01, -5.63 

15mm(GHz,dB) ----- ----- 3.85, -8.7 3.83,-13.27 3.72, -31.51 3.65,-18.80 

 

5.4 Symmetrically slotted antenna 

 
 Figure 5.22 Geometry of the reduced impedance coplanar waveguide fed 

antenna (a) Front view (b) Side view 
(Lg=15mm, Lg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ls=11mm, Lp=7mm, Ws=2mm, 
W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 
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From the studies conducted in the previous session, it is shown that the 

length of the centre signal strip is mainly contributing the real part of 

impedance. Reducing the signal strip length will decrease the series resistance 

proportionally without affecting any other parameters of the conventional 

antenna. Thus the impedance matching of the structure can be improved by 

reducing the signal strip length. But the radiation pattern is tilted which should 

be avoided. This is achieved by introducing symmetry in the structure by 

creating slots on both the lateral ground planes. The resonance and radiation 

mechanism of this antenna is elaborately discussed in this section. 

In this section the signal strip length of a symmetrically slotted antenna is 

reduced to Ls resulting in the proposed geometry shown in figure.5.22. The width 

Ws and length L1 of the slot are kept unchanged. The reflection characteristics of 

the antenna with a single slot and symmetrical slot are compared with slot less 

antenna as in figure.5.23. The symmetrical slotted antenna is giving resonance at a 

lower frequency compared to a asymmetrical slotted antenna and hence more 

compact. Moreover it is found that the quality factor of symmetrical slot antenna is 

very high compared to a single slot antenna. 

 
Figure 5.23. Reflection characteristics of the antenna in different cases 
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The antenna is matched at 2.4GHz, which is half wavelength corresponding 

to the total slot length. Thus by trimming the signal strip length the total input 

impedance of the antenna can be reduced to 50Ω to provide better matching. This 

method of feeding is very simple and will provide good radiation characteristics 

when compared to other two types of feeding. The resonance of this antenna can be 

tuned primarily by varying the slot dimension. The extended signal strip above the 

slot is also affecting the resonance which is used for fine tuning.  

The polarization of the antenna is along y-direction with low cross polar 

level. The measured 2D radiation pattern and simulated 3D pattern of the 

antenna are shown in figure.5.24. The tilt in radiation pattern can be easily 

removed by creating symmetry in the structure. This symmetric slotted antenna 

provides a polarization discrimination of 12dB and 16dB along E and H planes. 

The greatest advantage of this antenna is the internal strip (Ls) which is 

associated with it to tune the resonance frequency. 

 
  Figure 5.24.  a) 2D b) 3D Radiation pattern of symmetrically slot single band 

antenna at 2.4GHz 
(Lg=15mm, Lg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ls=8.5mm, Lp=7mm, Ws=2mm, 
Wt=1mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 
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Due to the symmetrical and simple structure of the signal strip reduced 

slot antenna it is considered as the better method to match the CPW structures 

among the feeding techniques mentioned in this section. The possibility of 

tuning the above structures using varactors and pin diodes are illustrated in the 

next sections. Rigorous parametric analysis on the impedance characteristics are 

also performed and explained. The observations are summarized and illustrated 

in table.5.2. From the table it is found that the position of the slot should be 

placed below the signal strip length. 

Table 5.2 Variation in resonant frequency and reflection characteristics of signal 
strip reduced antenna with slot position and signal strip 

 

 Slot position  
   (Lp)  

Signal strip length      
                         (Ls)  

1mm 
(GHz, dB) 

3mm 
(GHz, dB) 

5mm 
(GHz, dB) 

7mm 
(GHz, dB) 

9mm 
(GHz, dB) 

11mm 
(GHz, dB)

2mm(GHz, dB) 3.83, -5.6 ----- ---- ----- ----- ----- 

3mm(GHz, dB) 3.56, -14.99 3.94, -1.9 ----- ----- ----- ----- 

4mm(GHz, dB) 3.27, -16.32 3.79, -4.18 ----- ----- ----- ----- 

5mm(GHz, dB) 3.02, -8.68 3.58,- 8.89 3.94, -1.92 ----- ----- ----- 

6mm(GHz, dB) 2.82, -5.98 3.34,-23.52 3.76, -3.73 ----- ----- ----- 

7mm(GHz, dB) 2.64, -4.4 3.11,-15.98 3.56, -7.44 ----- ----- ----- 

8mm(GHz, dB) 2.44, -3.2 2.91, -9.74 3.31,-16.31 3.76, -3.6 ----- ----- 

9mm(GHz, dB) 2.32, -2.63 2.78, -6.89 3.11, -29.35 3.56, -7.18 3.94, -2.04 ----- 

10mm(GHz, dB) ----- 2.59, -5.00 2.93, -12.63 3.34, -14.05 3.83, -3.89 3.97, -1.32

11mm(GHz, dB) ----- 2.50, -3.99 2.75, -8.77 3.11, -30.85 3.61, -7.74 3.99, -2.41

12mm(GHz, dB) ----- 2.39, -3.27 2.62, -5.94 2.91, -13.26 3.36, -17.62 3.88,- 4.64

13mm(GHz, dB) ----- ----- ----- 2.77, -8.54 3.11, -21.4 3.67, -9.62

14mm(GHz, dB) ----- ----- ----- 2.64, -6.24 2.89, -15.3 3.4, -18.47
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5.5 Symmetrically slotted Reconfigurable antenna 

The possibility of reconfigurability of the antenna is explored in this 

section. The geometry of the reconfigurable antenna is shown in figure.5.25. In 

this study a varactor diode is placed symmetrically at a distance of L1 on both 

the lateral ground planes of the optimized CPW fed antenna. DC biasing is 

applied as shown in the geometry which is connected through chip inductors for 

achieving RF isolation. 

 
         Figure 5.25  Geometry of the reconfigurable antenna 

(Lg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ls=11mm, Lp=7mm, Ws=2mm, W=3mm, 
g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 

 

The variation in reflection characteristics of the antenna with the applied 

voltage is measured and shown in figure.5.26. When the voltage varies from 0 

to 16V the resonant frequency shift from 1.9GHz to 2.1GHz as in the figure. It 

is interesting to note that the impedance matching is not much affected with the 

applied voltage. Thus the resonant frequency can be tuned effectively with the 
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applied voltage with the present design. Moreover, it is possible to reconfigure 

the antenna in frequency without modifying any physical parameters of the 

antenna. 

 
Figure 5.26 Return loss with varactor tuning 

(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ls=11mm, Lp=7mm, 
Ws=2mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 

           

The radiation pattern of the antenna for different applied voltage is 

verified. The E-plane radiation pattern of the antenna shown in figure.5.27 is 

found to be independent of voltage.  Similarly H-plane radiation pattern 

shown in figure 5.28 is also found to be independent of voltage except a 

small change found for 16v. Thus the reconfigurable antenna presented here 

is a good candidate for tunable wireless application whose radiation 

characteristics is independent of applied voltage.  
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Figure 5.27  E-plane Radiation pattern with different voltage for tuning 

(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ls=11mm, Lp=7mm, Ws=2mm, 
W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 

 

Figure5.28   H-plane Radiation pattern with different voltage for tuning 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=10mm, Ls=11mm, Lp=7mm, Ws=2mm, 
W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 

5.6 H-shaped slot antenna with Harmonic Suppression 

It is established in the earlier section that the symmetrical slot on the ground 

plane excites resonance corresponding to the slot dimension with stable radiation 

characteristics. Meandering this symmetrical slot into L-shaped slot will improve 

the compactness of antenna resulting in geometry as shown in figure.5.29.  
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       Figure 5.29 Geometry of the L-shaped slot antenna 

(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=12mm, L2=7mm, Ls=11mm, Lp=7mm, 
Ws=2mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 

 

The simulated and measured relection characteristics of L-slot antenna 

resonating at 2.4GHz are shown in figure.5.30. The antenna exhibits a 2:1 

VSWR bandwidth from 2.39GHz-2.51GHz covering the 2.4GHz WLAN band.  

 
         Figure 5.30  Reflection characteristics of the L-slot antenna 

(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L1=12mm, L2=7mm, Ls=11mm, Lp=7mm, 
Ws=2mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 
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The total perimeter of the L-shaped slot is about one wavelength in the 

substrate (slot length = half wavelength) at the resonant frequency. The electric 

field distribution of the antenna in the X-directed slot is along Y-direction and 

that of the Y-directed slot is along X-direction. This is responsible for an 

effective tilt of 45° in the polarization of the antenna. The antenna has a cross 

polarization level of about 10dB in both the planes.  

The measured peak gain in the 2.4GHz band is about 1dBi with small 

gain variation across the band. Meandering the slots improves the 

compactness, but generates higher harmonics, which should be removed for 

better antenna performance. This antenna exhibits second resonance at 

8.5GHz as observed in figure.5.30. The first mode at 2.4GHz is matched 

(59Ω-j3Ω) while the second mode is suppressed due to high capacitive 

reactance (55Ω-j240Ω) but the third mode is excited (79Ω+j56Ω). So 

meandering should be done in such a way that along with the compactness the 

radiation characteristics should also improve. 

Without increasing the overall size of the antenna, the radiating area can 

be effectively utilized to create further reduction in resonance frequency. The 

L-shaped slot of the above presented antenna is modified as H-shaped slot by 

adding an additional strip of length L2 towards the upper direction. The 

geometry of the proposed structure is shown in figure.5.31. By meandering the 

structure the total resonating length will increase without increasing the overall 

area of the antenna. 
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   Figure 5.31  Geometry of the H-slot antenna 
(Wg=11.25mm, Lg=15mm, L1=7.5mm, L2=4.5mm, L3=10.5mm, 
Ls=9.37mm, Lp=6.25mm, Ws=2mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, 
h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 

  

 

     Figure 5.32 Radiation pattern of the antenna at resonance and higher 
harmonics (a) H-Plane (b) E-Plane 
(Wg=11.25mm, Lg=15mm, L1=7.5mm, L2=4.5mm, L3=10.5mm, 
Ls=9.37mm, Lp=6.25mm, Ws=2mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm 
and εr=4.4) 
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The photograph of the proposed compact antenna is shown in 

figure.5.32.The return loss characteristic of the antenna is shown in figure.5.33. 

The antenna exhibits a 2:1 VSWR bandwidth from 2.29GHz-2.49GHz covering 

the 2.4GHz WLAN band.  

 

      Figure 5.33 Reflection characteristics of the Proposed H-slot antenna 
(Wg=11.25mm, Lg=15mm, L1=7.5mm, L2=4.5mm, L3=10.5mm, 
Ls=9.37mm, Lp=6.25mm, Ws=2mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and 
εr=4.4) 

 

The third harmonics of L-slot antenna is found to be suppressed in the 

present antenna as evident from the reflection characteristics. This is achieved 

by making a H-slot to provide very low impedance (8Ω+j3Ω) at the third 

harmonics. The slots (L2 - towards upper and lower part) will act as two parallel 

LCR circuits with equal inductance (L), capacitance (C) and resistance in each 

slot. Therefore the effective resistance decreases drastically and the resonance is 

suppressed. 
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The current distribution of the antenna at resonant frequency (2.4GHz) is 

shown in figure.5.34. The transmission line guides the wave towards the slot 

and then launches the wave into the slot as in the figure. A full wavelength 

variation along the perimeter of the slot is observed. The slot insertion is not 

making any change in the fundamental mode distribution of the coplanar wave 

guide transmission line. The X directed electric field get cancelled at the far 

field resulting an effective polarization along the Y-direction.  

 

Figure 5.34 Current distribution of the H-slot antenna at the resonant frequency 
(Wg=11.25mm, Lg=15mm, L1=7.5mm, L2=4.5mm, L3=10.5mm, Ls=9.37mm, 
Lp=6.25mm, Ws=2mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm and εr=4.4) 

 

The variation of input impedance with signal strip (Ls) is shown in 

Figure.5.35. The reactive part of impedance varies cyclically from highly 

capacitive to less capacitive as Ls increases. For a given slot the impedance is 

highly capacitive for small signal strip length. By increasing the strip length the 

inductance increases and the imaginary part of impedance reaches zero for an 

optimum length. So it is very interesting to note that the capacitance can be 

easily tuned by trimming the slot dimension. Similarly the inductance and real 
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part of impedance can be adjusted by trimming the strip length. At the 

optimized length, the impedance locus is around 50Ω with affordable reactance 

at the resonant frequency. For all other frequencies, the structure acts as an open 

ended CPW fed transmission line. 

 

     Figure 5.35  Input impedance on Smith Chart for various Strip length Ls 
(Wg=11.25mm, Lg=15mm, L1=7.5mm, L2=4.5mm, L3=10.5mm, 
Ls=9.37mm, Lp=6.25mm, Ws=2mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm 
and εr=4.4) 

 

In communication gadgets, the antenna should be used in conjunction 

with lumped elements and circuit components. So their interaction on antenna 

performance should be analysed.  Thus the antenna is tested with a conducting 

sheet placed at the backside as shown in figure.5.36. The surface area of the 

conducting sheet is much larger than that of the antenna. The performance is 

analyzed by varying the separation distance Z. By placing the conducting sheet 

at Z=0mm the effective dielectric constant increases. Thus the resonant 
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frequency decreases to lower together with the excitation of higher harmonics 

as shown in figure.5.37. It is obvious that the input impedance of a CPW line 

will change by making it a conductor backed CPW. It is found that when Z is 

greater than 1mm the resonant frequency is independent of ground plane. This 

ensures that placing the conducting sheet at an optimized distance and 

incorporating the lumped elements will not produce much difference in the 

reflection characteristics of the antenna. 

The power transmitted by the antenna is measured using a horn antenna 

placed at a distance of 40cm. The received power on the bore sight direction by 

placing the conductor at different distances is plotted in figure.5.38. The distance at 

which the conductor is placed depends on the required radiation pattern and 

radiated power. By keeping the conductor at λ/4 the total power gets reflected with 

same phase contributing an enhancement in power (Gain) along the boresight 

direction as in the figure. Similarly at 2*λ/4 the wave get reflected with a phase 

difference of 1800 contributing a null along the bore sight direction. This property 

repeats for multiples of quarter wavelength as in the figure. 

Thus we can choose the distance of conducting sheet for a particular 

radiation pattern as per the application. The gain is also enhanced by an amount 

of 5dBi making the antenna suitable for directive application by properly 

placing the conducting sheet at the optimized distance. 

 
Figure 5.36 Side view of antenna with conducting sheet placed on the back side 
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Figure 5.37 Effect of infinite conductor on Antenna performance (Measured) 

 

     Figure 5.38 Measured Power transmitted by the antenna with conducting 
sheet at various distances 
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The H-shaped slot can be considered as a centre-fed slot dipole with each 

arm of length λg/4, where λg is the guided wavelength in the resonant frequency. 

Top loading the dipole arm (L3) with L4 will increase the effective electrical 

length like a top loaded monopole. The measured radiation patterns of Antenna 

at resonant frequency and higher harmonics are shown in Figure.5.39. The 

pattern is uniform in the H-plane and bidirectional in E-Plane as like a centre 

fed slot antenna. From the figure it is clear that the radiations from the higher 

harmonics are negligible. Without any additional filters and external circuits the 

antenna successfully suppresses radiation from higher harmonics up to 12GHz. 

The measured peak gain in the 2.4GHz band is about 1dBi with small gain 

variation in the band. The gain of the antenna is small compared to a 

conventional dipole because the antenna is electrically very small. The 

efficiency of the antenna measured using wheeler cap method is 79%.  

  

               (a)                                                                   (b) 
     Figure 5.39  Radiation pattern of the antenna at resonance and higher 

harmonics (a). H-Plane (b). E-Plane 
(Lg=11.25mm, Wg=15mm, L1=7.5mm, L2=4.5mm, L3=10.5mm, 
Ls=9.37mm, Lp=6.25mm, Ws=2mm, W=3mm, g=0.35mm, h=1.6mm 
and εr=4.4) 
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5.7 Conclusion 

 Introduction of slot along the transmission line of a Coplanar 

Waveguide can excite a resonance and the tilt in radiation pattern can 

be overcome by using a symmetrical slot. 

 Three different feeding mechanisms (offset feed, Feed penetration 

and signal strip reduced) to excite the slots are discussed and 

presented. 

 Reconfigurable antennas are designed and developed. 

 Meandering the slot can produce additional resonating length and 

hence can contribute compactness. 

 Harmonic suppressed H-slot antenna with suppression upto 3rd 

harmonics is presented. 

References 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVE 
 

6.1  Thesis Highlights  
 

6.2  Inferences from the investigations on signal strip modified 
Coplanar Waveguide antennas 

 

6.3  Inferences from the investigation on ground plane modified antenna 
 

6.4  Inferences from both ground and signal strip modified antenna 
 

6.5  Suggestions for future work 

 

 

 

This chapter highlights the conclusion drawn from the investigations of signal 

and ground plane modified Coplanar Waveguide fed antennas. Thus a compact, 

planar antenna with good radiation characteristics is derived out of a normal 

coplanar transmission line structure.  Suggestions for future work in the fields 

are also provided.  
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6.1 Thesis Highlights  

This chapter brings the thesis to a close by presenting the conclusions 

drawn from the outcome of the radiation characteristics of a Coplanar 

Waveguide transmission line. The main objective of the thesis was to develop 

antennas by modifying the normal coplanar waveguide transmission line. The 

experimental and simulation investigations on the possibility of resonance by 

creating discontinuity on the signal strip and ground plane of a coplanar 

waveguide transmission line are extensively explained. 

Chapter one provides an introduction on antenna research, state of the art 

antenna technologies, planar antenna research, facilities and techniques for 

antenna measurements. Some over view on the significant work in related areas,  

provided in chapter two gives real picture about the importance of the present 

work. The literature review clearly indicates that the antennas developed are 

novel concepts. Chapter three described the characteristics features of the signal 

strip modified coplanar waveguide fed antenna. A quad band antenna is 

developed by modifying the signal strip of the antenna.  Chapter four describes 

the radiation characteristics of a ground plane modified compact antenna. This 

single band antenna operates with good omnidirectional radiation pattern.  An 

harmonic suppressed antenna with good radiation properties is presented in 

chapter five. This harmonic suppressed antenna suppresses up to third 

harmonics. Appendix A of the thesis presents a planar dual band antenna.  

6.2 Inferences from the investigations on signal strip modified 
Coplanar Waveguide antennas 

Coplanar waveguide fed multiband antennas by modifying the signal strip 

of a Coplanar Waveguide transmission line is discussed in this chapter. 

Possibility of creating a resonance by folding, top loading and by introducing a 
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slit on the antenna without affecting the overall size is  analyzed. The important 

inferences from the studies are as follows. 

 A resonance in a CPW fed monopole antenna can be generated by 

suitably top loading and by introducing the folding technique. 

 Folding technique can be effectively used to make the antenna more compact. 

 Asymmetric loaded CPW antenna can be used for triple band operation. 

 The introduction of slit will generate an additional lower resonance 

without increasing the overall compactness of the antenna. 

 The presented quad band antenna is providing good impedance 

matching with independent control on resonances. 

 Design equations are developed and are validated on different 

dielectric substrates. 

6.3 Inferences from the investigation on ground plane modified 
antenna 
A ground meandered single band antenna with high cross polar isolation 

and good symmetrical radiation pattern is also developed and discussed in 

chapter 4. Thus the important conclusions arrived are  

 The signal to ground plane gap ‘g’ plays an important role in determining 

the impedance characteristics of a coplanar waveguide transmission line. 

 An optimum lateral ground plane width is necessary for a coplanar 

waveguide to behave like a normal transmission line. Further 

increase in ground plane will not enhance the impedance and 

radiation characteristics. 
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 The ground plane meandering can be effectively utilized to control 

the resonance of the antenna. 

 Meandering can lower the resonance frequency. 

  The resonant frequency is proportional to the slot perimeter. 

 Since the radiating elements are purely along Y-direction, the 

antenna is highly linearly polarized with good cross polar isolation. 

 Due to symmetry, the radiation pattern is also symmetric in nature. 

 The radiation characteristics of a symmetrically ground meandered 

antenna is similar to that of a monopole antenna. 

6.4 Inferences from both ground and signal strip modified antenna 
Experimental investigations have been carried out on the slot antenna by 

modifying both the signal and ground planes of a CPW fed compact antenna. 

An harmonic suppressed slot antenna with suppression up to 3rd harmonics is 

developed. The important conclusions arrived are 

 Introduction of slot along the transmission line of a Coplanar 

Waveguide can excite a resonance.  

 Three different feeding mechanisms (offset feed, Feed penetration and 

signal strip reduced) to excite the slots are discussed and presented. 

 Reconfigurable antennas are designed and developed. 

 Meandering the slot can produce additional resonating length and 

hence can contribute compactness. 

 Harmonic suppressed H-slot antenna with suppression upto 3rd 

harmonics is presented. 
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6.5 Suggestions for future work 

The studies on the radiation phenomenon of coplanar waveguide have 

resulted in a new type of antenna geometries suitable for compact wireless 

applications. Meandering the resonant path of the ground meandered antenna 

can be investigated in future for generating additional resonance. Thus the 

ground plane modified antenna can be easily adapted for dual band and 

multiband applications. The position of the slot and separation between slots 

can be adjusted for single and multiband antenna. Printed array can be created 

by placing the slot of ground and signal strip modified antenna periodically. By 

suitable array design the radiation pattern can be modified in such a way that it 

can be used for highly directive applications. The ground and signal strip 

modified antennas can be used as a feed for Dielectric Resonator Antennas 

(DRA) and other patch antenna elements. Design and development of 

reconfigurable antennas using various devices and RFMEMS for tunable 

wireless applications are a good area of research. By placing parasitic slot on 

the lateral ground planes the radiation pattern can be made directive. Thus beam 

steering can be achieved by using reconfigurable slots on any of the lateral 

ground planes. 

 

….. …..  
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                                                                         Appendix   A 

COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE FED ASYMMETRICALLY 
SLOTTED DUAL BAND ANTENNA 

 

1. Introduction 
 

2. Antenna geometry 
 

3. Result and discussion  
 

4. Conclusion 
 

5. References 
 

 

 

A multiband antenna developed by perturbing the ground of a Coplanar 

Waveguide (CPW-Fed) transmission line is studied and presented. The Antenna 

comprises of two asymmetrical slits on either side of a CPW transmission line. 

The real and imaginary part of impedance can be independently tuned by 

adjusting the central strip and the slot parameters to achieve the required 

impedance matching at resonant frequency. The experimental and simulation 

studies are presented and discussed in detail. 
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1. Introduction 

Present day communication gadgets demand the requirement of very 

compact components. The coplanar waveguide lines are nowadays used as feed 

due to its excellent properties like low dispersion and easy integration with 

Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) devices. Various CPW-Fed 

antennas with capacitive [1-2] and inductive [3-4] slots have been presented 

earlier. The dimension of the capacitive H-shaped slot in [1] determine the 

resonant frequency, while that in [2] uses a asymmetrical slots on either side of 

transmission line to produce circular polarization. The inductive slot antenna 

presented in [4] uses an inductor with optimum value at one end of the 

inductive slot in order to achieve compactness as well as broadband. Since the 

electric field distribution in the slot significantly affect the value of the input 

impedance and the radiation pattern, the resonant modes can be easily selected 

by varying the slot parameters. In this paper an alternative method to easily 

achieve the impedance matching of CPW fed antenna is illustrated.  

2. Antenna Geometry 

The geometry of the proposed antenna is shown in figure.A.1. The 

antenna is very compact with an overall dimension of 34mm x 15mm when 

printed on a substrate of dielectric constant 4.4 and thickness 1.6mm. The width 

(w) of signal strip and gap (g) of the CPW are selected for 50Ω impedance 

matching. The width (Ws) of the slot is constant and is same for both the slots. 

The position of the slits Lp1 and Lp2 are not equal as in the symmetrical 

structures discussed before. One of the slot in the lateral ground plane is 

meandered to achieve a higher resonating length by using the unutilized 

metallic area. The detailed characteristics of the asymmetric systems are 

presented.  
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Figure A.1 Geometry of the Proposed dual band antenna  
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm,L1=10mm, L2=12mm, L3=8mm, 
L4=6.5mm, Lp2=8.5mm,   Lp1=4mm,  Ls=10mm ws=2mm, 
w=3mm, g=0.35mm h=1.6,  Єr=4.4) 

 

3. Result and Discussion  

The simulated and experimental return loss characteristics of 

unsymmetrical slotted antenna are shown in figure.A.2. The antenna is 

exhibiting a 2:1 VSWR band width from 2.35GHz-2.49GHz and 5.003GHz-

5.47GHz covering 2.4/5.2 GHz WLAN bands. The simulation of the antenna is 

carried out using Ansoft High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) and 

experiment using HP8510C Vector Network Analyser. 
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Figure.A.2 Reflection characteristics of the dual band antenna  

(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm,L1=10mm, L2=12mm, L3=8mm, 
L4=6.5mm, Lp2=8.5mm,   Lp1=4mm,  Ls=10mm ws=2mm, 
w=3mm, g=0.35mm h=1.6,  Єr=4.4) 

 

As already described in the previous chapter that the reflection 

characteristic without any slot is like that of an open ended transmission line 

and by introducing a slot on either ground will generate a poorly matched 

resonance. The radiation pattern of such an asymmetric slot antenna is found to 

be tilted. Here the introduction of symmetrical slots on ground can overrule this 

to give the single resonance having radiation pattern without any tilt. Moreover, 

three different feeding methods to get good impedance matching is also 

described. These resonances are found to be depending on the slot length. This 

type of antenna is very attractive for modern wireless communication gadgets. 

Symmetrical horizontal slots will provide polarization on vertical direction(y-

directed).  
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By properly selecting the asymmetrical dimensions for both the slots the 

user can produce different resonances. This methodology is effectively utilized 

for the design of presented multiband antenna. The experiment and simulation 

of CPW fed ground perturbed dual band antenna have been designed and 

successfully implemented for 2.4/5.2 GHz WLAN bands. This type of antenna 

is highly compact in nature and hence can be easily integrated on small 

electronic gadgets 

The optimized slot dimension are L1=10mm, L2=12mm, L3=8mm, 

L4=6.5mm and Ws=2mm. This antenna is resonating at 2.4GHz (2.35GHz-

2.49GHz) and 5.2GHz (5.003GHz- 5.47GHz). It is very interesting to note that 

when the slots are symmetric the antenna is resonating only at its fundamental 

mode. When the slots are asymmetric it can allow higher harmonics also. The 

optimization of the antenna for different slot parameters has been done and is 

explained in the forthcoming section. 

The variations of the antenna performance with the slot dimensions are 

performed. The slot lengths (L1 & L4) are varied and their return loss 

characteristics are shown in figure.A.3 (a) & figure.A.3 (b). From the figures it 

is evident that both the resonances are varying with the slot lengths. As the slot 

length increases the resonance shift to lower region and vice versa. It is noted 

that the impedance matching is not at all affecting with the change in slot length 

and hence offering an affordable mechanical tuning range. Thus by considering 

the required impedance bandwidth at the resonant frequency, slot lengths are 

optimized at 6.5mm and 10mm respectively. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

FigureA.3  Variation in Reflection characteristics of the dual band antenna 
with slot length (a) L1 (b) L4 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L2=12mm, L3=8mm, Lp2=8.5mm,   Lp1=4mm,  
Ls=10mm ws=2mm, w=3mm, g=0.35mm h=1.6,  Єr=4.4) 
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As explained in the earlier designs that the signal strip is the major factor 

in determining the impedance matching is also verified in this dual band 

antenna. Variation in reflection characteristics of the dual band antenna with 

signal strip length is shown in figure.A.4. The impedance matching together 

with the frequency of the antenna is varied with respect to the variation in 

signal strip length. 

 

Figure A.4  Variation in Reflection characteristics of the dual band 
antenna with signal strip length Ls 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm,L1=10mm, L2=12mm, L3=8mm, L4=6.5mm, 
Lp2=8.5mm,   Lp1=4mm,  Ls=10mm, ws=2mm, w=3mm, g=0.35mm 
h=1.6,  Єr=4.4) 

 

By suitably changing the slot width the imaginary part of characteristic 

impedance of the antenna can be adjusted for obtaining the required impedance 

bandwidth. The return loss variation of the antenna with the slot width Ws of 

the smaller and larger slots are shown in figure.A.5. and figure.A.6. Even 

though there is not much variation in resonance it significantly affects the 

impedance bandwidth. For the design presented here the slot width (Ws) for 

both the lower and higher slots are optimized at 2mm. 
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Figure A.5  Variation in Reflection characteristics of the dual band 

antenna with slot width Ws of strip L1  
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L2=12mm, L3=8mm, L4=6.5mm, Lp2=8.5mm,   
Lp1=4mm,  Ls=10mm, w=3mm, g=0.35mm h=1.6,  Єr=4.4)                     

                        
Figure A.6  Variation in Reflection characteristics of the dual band 

antenna with slot width of strip L2, L3 and L4 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L2=12mm, L3=8mm, L4=6.5mm, Lp2=8.5mm,   
Lp1=4mm, Ls=10mm, w=3mm, g=0.35mm h=1.6,  Єr=4.4) 

 

The position of the slot is also very important while designing the dual 

band antenna and need to be optimized.   The slot position Lp1 is affecting both 

the resonances in a different manner that is as the slot position increases the 
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lower resonances shift to higher frequency region and the higher resonance shift 

to lower frequency region. Thus the resonant length corresponding to first 

resonance increases with the slot position and that of the second resonance 

decreases with the slot position. The variations in reflection characteristics with 

respect to the slot positions are shown in figure.A.7 (a) and (b). 

 
Figure A.7(a)  Variation in Reflection characteristics of the dual band 

antenna with slot position Lp1 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L2=12mm, L3=8mm, L4=6.5mm, Lp2=8.5mm, 
Ls=10mm, w=3mm, ws=2mm ,g=0.35mm h=1.6,  Єr=4.4) 

   
Figure A.7 (b) Variation in Reflection characteristics of the dual band 

antenna with slot position Lp2  
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L2=12mm, L3=8mm, L4=6.5mm, Lp2=8.5mm, 
Ls=10mm, w=3mm, ws=2mm, g=0.35mm h=1.6,  Єr=4.4) 
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The current distribution of the antenna at 2.4GHz and 5.2GHz band are 

shown in Figure.A.8 (a) and Figure.A.8 (b) respectively. 

     

                                     (a) 

       
                                            (b) 

         Figure A.8 Current distribution of the dual band antenna at (a) 2.4GHz (b) 5.2GHz  
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L2=12mm, L3=8mm, L4=6.5mm, Lp2=8.5mm,   
Lp1=4mm,  Ls=10mm, w=3mm, ws=2mm, g=0.35mm h=1.6,  Єr=4.4) 

 

A half wavelength variation along the meandered slot is contributing for 

the first resonance centered at 2.4GHz which is clearly visible from the current 

distribution. Significant current is found to be there on the signal strip along the 

smaller slot side.  
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A full wave variation along the meandered strip is occurring for the 

higher resonance centered at 5.2GHz. A half wave variation along the smaller 

slot is also contributing for the resonance. Moreover a current variation along 

the signal strip on the meandered slot side is convincing its effect on the 

resonance and impedance matching.  

The electric fields along the horizontal slots will be in vertical 

direction(y-direction) and hence the polarization is along Y-direction. Since the 

horizontal slot length dominates the vertical slot, the polarization is along Y-

direction. It is also noted that the asymmetrical slots can degrade the 

polarization discrimination. The radiation pattern of the antenna at two resonant 

frequencies is shown in Figure.A.9. The pattern is found to be non directional in 

the H-plane on both the bands. But due to the asymmetry in structure the 

pattern is found to disturbed in the E-plane. Even then the antenna is showing 

good radiation characteristics suitable for portable wireless communication 

gadgets. 
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                                (a)                                                                (b) 

       

(c)                                                                (d) 

Figure A.9 Radiation pattern of the dual band antenna at 2.4GHz      
(a) E-plane (b) H-plane and 5.2GHz (c) E-plane (d) H-plane 
(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L2=12mm, L3=8mm, L4=6.5mm, Lp2=8.5mm,   
Lp1=4mm,  Ls=10mm, w=3mm, ws=2mm, g=0.35mm h=1.6,  Єr=4.4) 
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The gains of the antenna on two bands are measured using gain transfer 

method and are shown in figure.A.10. The antenna has a peak gain of 1.4dBi 

and 3.2dBi in the 2.4GHz and 5.2GHz bands.  

 
Figure A.10  Gain of the dual band antenna  

(Lg=15mm, Wg=15mm, L2=12mm, L3=8mm, L4=6.5mm, Lp2=8.5mm,   
Lp1=4mm, Ls=10mm, w=3mm, ws=2mm, g=0.35mm h=1.6,  Єr=4.4) 

 

4. Conclusion 

A Novel CPW fed ground perturbed antenna for dual band application 

have been designed and successfully implemented. The experiment and 

simulation are in good agreement. This compact antenna with asymmetric slots 

on either side of transmission line is suitable for 2.4/5.2 GHz WLAN bands. 
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